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This work recognizes rainfall and runoff as multidimensional
stochastic processes. Using the knowledge of such processes, a proce-
dure for designing an optimal network to measure the total precipita-
tion of an event over a fixed area is given. The methodology used in
this static problem allows consideration of the following aspects of
network design.
1. Spatial Correlation of Process
2. Errors of Measurement Techniques and their Correlation
3. NonHomogeneous Sampling Costs.
Optimal networks are given in terms of the number and location
of stations together with the resulting cost and mean square error of
estimation.
The relation between rainfall and runoff is recognized as a dy-
namic problem. A statistically non-stationary, multi-dimensional rain-
fall generator is suggested. The model,capable of simulating historical
storm exterior and interiors, assumes the validity of Taylor's hypothe-
sis of turbulence within a storm interior.
The suggested rainfall model is used together with a runoff model
to study the accuracy of discharge prediction as a function of the rain-
fall sampling network. The runoff model used is a spatially distributed
simulation based on a finite difference solution of the Kinematic wave
equations. Discharge prediction accuracy at any point can be obtained
in terms of the mean square error as a function of the number of rain-
fall sampling stations, their location, and the errors in sampling de-
vices. Naturally the solution is also a function of the physics of the
basin at hand which are described by the rainfall and runoff simulators.
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1.1 Rainfall: Problems in Generation and Measurement
The need of precipitation data in most water resources
problems is an uncontested fact, The planner, decision maker, or en-
gineer must deal with the problem of defining what kind of data, where
and how to collect, and also with the analysis and synthesis of the
obtained information. This is the problem of data management. As
remarked by Lenton et al (1974),it is necessary that "all aspects of
data management be integrated -- the initial collection of data cannot
and should not be treated separately from the later stages of data
analysis and synthesis." Furthermore, when possible, the data manage-
ment procedure should be defined in terms of the final objectives,
goals and uses of the collected information.
This work deals mainly with the problems of collection and
synthesis of rainfall data.
The problems of data collection networks design has been
divided into various levels (Rodda et al, 1969). Levels I and II can
be classified as problems in regional estimation; i.e., there is no
clearly defined final goal or use for the collected data. The problem
of rainfall monitoring for estimating the areal total precipitation
average for a storm event and the problem of finding the long term
(time) areal mean precipitation fall in these two levels. Level III
networks are those designed to collect data for a specific, clearly
defined objective which would imply known net benefits or utility on
- 21 -
the data. The problem of rainfall monitoring for use together with
a flood forecasting system theoretically fits in this framework.
This work deals with two network design problems, the design
of a network for obtaining the areal mean precipitation of an event
and the design of a network for obtaining data to be used in a rainfall-
runoff model. The first problem is clearly a level I design, as pre-
viously discussed. The second problem could possibly be studied as
level III, but for reasons of inadequacy of data it was treated as
level I. The first problem is discussed in Chapters 2 and 3, the
second is presented in Chapter 5.
Since the utility functions related to level I designs are
undefined, the design criteria utilized are:
1. A network with fixed budget should be designed to minimize
errors in the estimation of the hydrologic variables in-
volved.
2. A network operated with an accuracy constraint should be
designed for minimum cost.
The accuracy of the networks is considered a function of
the stochasticity of rainfall itself in terms of its spatial and tem-
poralvariation as well as the configuration of the network in terms
of the number of observations, place of the observations and the errors
inherent in the instruments used for making the observations.
Chapter 4 of this work deals with the problem of rainfall
synthesis. The generation of synthetic time series has found many
uses in the water resources field. Rainfall generation has mostly been
developed in terms of univariate storm exterior generators. Very few
- 22 -
models for generating storm interiors (temporal distribution within
the event) exist. Moreover, generation in space has been very limited.
This work proposes a bidimensional model for the generation of storms
exteriors and interiors continuously in space.
1.2 General Approach
Data collection is viewed in this work as an estimation problem.
A stochastic event, rainfall, which is continuous in space and time,
must be estimated from noisy, discrete and incomplete observations
in time and space. Designing a network is then the definition of that
system which gives the "best" estimate of the true event (rainfall).
"Best" must be defined in terms of some criteria function of a measure
of accuracy, cost, or both.
The nature of the problems studied permit the use of linear
estimators. In this case, estimators which minimize the mean square
error are used. The areal average depth problem requires a static
(time invariant) solution. The rainfall-runoff problem uses a dynamic
linear estimator, the Kalman-Bucy filter.
The rainfall synthesis problem of Chapter 4 uses a random
fields generation technique based on the sampling from the radial spec-
tral density of the process which, in turn,is obtained from the spectrum
of the process covariance function. The technique requires the existance
of some sort of isotropy in the process. The form of the process co-
variance function (in time and space) is hypothesized, using as assump-




Most of the existing literature in network design attempts to
define a density of observation; i.e., the number of stations needed.
Very few works address the problems of where to locate the observation
stations; how to account for instrument errors; and how to take net-
work cost into consideration.
Commonly the design is reduced to a rule of thumb. For example,
McKay in Gray's Principles of Hydrology mentions that for standard
precipitation gages, a 15 mile separation is adequate for Canadian
conditions. The same reference makes a fair review of existing design
methods. The following comments derive from that source.
The "index approach" is described in general terms by McKay
as being:
1) Based on correlation - Sensors should be exposed so that
their measurements have the highest possible correlation
with the effects which are being measured.
2) One gage should be located in each"homogeneous" area, which
apparently implies that a station should be highly corre-
lated to surroundings but correlation between stations
should be minimized. Clearly, these are opposing objectives
which will demand some trade-off.
McKay also discusses the common practice of "transposition"
which consists of designing by comparison to the "true events" defined
as that measured by dense networks in basins of similar characteristics.
- 24 -
For example, McGuinness (1963) suggests the use of the following
formula for Coshocton, Ohio;
E = .03 P. 54G .24 (1-1)
where
E = absolute difference in inches
P = rainfall in inches for "true" (dense) network
G = gauging network density in sq.mi. per gage for the
reduced network
The above formula was developed from data of watersheds less than
25 sq.mi. but found consistant for larger areas. Its extrapolation to
areas with different conditions is speculative.
Hershfield (1965) argues that the average spacing needed to obtain
a 0.9 correlation between storm rainfall events can be estimated from
the 24 hr and the 1 hr, 2 year return period rainfall. Using this cor-
relation value as a design criteria he then develops graphs of the
distance between raingages in miles as a function of the 2 year - 24
hour rainfall (in inches) and the 2 year - 1 hour rainfall (in inches).
McKay also quotes from Holtan et al, (1962), their version of
minimum standards of raingage densities for agricultural watersheds.
They are given in Table 1-1.
Several studies have been made of densely gaged areas resulting
in ideas for network design. McKay refers to a study in Wilson Creek,
Manitoba, where the standard error of estimate (rainfall) was found to
be in direct proportion to the distance between stations.
Linsley et al, (1958), give results from the United States Wea-
- 25 -
Table 1-1
(from McKay in Gray's Principles of Hydrology)

























1 per 100 acres
1 per 250 acres
1 per sq.mi.
1 per 3 sq.mi.
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ther Bureau where a graphical relation of the standard error of precipi-
tation averages is given as a function of network density and area.That
relation was derived for the Muskingum River Basin. Similarly for Wil-
mington, Ohio, a relation between precipitation averages, network den-
sity and "true" precipitation exists,
Neil (1953) used data from the 96 sq.mi. Goose Creek watershed
(Illinois). The area had a 50 gage network. Using different but si-
milar ideas to the ones used in this work he considered that the "true"
variance of the areal mean rainfall was given by
2 _ 2 2 2(12
a2 a + a- + a2 (1-2)Xn X4 8  0
where
G2 = true variance
2
a- = estimation error variance from sample size n
x
n
2a-2 = error of using 48 raingages instead of infiniteX48
observations
a 2 = error variance of observations (instrument)
0
He concluded he could no t say much about a- and a 2 but
x 48 0




a- = AP n (1-3)
x
n
where P is the population mean of the 48 gages observation.
He produced diagrams of the standard error of estimate vs. n
and T.
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Besides the work in hydrology there is considerable lite-
rature in the area of sampling stochastic processes in a plane which
is applicable to any field.
Particularly Zubrzycki (1958) discusses and derives the
formulas for the standard errors of estimates obtained from random,
stratified or systematic (random start) sampling in a plane. No con-
sideration is given to measurement error. Iatern (1960) treats the
same problems and compares the various sampling techniques.
Gandin (1965) discusses the design of networks for the col-
lection of meteorological data. As in this work he sees the problem
as one of estimation and a natural outgrowth of exercises in filtering,
estimation, and extrapolation of data which in his work is called "ob-
jective analysis".
Zawadski (1972) addressed the design of raingage networks.
He limited it to the design of systematic, uniform networks. No con-
sideration to measurement noise was given. Naturally, due to his con-
dition of uniform network grids, no consideration is given to the par-
ticular location of observations.
This work, though, uses an approach equivalent to Zawadski's
as one part of the static network design problem. Both works use mean
square error as an accuracy criteria.
Eagleson (1967) presented some network design criteria for
obtaining the long term areal mean precipitation and one of the two
works familiar to the author dealing with network design in reference
to rainfall-runoff models. Eagleson uses harmonic analysis techniques
together with concepts of distributed linear aystems to study the sen-
- 28 -
sitivity of peak catchment discharge to the spatial variability of con-
vective and cyclonic storm rainfall. No consideration is given to sta-
tion location nor to measurement errors. Considerable simplifications
of the rainfall-runoff process are made.
Grayman and Eagleson (1971, 1973) studied the problem of
network design in reference to rainfall runoff modeling. Their work
was based on extensive simulation exercises from where ideas of the
statistical distributions of discharge as a function of network design
could be obtained. They treated the problem as a level III design and
attempted to identify the utility of the various network alternatives.
Moore (1971) used Kalman filter techniques for studying
networks for the collection of water quality parameters in a 1-dimen-
sional river system.
More recently, Rodriguez-Iturbe and Mejia (1974) and Lenton
et al (1974) studied network design for the purpose of monitoring rain-
fall total depths. These two works are discussed in more detail in
Chapter 3 where they are compared to one of the solutions suggested
here.
1.3.2 Rainfall Synthesis.
The literature in rainfall synthesis is so vast that it
would be rather difficult to summarize it here in a cohesive way. The
reader is referred to Rhenals et al (1974), Leclerc et al (1973), and
Grayman et al (1971), for good reviews of the literature. Chapter 4
will further discuss the nature of existing rainfall generators and
give other relevant references.
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Chapter 2
Areal Mean of a Rainfall Event -The Theory
2.1 Problem Formulation
2.1.1. Introduction
This chapter develops a theory for the design of a precipitation
network whose purpose is the estimation of the areal mean depth of
rainfall events with particular characteristics over a fixed area.
Consider a region, a , as shown in Figure 2.1. The hydrologist is
interested in the estimation of
P = A f(x,y)dx,dy (2-1)
where
A = area of region a
f(x,y) = function describing depth of storm event over region a
P = areal average total depth of storm, f(x,y), over region a
Under usual conditions, Equation (2-1) is approximated by





P = approximation of true areal average depth, P






0 Discretized points in area A , n =30
x Possible station locations
Figure 2-1 Area A and super-imposed discretizing
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grid
p. = weights on discrete storm depth values
n = number of discrete points where f(x ) is defined
T
y = transpose of n x 1 vector of weights, p.
f = n x 1 vector of f(x ) values
Uniform, regular, discretization is used in this work (see
Figure 2-1). Under such conditions the optimal weights are very
A
1 A.




P = 1 f(x.)
n i=l
= - Tf (2-3)
The above assumptions are a matter o; convenience and normal
practice. The same scheme is similarly applicable for irregular
discretizations. In suchc.ases the optimal weights p. no longer
1
correspond to -. Optimal weights for general discretization patterns
n
could be obtained with methods of optimal interpolation (see Lenton,
et al., 1974) or with traditional weighting schemes like Thiessen
coefficients. The author strongly suggests, though , the use of
regular grids which makes very simple the problem of weight definition.
It will be clear that the use of regular grid does not seriously
constraint the final design geometry.
- 32 ,
Equation (2-3) together with Figure 2-1 imply the perfect
knowledge of rainfall depth at all the discrete points defined by
the superposition of a regular grid pattern on region G.. Usual
conditions, though, are far from perfect and observations are only
available in a limited number, m < n, of grid points (see Figure 2-1).
These m points of noisy observations do not necessarily form any
recognizable geometrical pattern. Thus, the hydrologist should
filter and extrapolate these noisy observations to obtain an approxima-
tion of P which is in turn an estimator of P.
This approximation may be written:
P = -i n ~ _
n i=1
or
^ T ^P =Y f (2-4)
where
f(x = estimated value of f(x.) obtained from noisy observations
at a limited number of points, m, and extrapolated to
the whole grid of n points
f (n x 1) vector of estimated rainfall depth values, f(x.),
(i=1.. .n)
P = approximated value of P and final estimation of P
- 33 -
The network design problem at hand then translates to obtaining
the number, m, and location of raingages that will give us the
best estimate, P, of the true areal mean of precipitation, P. "Best"
estimate and "best" design are key terms which are defined in the
light of the criteria discussed below.
2.1.2 Design Criteria
The "best" network design in terms of the number, m, and locations
of stations is defined as that which maximizes a utility function,
U[6(m,x ); C(m,x.)] i = 1...m (2-5)
-i1-
where, U is the utility function dependent on:
6(m,x.) = certain measure of accuracy. It is a function of m,
the number of stations and x. (i=1.. .m), the location
-1
of stations
C(m,x.) = cost of m stations at locations x. (i=l...m)
The form of U(6,C) will depend on the uses planned for the data
obtained by the network to be designed. It is clear that the structure
of the utility function is strongly related to the "levels" of data
collection discussed in Chapter 1 and to which level the problem at
hand belongs.
Networks for estimating the areal mean of a rainfall event belong
in general to the level I or level II types of designs. Future use of
obtained data in the planning and managing of hydrologic activities to
be undertaken are often unspecified at the time of data collection
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becoming generally impossible to concretely specify the form of the
utility function.
An alternative approach, and the one used in this work, is to
define an objective function of the type
O(E) = 6() + C _ C (x. (2-6)
=1
where
= experiment (network) defined by m, the number of
observations, and x, (i=1 ...m) the location of the
observations
6(e) = a measure of the "lack of precision" involved in the
experiment. It will be studied in the next section.
C(x.) = cost of locating and maintaining a station at location
x.; costs are assumed additive
C6 = measure of accuracy equivalent to a unitary change in cost
Equation (2-6) assumes that the measure of accuracy is such that
an inverse relation between cost and accuracy exist. That is, as
the cost increases 6(E) should decrease.
For each given C6 the design process consists of finding the
*
optimal experiment E which minimizes Equation (2-6).
Solving the design problem for different values of C6 allows
the construction of a "transformation curve" of the type sketched in
Figure 2.2. Every point in this curve represents the values of the
- 35 -
Cost
Figure 2 - 2 Plot of optimal combinations of
cost and measure of accuracy
d efi1n In g tranformation curve
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cost, C(C*), and accuracy, 6( *), associated with a network which
minimizes the objective function for a particular value of C6. A
parallel table should provide the number and locations of the
stations for each optimal experiment, or point, in the transformation
curve.
Even without knowing the exact trade-off between cost and accuracy
the decision maker can make intelligent choices using a curve like
that in Figure 2-2. If, for example, he were operating with a fixed
budget the graph (and associated table) would give him the optimal
experiment and the corresponding accuracy. Similarly the decision
maker could design under accuracy restrictions. These examples are
indeed the most common situations in level I and level II designs
like the one at hand.
2.1.3 Measure of Accuracy
Accuracy of the design is a measure of how well P (Equation 2-4)
approximates the true area mean P (Equation 2-1). Define the
approximation error as:
A = P - P (2-7)
The chosen measure of accuracy will then be the mean square error
2 2
a = E[P-P] (2-8)
where E stands for the expectation operator.
2By adding and subtracting P (Equation 2-2), a A becomes:
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2 2
aA =E[(P - P) + (P - P)]
2 ^ 2
= E[ (P -P) ] + E[(P - P) ] + 2E[(P - P)(P - P)]




a = E[P - P] = mean square value of the "model" error.
It represents the error involved in approximating a
continuous integral by a discrete summation.
2 ^ 2a = E[P - P] = mean square value of the "estimation" error.
It represents the error involved in estimating the
discrete values f(x ), i = 1...n, from noisy and
incomplete observations
2
a = E[(P - P)(P - P)] = term arising from the dependence
between the model error and the estimation error.
2
Having devined a 2 as the desired measure of accuracy the network
design problem becomes one of minimizing
2 m
O() = a () + C C(x.) (2-10)
-=1
over all (all m; all x., i = 1...m)
ere C A = mean square error equivalent to a unitary change in cost
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2.2 Mean Square Model Error
2.2.1 Derivation
2 2
The term, a = E[P - P] can be expanded as
m
2 2 ^
a = E[PP] + E[PP] - 2E[PP] (2-11)
m
The evaluation of Equation (2-11) depends on the sampling technique
used in selecting the discrete values f(x ) of Equation (2-3). The
sampling method to be used was described previously as a fix
geometric grid pattern (starting point fixed and known). One may now
substitute Equations (2-1) and (2-3) in Equation (2-11) to obtain
2 n n1 Jx2  1 d 2
=l p cov(x.,x.) + 2 x2)dx d2j=l 11 A
2n2 cov(x, x.)dx (2-12)
n =1 A --
In computing the above equations it is assumed that f(x,y), the
rainfall function, is a zero mean process . The estimation of
mean square errors in this work will not be affected by this assumption.
Complete accounting of a non zero mean process could be done with no
technical difficulties. The covariance function in Equation (2-12) is
then defined as
cov(x.,x.) = E[f(x.) f(x)] (2-13)
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It is important to point out that the above sampling definition
could be called "systematic" but it should not be confused with
the traditional "systematic sampling" in space as defined by other
authors (Zubrzycki, 1958; Matern, 1960). In those references systematic
sampling follows a fix geometric pattern or grid but the starting
location of the grid is random. Under these assumptions the expres-
2
sion for a is different from the one given in Equation (2-12).
m
Zawadski (1972) has obtained the same results given here and shows an
equivalent expression for Equation (2-12), adequate for rectangular
grid patterns with observations in the center of gravity of the sub-
areas.
2.2.2 Evaluation
The two integral expressions in Equation (2-12) require a
functional definition of the covariance of the process. This would
restrict the proposed network design method considerably since most
of the commonly used functional covariance expressions represent
homogeneous and isotropic spatial processes. These restrictions
though will be considerably lifted as it will be seen in Chapter 3.
Furthermore, the integrals in Equation (2-12) have no close form
solution for most valid covariance functions. Traditional numerical
integrations lack the necessary accuracy and most important, they
are very expensive computationally, expecially for the case of the
double integral in space appearing in Equation 2-12. Fortunately
integrals of the form at hand can be converted to one dimensional
expectation operations which lend themselves to relatively easy and
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cheap numerical integration.
Rodriguez-Iturbe and Mejia (1974a) pointed out the following
equivalence:
d
1 cov(x1 'x2)dx1 dx2 = cov(r)G(r)dr
A 2 -A A :- -- 0
= E[cov(r)/A] (2-14)
where
G(r) = probability density function of the distance, r, between
two randomly chosen points in the region of interest. It
depends on the shape and size of the region.
d = diagonal of rectangular area.
In the above expression it is inherently assumed that the user is
dealing with functional covariances which only depend on the distance
between points, i.e., homogeneous. No isotropic assumption is made.
In this work all areas are approximated by rectangles (rectangular
grid pattern). For this geometric figure Gosh (1951) and Matern
(1960) devive G(r) as
G(r) = - G(r//, /% /Z ) (2-15)
where
G(a,b) = 2a[G1 (ab) + G2 (ab,b) + G2 (a/b, 1/b)]
with
f + a2-2a(b+/b) 0 < a < Vb
2 + b 2
G 1 (ab) 0 
otherwise
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2ai-1 - 2 cos 1(1/a) - b- (a-1) 2 1 < a < /1+ b4
G2(a,b) = { 22 2-l/)b 2 (ai 2  l -< lb2 0 otherwise
and ki, k2 are the rectangle sides, whose relative magnitudes are not
important.
For the last term in the right hand side of Equation 2-12, Lenton
et al (1974) has shown it can be written as
4 D
f cov(x, x.)dx= Y cov(r) H(r) dr (2-16)
A i=l f
where again a rectangular grid area is assumed and H(r) stands for the
probability density function of the distance, r, between a fix point,
x., and a randomly chosen point in the region of interest.
Through Equation (2-16) the two dimensional integral over the
area is transformed to the summation of four one dimensional integrals.
The integrals cover the four rectangular regions formed by cutting
the area of interest with two perpendicular lines, parallel to the
sides of the original area and going through the point x.. The
upper limits of integration are the diagonal, D., of each of the created
subregions.
The form of H(r) is the following:
Define: d = length of subregion along x axis
d2 = length of subregion along y axis
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For dy '> d2
/O2 0 < r < d
- - 2
H(r) = { w/2 - cos 1 (d2/r) } 2< r < d1
sin (d /r) - cos ~(d 2/r) d < r < D
For d2 > d1
71/2 0 < r < d
- - 1
H(r) = { sin (d /r)} d1 < r < d2
sin-l(d/r) - cos (d2/r) d2 < r < D (2-17)
2.2.3 Examples
The mean square model error, Equation (2-12), was evaluated for
three types of covariance functions, all of them representative of
homogeneous and isotropic processes, which have been used in hydrologic
analysis (Rodriguez and Mejia, 1974a). They are:
Exponential Covariance;
2 -car
cov(r) = s e (2-18a)
Quadratic Exponential;
2 22 -a r
cov(r) = s e (2-18b)
Bessel
cov(r) = s 2br K1 (br) (2-18c)
where
s2 = point variance of the process
a.,ca2,b = parameters of functions
K = a first order modified Bessel function of the second kind
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It can be shown (see Appendix 1) that the mean square model error
(Equation 2-12) when evaluated for the above given covariance functions
in geometrically similar rectangular areas is only a function of the
number of rectangular grids (level of discretization) and a non -
dimensional area given by Au2 , Au2 , Ab2 respectively for each
functional covariance structure.
Figures 2-3, 2-4, and 2-5 show the non-dimensional mean square
2 2
model error (a divided by point variance s ) as a function of n, the
m
discretization level, and the non dimensional area. Evaluation was
done for square areas and square grid pattern over a reasonable range
of non-dimensional areas and n values. Calculation of the mean square
model error for the single exponential and the Bessel covariance
functions was done utilizing Equations 2-14 and 2-16 together with a
numerical integration method (trapezoidal and 48 point Gaussian
Quadrature respectively). The integrals in Equation (2-12) were
analytically solved for the quadratic exponential covariance functions
and the resulting expressions are in Appendix 2.
It should be noted from Figures 2-3, 2-4, and 2-5 that as the non-
dimensional area increases the value of the normalized model mean square
^ 2 2error, E[P - P] /s , asymptotically approaches that of statistically
independent samples, i.e., 1/n.
Another characteristic is that for any given nondimensional area
the exponential covariance function gives smaller mean square error
than the Bessel type covariance for all values of n. In other words









































Figure 2-3 Mean square model error for single exponential































Figure 2-4 Mean square model error for quadratic exponential covariance
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Figure 2-5 Mean square model error for Bessel















Figure 2-4 illustrates the considerable difference between the
quadratic exponential (Equation 2-18b) results and the other
covariance functions. The obtained curves (for the range of areas
plotted) have three different regions. Moving down in area size we
obtain a region of very small changes in model mean square error
(shallow slope). This is followed by a very steep region where
changes in area produce large changes in model mean square error.
Finally there is a region of small areas where the curves for each n
value taper off and appear to approach zero asymptotically, which
should be the correct behavior in the small areas region for any
covariance function. In fact it appears then that the quadratic
exponential function produces the expected qualitative behavior but
much more pronounced than that of the other two functions. In the
bulk of the curves (the steep regions) comparatively much smaller mean
square errors are obtained. This is seemingly paradoxical in the sense
that the user would think that since the quadratic exponential function
mathematically decreases much faster in value than the single
exponential it would imply less correlation in space and so higher
errors (and mean square errors) in the estimation of a continuous areal
process for a given n.
The above "paradox" led to the investigation of Equation 2-18b as an
adequate correlation (covariance) function. Matern (1960) proves the
validity of the quadratic exponential as a correlation function, in
a two dimensional space, by showing it as an always positive spectra.
Nevertheless he points out some peculiar characteristics that do not
- 48 ,
make it very attractive. Quoting from Matern:
"The process with cov.f. exp(-v 2) is computationally easy.
However, it was thought to be "too continuous" to be real-
istic. In fact, it is deterministic along any straight
line in R2, see Karhunen (1952)."(meaning that with limited
knowledge of the past on a straight line the future can
be predicted with probability one along that line).
Interestingly enough it was found that in the very few other
2 2
places where the behavior of e a r has been studied, its undesirable
pecularities are mentioned. Yaglom (1952) says with respect to the
one dimensional equivalent of Equation 2-18b:
2
"We emphasize that the correlation function (8.28) [(eT 4]
falls off much faster than the function e , so that at
first one might think that in this case the value of E(t +T)
for large T would be less dependent on the "past" of the
process than in ..... [e-a'TJ]. However it turns out that
the situation is just the opposite"
Yaglom goes on to prove this paradox and further to show that for
2 2
a process obeying e-a r the value of the process in the future can be
approximated arbitrarily closely by a linear combination of past
values. Whittle (1954) goes as far as saying that the processes, in
two dimensions, that have exponential correlation functions are
"very artificial". He goes on to show that such functions (even e ar)
have "no divine rights" in two dimensions and that the function
br K(br) (Equation 2-18c) can be considered as the "elementary"
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correlation in two dimensions, similarly as e- atr is in one dimension.
This brief discussion has been included here because in spite of
all these arguments the quadratic correlation function is sometimes
proposed to describe two dimensional geophysical processes.
In conclusion then it seems that the advantages in the sense of
possible close form analytical solutions, offered by the quatratic
exponential correlation function, are hindered by its many undesirable
peculiarities. Most importantly, the obtained low mean space errors
due to the information extrapolation ability of Equation 2-18b are
an undesirable characteristic.
Chapter 3 will discuss another interesting result due to the
unusual behavior of this correlation function.
2.3 Mean Square Estimation Error
In Section 2.1.2 the mean square estimation error was defined
as:
02 2= EII(r P) ~]
e
substituting Equations 2-3 and 2-4,
2 =EyT_ ~T^22 = E[y f - Y f]
e - -
T ^T 2
= E[y f - f y]
T ^
= y E[(f - _ - k y (2-19)
where f is an (n x 1) vector estimate of f. The estimate is obtained
from a series of incomplete and noisy observations. These observations
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define the data collection network and are mathematically described
as
Z = H f + V (2-20)
where
Z = (m x 1) vector of noisy observations at each discrete
point in space, m < n
f = (n x 1) vector of true values of rainfall at n points, f(x ),
i = l...n as defined in Section 2.1.1
V = (m x 1) vector of white noise related and representing
instrument error
H = (m x n) matrix defining the data collection network
=for all i = ... m h.. if x. is a measurement location
0 otherwise
The following terms will also be needed in the analysis:
Y= E[ff ] = (n x n) convariance matrix of true process, called
from now on the "prior" covariance matrix
R E[VV T= (m x m) covariance matrix of white noise vector
It is assumed that f and V are zeromeanuncorrelated random variables.
One should note that the above-definition of the matrix H implies
a very sparse matrix of m rows, non-zero elements will only appear in
the column location where there is a measurement.
The form of the matrix R should be diagonal since V was defined
as an uncorrelated vector. In fact the proposed network design scheme
will allow one other form of R as it will be seen in a latter section.
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Define f as the best linear estimate of f where "best" means
the linear estimate yielding minimum mean square error matrix, in the
AT
sense that B -E[(f-L)(f-f) ] where B is any other mean square error
matrix of a linear estimator, is positive definite. The resulting
expression for f, a function of Z (Equation 2-20), is a well known
result of estimation theory (Schwepee, 1973; Deutsch, 1965) and is
given as:
HT 1 - Z)+ T (2-21)
_ -o
where
= E[f - )(f - ]= mean square error of estimation
mr= (n x 1) mean vector, assumed to be zero in this work
Z = (m x 1) vector of observations bias assumed zero
The mean square error of estimation matrix = E[(f - f)(f - f,
(many times referred to as the posterior covariance matrix) is given
by:
-l T -1 -1
E[(f - f)(f - f)] = I = [Y + H R H]
=1- T H (HT H + R) 1H 1 (2-22)
2.
The mean square error of estimation, a , is then obtained by substitut-
e
ing 2-22 into 2-19 to obtain
^ ^ 2 T -l T -l -1
E[(P - P) ] = Y [Y_ + H R H] Y
T T T -1
=X1[w_-w1H(HPH + R) R _] 1 (2-23)
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Some comments are due with respect to the linear estimator given
in Equation (2-21) (see Bras, et al., 1975)
If f and V have multivariate normal distributions, Equation
(2-21) is the absolute minimum mean square error estimator. Inter-
preted in Baysian terms where i is then a prior covariance matrix of
f, the posterior distribution (after one observation) of f would also
be normal with covariance matrix, 3 (Equation 2-22) and mean vector
f. If f and V are not normally distributed then the posterior
distribution of f is not necessarily normal and f is the best linear
estimator of f but there may be a non linear estimator with lower
mean square error. The closer the normality condition is approached the
better are the chances of having the absolute "best" estimator.
Equation (2-21) can be put in the following forms:
nT -1
f = + H R (Z - Z - H m ) (2-24a)
T T -l
= mf + T H (H T H + R) (Z - Z - H mE) (2-24b)
-f _ - - - _ - -o - -f
It is easy to see (see Bras, et al. 1975) that the best estimate
is a linear function of the "innovation vector" (Z - Z - H in);
i.e., the difference f - !2fis proportional to the deviations of the
observations from the predicted value (Z + H m. The difference
-o -~
(f -m) further depends on the matrix product i H R being larger
for smaller error covariance, R. In fact more belief is attached to
measurements statistically affected by small errors, than to unreliable
measurements. The difference (f -14) is also proportional to the
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signal to noise strength measured by matrix H, the so-called experiment
technological transfer matrix. Finally, the presence of I in Equation
(2-24a) implies that more weight is given to observations when un-
certainty in the value of f (large I) is relatively large. The
critical comparison is between T1 and H R 1 in Equation (2-22).
If error variance is small relative to variable uncertainty; i.e.,
T -l -l
H R H larger than T1 ; then actual observations are given a lot
of weight, vice-versa otherwise.
From Equation 2-22 it is obvious that if H is positive definite then
[T - Z] is at least positive semi-definite, a statement that just
implies that processing more information can not increase the un-
certainty of the process.
To conclude this section the nicest feature about Equation (2-23)
is that even though the expression of the best estimate (Equation 2-21)
depends on the observations (on the experiment results) the expression
2
for a , the mean square error of the estimation, is independent of
e
the observations. This feature will allow "a priori" estimation of
the desire measure of accuracy thereby permitting a rational network
design. Another characteristic of Equation (2-23) is that the prior
covariance matrix, T, of the vector f is not in any way restricted to
functional definitions nor to homogeneity and/or isotropic assumptions.
2
2.4 The Cross Error Term, a
me
2
The cross error term, a m, in Equation 2-9 , has been defined as,me
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2 ^
a = E[(P - P)(P - P)]
me
= E(PP) - E(PP) - E(PP) + E(PP)





= A fcov(x, x. )dx
~i A
(2-26)
which is a summation of integrals similar to the ones discussed in
Section 2.2.2, Equation (2-16).
Substitution of Equations 2-1 and 2-4 together with Equation 2-24b
(with Ef = 0) gives the second term in Equation 2-25 as
E T T T -1
E[PP] = E[P T H (H T H + _)Z]
= y TY H (H T H + R)1 E(PZ) (2-27)
Using now the expression for Z, Equation 2-20 and the fact that
f and Z are uncorrelated gives
^ T T T -E[PP] = y T H (H T H + R) {HE(Pf) + E[PV]}
= Y 1 H (H T H + R)~1 HE (Pf_) (2-28)
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a, = a2...a I cov(x, x.)dx for i = 1...nn A A
Again the form and the evaluation of the elements in the (n x 1)
vector E(Pf) has been discussed in Section 2.2.2.
The third term in 2-25 is simply
T T
E(PP) = E[y f Y f]
T T
= y E[ff ] Y
= y Ty (2-29)
The last term, E[PP] can be written
^2 T T
E[PP] = Y E[ff ] y
= y E[f{IH (H P H + R)~1 Z T
= y E[f Z {TH (H T H + R) 1 TY
Substituting Equation 2-20 and again using the independence
between f and V,
^ TT T T -1iT
E[PP] = Y (_HT){TH
y T TH (HTH + R)1 [H ]TY
= yT[TH (HTH + R)~1 HT ] y
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and due to the symmetry of the covariance matrices we then have
T T T -1
E[PP] = y [TH (HYH + R) HY]y (2-30)
2
In summary, the cross error term, a 2, becomes, using Equations
me
2-26, 2-28, 2-29, 2-30,
2 1 n T T T -1
a - X cov(x, x.)dx - Y T H (H T H + R) H E(Pf)
me nA i=1 - - -
- y T'y + y [NH (HTH + R) 1HY]y (2-31)
where
E(Pf) = a1  A JA cov(x, x 1 )dx
a -A cov(x, x )dx
2.5 Optimization Algorithm
In the previous sections of this chapter it was established that
optimization of the network design would be done by minimizing Equation
2-10
2 m
O() = a (E) + C C(x.) (2-10)A A i X'1(210
over all experiments (networks) 5. This implies a search around the
possible combinations of the number of observations points, m, and the
location of these stations, x., i = 1
The costs obviously depend on the location and number of stations.
2
The components of the measure of accuracy a2 (C) were derived in the
previous three sections and the final expression is: (combining terms
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of 2-12, 2-23, and 2-31)
2 2 2 2
A m e me
_ T T T + -)1 Hf -
T T T -1
2y T_ H (H T H + R) H E(Pf) +
T T T -12y [P H (H P H + R) H P] y -
T _ T + f cov(.k, x2) dx1 dx2  (2-32)
A A
The above equation is dependent on E, the particular network,
through the matrix H as defined in Section 2-3. The optimization
procedure should be a search through the various possible forms of
H and select that one which minimizes Equation (2-10).
An exhaustive search would be possible with continuous reevaluation
of Equation 2-32. Such a search would imply not only considerable
iterations for large values of m but also mathematical and computa-
tional difficulties in the continuous need of inverting the m x m
T -l
matrix, (H T H + R) , appearing in Equation 2-32.
Federov (1972) shows that for consecutive different networks H,
the values of the first term in Equation 2-32 can be obtained iteratively
by (see Appendix 3 for derivation)
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F (I + F T ) -1FT1(2) F() ( - - + ( ) - F (1) (2-33)
where
I() = previous mean square estimation error with design
(2) = mean square estimation error with design 2)
H 2) = experiment definition matrix which differs from H(1 )
by a change of location of one station; i.e., one of
the elements in one of the rows is different
I = 2 x 2 identity matrix
The matrix F is a complex (m x 2) matrix whose structure depends
on the form of the error covariance matrix R. When R is diagonal
(uncorrelated errors), F becomes




Th(1) = transpose of row in matrix H where change is desired
T
h2) transpose of changed row.
a = standard deviation of element of error vector V corresponding
to the station to be changed
a 2) = standard deviation of element of error vector V which
corresponds to the new station.
Veneziano (see Bras, et al. 1975) obtained an equivalent definition
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of F if R corresponds to "colored" noise of the following particular
form:
R.. = 2 = constant for all i = j
R = j 
V
2
R.. = y = constant for all i # j
Ud V2
Under these conditions F becomes
-1 -l 1/2(R )k . [(R )j ] 1/i h .
F. =
0
F.2  = h .. (R ) .Fj2 h1(2) k,
0
(R 1) . . /2
if the initial design
has a station at location
j and the new design is
at k
otherwise
if the new design has a
station E.t location j
and the old design was at
k
otherwise
The advantage of using Equation 2-33 is that it only involves an
inversion of the (2 x 2) matrix (I + FT (F)
The second and third terms of Equation 2-32 can be obtained by
using the results of Equation 2-33. Thus, from Equation
2-22 is known that
T - 2 H (H ) ) 2H) 1
- 2 -2 - (2) -(2) -(2) (2-35)
which is basically the third term in 2-32. Similarly with only one
initial inversion of the "prior" covariance matrix, T, the second term
in 2-32, is obtained by:
H2) T((2) T + R)1 H E(Pf) =(T - ) E[Pf] (2-36)
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The vector term E[Pf] in the above and the double
appearing last in (2-32) do not change with H and are
once using the ideas of Section 2.2.2.
T
The term, y TP y, does not depend on H either and
evaluated only once.






(1) A certain discretization of the area (fix n) at hand is
defined. Non H dependent terms in 2-32 can be computed.
(2) Fix n the number of stations to be located
(3) Set an initial design, i.e., define an initial matrix, H1 ,
(m x n)
2
(4) Compute A (L) for the initial design and the corresponding
initial cost
(5) Compute initial objective function value (Equation 2-10)
(6) Going row by row (i = 1 to m) in H make changes in the
position of the non-zero element (station location).
Changes are one element at a time and changes of elements
which are non zero in other rows are not necessary since
they correspond to the same location
(7) For each variation compute the change in objective function
value. Select the design H, that gives the maximum positive
(0(1)-(oQ2)) change.
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(8) Stop, optimal experiment is at hand if none of the designs
gives a smaller objective function value than the one started
with or if positive change obtained is small enough for user
satisfaction. If none of the above is the case use the H,,
2
a , and objective function value found in step 7 as initial
design and go back to step 6. This time do not change any
element in the row changed in the last pass through the
process and that gave the maximum positive change in objective
function.
(9) If optimal for m stations was found, vary m, if desired, and
go back to step 2.
The above optimization algorithm is in summary a search moving
in the direction of highest partial gradient. Due to the dis-
continuous, discrete, form of the problem the gradient is always
defined by a difference and is limited in scope to immediate surround-
ings thus only one variable (station) is changed at a time (partial
gradient).
Federov's (1972) experience with this type of guided search was
favorable. Even though limited to one station location change at a
time he experienced very good convergence to global optima. The
author experienced some limited problems where convergence was to
local optima only. Chapter 3 will discuss these instances and offer
a satisfactory solution to them.
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Chapter 3
Areal Mean of a Rainfall Event. - A Case Study
The network design approach proposed in Chapter 2 and the
corresponding optimization algorithm have been implemented in a Fortran
computer program capable of carrying out the design process. As pro-
grammed, the network design solution offers various alternatives not
specifically mentioned in Chapter 2. Among these various options it is
relevant to mention the following:
1) The solution allows constraints on the location of ob-
servation stations. The number of allowable station loca-
tions, Z, may be less than the discretization level, n.
2) In Chapter 2 it was always assumed that the region of ob-
servations was coincident with the region over which the
areal average is desired. This is not always necessarily
the case. It is possible to define a separate or overlapping
regions of observations.
3) If desired, the option of allowing more than one station at
any particular location (grid subarea) is available. This
implies that the matrix H defining the experiment will
be allowed to have equal rows.
4) As implied in the optimization algorithm, the user has the
option of obtaining satisfactory but not optimal solutions
by defining the minimum change in objective functions he
would be satisfied with. Otherwise, the program will iterate
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until a negative change, implying a global optimum (as-
suming function is uni-modal) is found.
Appendix 4 contains a users manual and copy of the program
listing.
3.1 Case Study.
The network design approach described in Chapter 2 was tested
in a realistic, made-up, sample problem. The objective was to design
a raingage network for estimating the areal mean, of a certain type of
convective storm, over a 360 square mile area. The area is a rectangle
with 24 miles and 15 miles to its sides.
In an initial approach, the area was divided in a 3x3 grid
pattern as shown in Figure 3-1. (carresponding identification numbers
for each grid are given in the figure.) All nine discrete locations
are considered possible observation sites. The design was performed
for a level I or level II type of network, meaning that the optimiza-
tion is performed with respect to a loosely defined objective function
of the form given in Equation (2-10). The tradeoff coefficient CA
was not known with accuracy, so the generation of a transformation curve
is necessary.
The "prior" correlation matrix was assumed to be homogeneous
and isotropic and given by Equation 2-18c,





Total area = 360 sq. miles
Q = identification number corresponding todiscrete point defined as the center
of the grid
Figure 3-1 Diagram of test area showing discretization
and other relevant information for







where, as mentioned before,
r = distance between any two points in space
K1 = modified Bessel function of the second kind
The Bessel parameter, b, was given a value of 0.13. This
value corresponds to that calculated by Rodriguez and Mejia (1974a)
using data from Fogel and Duckstein (1969) corresponding to convective
storms in Arizona with a maximum center depth of 5 inches and adequate
for an area of the order of 400 sq. mi. The point variance corresponding
to the above data was 1.32 square inches (Rodriguez and Mejia, 1974a)
(diagonal error covariance matrix is used).
The measurement error variance and data collection costs asso-
ciated with each discrete point are given in Table 3-1. The error vari-
ances were assigned such as to resemble variances obtained from data
given by Morgan and Lourence (1969) for errors observed in readings of
Fisher and Porter, Standard 8-inches and USSR-GG13000 raingages, as
compared to lysimeter measurements. In doing these calculations to ob-
tain the desired ball-park figures it was assumed that the lysimeter
readings represented the true mean value, that rainfall processes were
stationary and that raingages behave similarly for different storms.
The absolute values actually assigned to each point (variations around
calculated variances) were chosen to simulate the fact that similar
raingages behave differently (have different errors) depending on lo-
cation, altitude, wind conditions, etc. (Grayman and Eagleson, 1971,
Larson and Peck, 1974, Sevruk, 1974).
The costs given vary around the values given by Grayman and
Eagleson (1971) for telemetric raingage installations (around $2000.00)
and maintenance (from $1000,00 to $2000.00 per year). Different values
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of cost were assigned to represent different location conditions.
Table 3-1
Measurement Error Variance and Cost Assigned to
Each Grid in 9 Point Discretization
Grid
Pt.
ID 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Error
Variance 5.0 5.0 7.0 4.0 5.5 7.0 4.0 5.0 5.5
(x10 3 )
Cost 4000 2500 1500 4000 4000 2500 4100 2500 4000
($)
3.2 Results of the Analysis
The first results to be presented were obtained using the full
expression for the measure of accuracy, Equation 2-32, in the objective
function defined by 2-10. Table 3-2 summarizes the obtained results
for values of C , the tradeoff coefficient, of 10~5 and 10- The
table shows the breakdown of the measure of accuracy in the three types
of mean square errors, namely: estimation, model and cross-error term.
Throughout this work tradeoff coefficients, C., ranging from
102 to 108 were used. The tradeoff coefficient is the equivalent
mean square error per unit change of costs. With mean square error val-
ues around 0 to 1 and individual station costs of the order of $2000,
the given range of coefficients is found to be adequate in making pos-
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0Table 3-2















































































C =10 6  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Objective
Function .174088 .1063847 .0592322 .0385528 .0364982 .0355687 .0354568 .0349274
Cost ($) 4000 6500 10500 11000 12500 16500 20600 24600
Optimal
Design(ID's) 5 4,6 4,5,6 2,4,6,8 2,3,4,6,8 2,3,4,6, 1,2,3,6,7, 1,2,3,5,6
8,9 8,9 7,8,9
Estimation .1738550 .0969951 .0435945 .0220466 .0183342 .0131858 .00914973 .00420837
Model .0065720 .0065720 .0065720 .0065720- .0065720' .0065720 .0065720 .0065720
Cross Term -.0103395 -.0036824 -.0014342 -.00010659 -.0009079 -.0006891 -. 00086490 -.00045295
Total .170088 .0998847 .0487322 .0275528 .0239982 .0190687 .0148568 .0103274
0 9 0
sible network costs and variances compatible in magnitudes.
From Table 3-2, one can observe differences in design for the
two different tradeoff coefficients. Different optimal designs are ob--
tained in locating 3 stations and in locating 7 stations.7ith C =10~6
costs are weighted less and the solution favors minimizing mean square
error with more expensive alternatives. Using the optimal designs given
in Table 3-2 together with Figure 3-1, it is clear that solutions are not
obvious but are consistent and logical. For example, the solution for
3 stations with C -10~ is to place stations in grid points 4,5,6.
With C =10 , as was mentioned before, accuracy is given more attention
and the above solution is the one that minimizes the distance between
observed and unobserved locations, a solution which is consistent with the
idea of maximizing accuracy (minimizing mean square error). Arguments
like the above one are dangerous, though, in that they ignore instrument
noise and costs that the program solution takes into account.
Figures 3-2 and 3-3 show graphically part of the results in
Table 3-2. Figure 3-2 is a plot of objective function value vs. number
of stations (it also gives optimal station location) for C =10 . For
that trade-off coefficient, a minimum objective function was achieved
with four stations at locations 2,4,6, and 8.
In Figure 3-3 for C =10 , no minimum was achieved since the
plot of objective function vs. number of station was seemingly still
slowly going down at the last point for 8 stations. Such results imply
that the users discretization (in this case 9 points) is not adequate.
A finer discretization would allow more stations and would lead to an
optimal solution in a plot of objective function vs. number of stations.
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CA= 10- 5
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Following the above idea, the area of interest was divided
into an 18 point rectangular grid as shown in Figure 3-4. Again dimen-
sions and identification numbers are shown. The data of this new model






1 2 3 4 5 6 7, 8 9
Error
Variance 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 7.0 7.0 4.0 4.0 5.5
(x10 3 )
Cost
($) 4000 4000 2500 2500 1500 1500 4000 4000 4000
Grid Pt. ID 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
Error
Variance 5.5 7.0 7.0 4.0 4.0 5.0 5.0 5.5 5.5
(x10-3 )
Cost
($) 4000 2500 2500 4100 4100 2500 2500 4000 4000
Table 3-4 shows the network design results with C =10 and
the 18 point grid model. Again the total mean square error is broken
down to its different components.
The reader should first note the similarity of solutions (same
general pattern) between the 9 point and 18 point grid models. Varia-
tions only occur in the solutions for 3 and 7 stations. Notice too the







Total area = 360 sq.miQ 1identification number corresponding to discrete point
defined as the center of the grid
Figure 3-4 Diagram of test area showing discretization and








































































Stations 9 10 12 14 16
Objective
Function .0348293 .0347238 .0383833 .0447665 .0518020
Cost ($) 26100 28100 33100 41100 49200
Optimal Des. 1 3 5 6 8 1 3 5 6 8 11 1 3 4 5 6 8 1 3 4 5 6 8 1 2 3 4 5 6
11 13 15 17 13 15 16 18 11 12 13 15 10 11 12 13 7 9 11 12 13
16 18 15 16 17 18 14 15 16 17 18
Estimation .0074766 .0053941 .0040311 .0023201 .0012462
Model .0014417 .0014417 .0014417 .0014417 .0014414
Cross Term -.0001890 -.0002120 -.0001895 --0000953 -.0000859
Total .0087293 .0066238 .0052833 .0036665 .0026020
Figure 3-5 is a plot of the results given in Table 3-4, again
objective function value vs. number of stations. This time, the curve
corresponding to C =106 , achieves a minimum at 7 stations.
The results given in Tables 3-2 and 3-4 give considerable in-
sight with respect to the relative importance of the various terms in the
total mean square error. For a covariance function of the Bessel type,
the cross term component of the mean square error is always negative.
This implies a reduction in the sum of estimation and model mean square
errors which, in turn, implies that a straight sum of the latter two will
produce some double counting of error. As apparent from Equation 2-31,
the cross term depends strongly on the degree of discretization and the
magnitudes of the event covariance matrix, , and the error covariance
matrix R. The obtained results show that indeed the cross term of the
18 point grid sample is consistently smaller than that of the 9 point
grid sample. It can also be concluded, that for the problem at hand,
this term is smaller than the estimation error term, the difference
being close to an order of magnitude.
The mean square model error behaves as discussed in Chapter 2,
it is smaller for finer discretization and it is constant once the dis-
cretization is fixed. It remains smaller than the estimation error
term except for large numbeis of stations when they become of the same
order. Relative to the cross term, the model error term is larger (in
absolute value) except in the case of very small number of stations;
i.e. one station in the case of the problem at hand. Actually, there is
a region where the cross and model terms are of the same order and there-
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Figure 3-5 Optimal solutions
measure of accura
for C. = 10-6




























From the above comments, the author concludes that the estima-
tion term of the total mean square error dominates the design procedure
for most cases of interest, i.e. cases where the number of stations to
be allotted is small relative to the area to be monitored. For large
number of stations, the cross term remains small but the model term ap-
proaches or may excede the value of the estimation term. Even in this
case , the designing with only the estimation error criteria may be suf-
ficient if the grid pattern over the area is fixed (then the model error
term is constant). The validity of this assumption not only reduces
computation effort but eliminates any restrictions of isotropy or homo-
geneity in the process covariance. As it was said in Chapter 2, the
estimation error term accepts any matrix covariance formulation.
With the above comments in mind, the next section will present
the full network design exercise for the area defined in 3.1 using the
mean square estimation error as the sole measure of accuracy.
3.3 Solution to Example Problem-Estimation Error Criteria
In the previous section it was concluded that network design
based only on the mean square estimation error, ELP P2, seemed ade-
quate for most cases of interest. This section presents the complete
network design exercise for the area given in Figure 3-1 and described
in Section 3-1. The correlation matrix of the storm event was generated
with a Bessel function of the type given in Equation 2-18c. The function
parameter, b, again had a value of 0.13. Table 3-5 presents the design
results and gives values of mean square estimation error (M.S.E.E.), cost



















































I M.S.E.E. 0.0950643 0.0950643 0.0950643 0.0950643 0.152369 0.152369 0.152369
2 lCost 6500.00 6500.00 6500.00 6500.00 3500.00 3500.00 3500.00
Obj.Fct. 0.0951293 0.0957143 0.101564 0.1600643 0.502369 3.65237 35.1224
Design (4,6) (4,6) (4,6) (4,6) (3,8) (3,8) (3,8)
M.S.E.E. 0.0427269 0.0427269 0.0590538 0.0906889 0.0906889 0.0906889
3 Cost 10500.00 10500.00 7500.00 6000.00 6000.00 6000.00
Obj.Fct. 0.0437769 0.0532269 0.134054 0.690689 6.09069 60.0907
Design (4,5,6) (4,5,6) (3,4,8) (2,3,8) (2,3,8) (2,3,8)
M.S.E.E. 0.21608 0.021608 0.021608 0.021608 0.0754264 0.0754264 0.0754264
4 Cost 11000.0 11000.00 11000.00 11000.00 8500.00 8500.00 8500.00
Obj.Fct. 0.021718 0.022708 0.032608 0.131608 0.925426 8.57543 85.0754
Design (2,4,6,8 (2,4,6,8) (2,4,6,8) (2,4,6,8) (2,3,6,8) (2,3,6,8) (2,3,6,8)
0 0 0 0 0





















M.S.E.E 0.0149835 0.0149835 0.0179693 0.017969 0.0179693 0.0179693 0.0179693
Cost 17600.00 17600.00 12500.00 12500.00 12500.00 12500.00 12500.00
5 Obj.Fct 0.0151595 0.0167435 0.0304693 0.142969 1.26797 12.5180 125.018
Design (1,3,5,7, (1,3,5,7, (1,3,4,6, (2,3,4,6, (2,3,4,6, (2,3,4,6, (2,3,4,6,
9) 9) 8) 8) 8) 8) 8)
M.S.E.E 0.0129235 0.0129235 0.0129235 0.0129235 0.0129235 0.0129235 0.0129235
Cost 16500.00 16500.00 16500.00 16500.00 16500.00 16500.00 16500.00
6 Obj.Fct 0.0130895 0.0145735 0.0294235 0.177924 1.66292 16.5129 165.013
Design (2,3,4,6, (2,3,4,6, (2,3,4,6, (2,3,4,6, (2,3,4,6, (2,3,4,6, (2,3,4,6,
8,9) 8,9) 8,9) 8,9) 8,9) 8,9) 8,9)
M.S.E.E 0.00761317 0.00761317 0.00896766 0.00919695 0.00919695 0.00919695 0.00919695
Cost 22100.00 22100.00 20600.00 20500.00 20500.00 20500.00 20500.00
Obj.Fct 0.00783417 0.00982317 0.0295677 0.214197 2.05920 20.5092 205.001
Design (1,2,3,5, (1,2,3,5, (1,2,3,6, (1,2,3,4, (1,2,3,4, (1,2,3,4, (1,2,3,4,
7,8,9) 7,8,9) 7,8,9) 6,8,9) 6,8,9) 6,8,9) 6,8,9)
M.S.E.E 0.00400528 0.00400528 0.00400528 0.00400528 0.00621678 0.00621678 0.00621678'
Cost 24600.00 24600.00 24600,20 24600.00 24500.00 24500.0 24500.00
8 Obj.Fct 0.00425128 0.00646528 0.0286053 0.250005 2.45622 24.5062 245.006
Design (1,2,3,4, (1,2,3,4, (1,2,3,4, (1,2,3,4, (1,2,3,4,5, (1,2,3,4,5, (1,2,3,4,5,







Since the value of the tradeoff coefficient is not exactly
known, results are presented for C =0 "8 10 7 '1-' , 10 , 10 ,
10- 2. The reason for this range of weights was explained at the begin-
ning of Section 3-2. Notice that weights in the lower range (10 8) give
very little importance to cost while in the higher -range (10- ) cost
becomes the dominant factor. Additionally, Table 3-6 shows results ob-
tained in locating 3 stations using trade-off coefficients varying from
5-5
lxlO to 9x10
Figures 3-6, 3-7 and 3-8 show the results in plots of objec-
tive function value versus number of stations. It must be emphasized
that these are plots of optimal solutions, for each number of stations
the plotted point represents the design giving the minimum objective
function value. The observation locations are given in parenthesis.
-2
It is clear that for trade-off coefficients, CA, between 10
to 10-, the optimal solution is to locate only one station; for CA's
of 10-2 and 10-3 , a station at location 3, for C=10 , a station
A
at location 8. A decision maker who can define his C in this range of
values has definite design guidelines.
-5
For a trade-off, C , of 10 Figure 3-7 shows that the
minimum objective function value is achieved with four stations at loca-
tions 2, 4, 6 and 8.
With tradeoff coefficients of 10"' , 10~ and 10- , the
decision is unclear since no definite minimum objective function is
achieved. As discussed in Section 3-2, this implies that the area of
interest should be subdivided into a finer grid. This was done in the
previous section (using the full measure of accuracy) and the results
- 81 -
Table 3-6
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Figure 3-6 Objective function versus number of
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Figure 3-7 Objective function versus
and CA = 10-4













































function versus number of stations
CA= l 7 and C =io~6
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o CA = 10-8
x CA = 10-7
n CA = 10-6










2 3 6 7
for
.
have been shown in Figures 3-3 and 3-5. A minimum of 7 stations at loca-
tions 3, 5, 7, 9, 12, 15, and 17 (see Figure 3-5) was obtained for
~-6
C A=10"
An alternative presentation of the results in Table 3-5 is a
plot of mean square error of estimation vs. cost. This corresponds to
the previously mentioned transformation curve. Figure 3-9 is such a cur-
ve for the example problem at hand. It is constructed by plotting the
optimal solutions obtained for each number of stations. Thus, this curve
eliminates non-optimal points (points to the northeast relative to others).
It must be kept in mind that even though Figure 3-9 is referred to as a
curve it consists of a step function of discrete points. The decision
maker with completely undefined utility function can approach the design
problem by entering the given aggregate curve with a budget or accuracy
constraint. Given one, the curve will provide the optimal design for
that constraint and the corresponding value of the alternate objectives.
Used together with Table 3-5, the decision maker can obtain the inherent
tradeoff he is giving to cost and accuracy and the value of the linear
objective function with that tradeoff. His relative position relative
to other possible solutions is then also available. Since Figure 3-9
is a step function, the user must enter the graph through the smaller
plotted point closest to his constraints.
3.4 Sensitivity Analysis
The network design method previously presented depends on two
basic inputs; the prior covariance of the process to be monitored and
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curve of example problem
are on the definition of the covariance structure.
Sensitivity of the network design method to the covariance
definition was studied with the previously discussed example problem by
varying the following:
1) value of the point variance
2) covariance function parameter
3) form of covariance function.
3.4.1 Effects of Varying Point Variance
With a fixed tradeoff coefficient of C =10 , the example
A
problem previously described was solved with a Bessel covariance function
but with point variance values of 0.5, 2.5 and 5.0 (instead of 1.32)
square inches. Results are given in Table 3-7.
For point variances of 2.5 and 5.0, the results show that the
objective function achieves a minimum with four stations at locations
2, 4, 6 and 8. This is the same solution as was obtained with a 2 = 1.32
p
as seen in Table 3-5. In fact, the only difference produced in the network
by larger point variances occurs in the three station case. With a lar-
ger point variance, the method opted for a more expensive but more accu-
rate solution.
The results obtained with a point variance of a 2 = 0.5
p
differed considerably from those with a 2= 1.32. The minimum objective
function value was 0.0914 obtained with two stations at locations 2 and 8.
Design3 equal tothe solution of the 1.32 point variance problem were ob-
tained in locating 1, 5, 6 and 7 stations. When dealing with low point
variance, optimization is dominated by costs,resulting in general in
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0Table 3-7
Results of Point Variance Sensitivity - C =10-5
Number of
Sta-
2 . ion 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
=0.5
M.S.E.E. .0657619 .0587788 .035146 .0292823 .0074220 .0054248 .0039547 .0027520
Cost ($) 4000.00 4500.00 6000.00 8500.00 12500.00 16500.00 20500.0 24500.0
Objective .1057619 .0913869 .0951546 .114886 .1324210 .170425 .2089550 .2477520
Function
Design (5) (2,8) (2,3,8) (2,3,6,8) (2,3,4 (2,3,4,6, (1,2,3,4, (1,2,3,4,5,
6,8) 8,9) 6,8,9) 6,8,9)
G 2=2.5 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
p
M.S.E.E. .3209510 .1782840 .0797241 .0398959 .0331442 .0237122 .0167385 .0069892
Cost ($) 4000.00 6500.00 10500.00 11000.00 12500.0 16500.0 20500.0 24600.0
Objective
Function .3609500 .2432890 .1847240 .1498960 .1581440 .1887120 .2217380 .2529840








C2 =5.0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
p
M.S.E.E. .6399116 .3545930 .1581050 .0786399 .0652932 .0465686 .0151000 .0132949
Cost ($) 4000.00 6500.00 10500.00 11000.00 12500.00 16500.00 20500.00 24600.00
Objective .679916 .419593 .263105 .188640 .190293 .211569 .237710 .259295
Function
Design (5) (4,6) (4,5,6) (2,4,6,8) (2,3,4, (2,3,4,6, (1,2,3,4, (1,2,3,4,6,
6,8) 8,9) 6,8,9) 7,8,9)
network schemes which heavily weight the low cost principle, since the
natural variability of the process is not very large to start with.
Generalization from the above limited sensitivity analysis
is difficult but several concepts can be stated with a fair amount of
confidence at least for the example at hand.
1) For a tradeoff coefficient, C =10 , accuracy considerations
are very important. While more than doubling point variance caused no
major design changes, implying existing accurate solutions,halving it caused
serious modifications. At this point costs became critical.
-4 -2
2) When costs are weighted more, i.e. C =10 .. .10 , solu-
tions are more sensitive to a 2 increases than to point variance reduc-
tions.
-6 -8
3) When costs are weighted less, i.e. C = 10 ... 10 , solu-
tions are fairly insensitive to a 2 variations unless dealing with
p
very large decreases.
4) From the above comments it seems that C =10-5 is the trade-
off coefficient which gives the most sensitive solutions to changes in
the point variance of the precipitation process. As discussed before,
point variance decreases of more than 100% can cause noticeable changes
in results. The author speculates though that minor changes will occur
with more reasonable variations.
3.4.2 Sensitivity to Covariance Function Paramneter
The original example problem had a Bessel covariance func-
tion with a parameter b = 0.13. Sensitivity tests were performed







Results of Covariance Function Sensitivity Tests, CA=10~ 5
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
M.S.E.E 0.0764665 0.0461675 0.0184401 0.0123128 0.0056372 0.0040337C 0.00301876 0.00233987
Cost ($) 4000.00 4500.00 7500.00 10000.00 12500.00 16500.00 20500.00 24500.00
Obj.Funct. 0.116466 0.0911675 0.0934401 0.112313 0.1306372 0.169034 0.208019 0.247339
Design (5) (2,8) (3,4,8) (3,4,6,8) (2,3,4, (2,3,4, (1,2,3,4, (1,2,3,4,
6,8) 6,8,9) 6,8,9) 6,8,9)
b=0.l 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
M.S.E.E. 0.137454 0.0686403 0.0410344 0.0145402 0.0121395 0.00868005 0.00627473 0.00278034
Cost ($) 4000.00 6500.00 7500.00 11000.00 12500.00 16500.00 20500.00 24600.00
Obj.Funct. 0.177454 0.13364 0.116034 0.12454 0.137139 0l173680 0.211275 0.24878
Design (5) (4,6) (3,4,8) (2,4,6,8) (2,3,4, 2,3,4,6,8, 1,2,3,4,6, 1,2,3,4,6,
6,8) 9 8,9 7,8,9
b=0.2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
M.S.E.E. 0.204691 0.135345 0.080954 0.0392072 0.0322473 0.023486 0.0162927 0.0071895
Cost ($) 4000.00 6500.00 8500.00 11000.00 12500.00 16500.00 20500.00 24600.00
Obj.Funct. 0.244691 0.200345 0.165954 0.149207 0.1572473 0.188486 0.221293 0.253219
Design (5) (4,6) (4,6,8) (2,4,6, (2,3,4,6, (2,3,4,6, (1,2,3,4, (1,2,3,4,
8) 8) 8,9) 6,8,9) 
_6, 7 ,8, 9)
b=0.26 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8











































The tradeoff coefficient in this analysis is C =10,5
The results of Table 3n8 can be discussed nearly in the same
context as those in the previous section. Small parameters b imply
high spatial correlations which in turn imply good extrapolation ability
(less M.S.E.E.), effectively reducing variance. The inverse is similar-
ly true.
Major changes in design are observed when the value of b is
reduced to 0.06 from the previously used 0.13 A minimum objective func-
tion is achieved with two stations at sites 2 and 8. A different solu-
tion is also found for four stations. As for the low point variance
case, the optimal results are relatively less costly implying a domi-
nating costfactor due to the increased extrapolation ability.
With b = 0.1, individual solutions for the various numbers
of stations do not differ from the original example. The minimum ob-
jective function, though, is achieved with three instead of four sta-
tions at locations 3, 4 and 8.
For larger values of b = 0.2 and 0.26, minimum objective
function values are achieved with four stations at 2, 4, 6 and 8 as
originally with b = 0.13. Individual differences occur, though, with
3 stations and 2 and 3 stations respectively with solutions favoring
higher cost - more accurate alternatives.
As in Section 3.4.1, it can be concluded that most of the
appreciable changes occur with reductions in b implying strong accu-
racy considerations when C =10 . Variations in C should result in
the same situations discussed in the previous section. With close to
25% reduction in b'(=0.1), no individual optimization changes occurred
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and the minimum objective function only shifted from four to three
stations,
3.4.3 Sensitivity to Covariance Function Form
All the previously discussed tests were based on a covariance
described by a Bessel function of the form given by 2-18c. It was seen
in Chapter 2 that the covariance function form implied considerable dif-
ferences in the mean square model error. Sensitivity of the design pro-
cedure to this different covariance function form warrants study.
The design procedure of the 9 point grid example problem was
repeated using an exponential and quadratic exponential expressions (see
Equations 2-18a and 2-18b) for the covariance function. The functions
have parameters 0.08 and 0.009 respectively.
These values give the same correlation radius, i.e. that
distance at which the function becomes 0.5, as the Bessel function with
a 0.13 parameter. Results of the design with the new covariance forms
(point variance is kept at 1.32) and both with mean square estimation
error and full accuracy criteria are given in Table 3-9. The tradeff
coefficient, C , was assumed to be 10 5.
Interestingly enough, the results obtained using full measure
of accuracy and the limited estimation error criteria were the same,
differing only very slightly for the design for 8 stations with a single
exponential covariance function. These results further strengthen the
comments in Section 3.2 with respect to the use of the mean square esti-
mation error as measure of accuracy.




Sensitivity to Correlation Function Form, C =10-5
Single Exponential U=0.08 - Full Measure of Accuracy
Number of 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8Stations
Objective
Function 0.253891 0.193850 0.169204 0.165089 0.172103 0.204729 0.237521 0.270848
Cost ($) 4000.00 4500.00 7500.00 11000.0 12500.0 16500.00 20500.00 24600.00
Optimal (5) (2,8) (3,4,8) (2,4,6,8) (2,3,4,6, (2,3,4,6, (1,2,3,4, (1,2,3,5,
Design 8) 8,9) 6,8,9) 6,7,8,9)
Mean Sq.Error:
Model 0.0188939 0.0188939 0.0188939 0.0188939 0.0188939 0.0188939 0.0188939 0.0188939
Estimation 0.218001 0.146091 0.0827027 0.0397896 0.0315609 0.0231323 0.0148909 0.00664084
Cross Term -0.0230048 -0.0161356 -0.0073926 -0.00438272- .0033523. -0.0022968 -0.0012642 -0.00068653
Total 0.213891 0.148854 0.0972041 0.0543009 0.0599629 0.0397293 0.0325721 0.0248482
Quadratic Exponential =0.009 - Full Measure of Accuracy
Number of 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Stations
Objective 0.166281 0.1367833 0.117889 0.117824 0.132077 0.169774 0.209076 0.248072
Function
Cost ($) 4000.00 6500.00 7500.00 11000.00 12500.00 16500.00 20500.00 24600.00
Optimal Des. (5) (4,6) (3,4,8) (2,4,6,8) (2,3,4,6, (2,3,4,6, (1,2,3,4, (1,2,3,4,
Mean Sq.Error: 8) 8,9) 6.8,9) 6,7,8,9)
Estimation 0.128034 0.0721541 0.0445916 0.0068341 0.0054705 0.0035816 0.0030158 0.0013903
Model 0.000945 0.0009459 0.0009459 0.0009459 0.0009459 0.0009459 0.0009459 0.0009459
Cross Term -0.002698 -0.0025728 -0.0026482 +0.0007949 ).0006605 +0.0002463 +0.0001145 -0.0002640





Single Exponential a=0.08 - Estimation Error Accuracy Criteria
Number of 2 3 4 5 6
Stations
M.S.E.E. 0.213663 0.143184 0.0810570 0.0389978 0.0309328 0.0226719 0.0145945 0.00630513
Cost 4000.00 4500.00 7500.00 11000.00 12500.00 16500.00 20500.00 24600.00
Obj.Funct. 0.253663 0.188184 0.156057 0.148998 0.1559328 0.1876719 0.2195945 0.25230513
Optimal Des. (5) (2,8) (3,4,8) (2,4,6,8) (2,3,4,6, (2,3,4,6, (1,2,3,4, (1,2,3,4,6,
8) 8,9) 6,8,9) 7,8,9)
2Quadratic Exponential a =0.009 - Estimation Error Accuracy Criteria
Number ofI

















































have relatively minor effects in this example. Comparing the full
measure of accuracy results of Table 3-9 with those of Table 3-2, it is
observed that the single exponential differed from the Bessel solution
only in the location of 2 stations, the former gave a 2,8 solution, the
latter a 4,6 solution. The quadratic exponential only differed in lo-
cating 8 stations; i.e., solution 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, instead of
1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9. Most important though is that for all cova-
riance functions a minimum objective function was achieved with 4 ob-
servations at sites 2,4,6 and 8.
Similarly, the comparison of the estimation error criteria
results with those of Table 3-5 yielded the same differences as above
in the location of 2 stations for the single exponential covariance
function and no differences between the quadratic exponential and Bessel
solutions. Again an objective function minimum was achieved with 4
stations in sites 2,4,6 and 8.
The above comments have considerable importance in light of
comments by Rhenals et al (1974), who argues that there is considerable
difficulty in defining a unique covariance function for a given set
of data.
A curious result of Table 3-9 is the fact that the cross
term in the mean square error expression for the quadratic exponential
covariance function takes positive values in some cases. As mentioned
in Section 3.2, the cross term in the mean square error expression is
negative when using Bessel or single exponential representation for co-
variance. This implies a negative correlation between estimation error
and model error and therefore a reduction from the total variance if
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they were independent. Using a quadratic exponential covariance func-
tion, small positive cross terms are observed. These imply a positive
correlation between model and estimation errors. This unusual behavior
adds to the list of those discussed in Chapter 2 with respect to the
quadratic exponential covariance function. A simple logical explanation
is not apparent. It should be related, though, to the fact that due
to the unusual extrapolation ability of this covariance function the
error in spatial estimation (extrapolation) becomes very similar to the
model error where all points are assumed perfectly known.
Before ending this section, a brief comment is appropriate
to explain the seemingly inconsistent difference between the mean square
estimation error of the full and partial measure of accuracy solutions
in Table 3-9 (also between Tables 3-2 and 3-5). The small differences
are due to different degree of accuracy in the input data used.
3.5 Brief Comments and Comparison to Other Recent Network Design
Schemes.
Rodriguez-Iturbe and Mejia (1974a) attacked the problem of
finding the necessary number of stations to obtain a certain level of
accuracy. Their solutions involved the following conditions:
1) Sampling techniques are random or stratified random.
Random implies complete aliatory location of stations
over the whole region. Stratified sampling implies ran-
dom location of observations within fixed specified
strata (see Rodriguez-Iturbe and Mejia, 1974a).
2) Their measure of accuracy is the mean square error defined
- 98
l 1n .2
M.S.E. = E J f(x)dx - - f ) (3-1)A - - n .
A
3) The covariance of the process must be a functional form and
the process is isotropic and homogeneous.
4) No consideration is given to instrument error or cost.
Under the above conditions they derived expressions for the
mean square error of the two mentioned sampling schemes. Figures 3-10
and 3-11 give the graphical representation of the obtained solutions
for a covariance function of the Bessel type. The M.S.E. is given as
a function of the undimensional area Ab2 and the number of stations,
n. A network designer would fix his desired measure of accuracy and
just read-off the needed number of stations.
The network design procedure proposed in this work has
some advantages over the above in that it gives a spatial arrangement
of stations besides the optimal number and it does so considering mea-
surement noise and costs. Also in giving a specific network geometric
design, the herein proposed method obtains smaller mean square error
than with a random or stratified random criteria. This can be easily
seen by comparing results of Table 3-2 with those in Figures 3-10 or
3-11. For example, with 3 stations and a 105 weight, the proposed
method obtains a total mean square error of about 0.06 including in-
strument error. This would require a variance reduction factor of about
0.043(0.06/1.32) which from Figures 3-10 and 3-11 would require on
the order of 12 stations with a random sampling approach and 5 stations
with a stratified sampling system (Ab2~ 6).
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Figure 3-10 Variance reduction factor due to spatial sampling with random design.
Used in the estimation of areal mean of rainfall event with
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that Rodriguez-Iturbe and Mejla's work could be extended by distributing
the obtained number of stations, n, as to minimize cost. Nevertheless it
is necessary to point out that if this is done, the resulting spatially
defined network will have a corresponding mean square error differing
from the one given by Rodriguez and t4ejia. The designer will again find
himself with no knowledge of the accuracy of his final result. It may
be argued that the resulting mean square error will be smaller than the
previously predicted. This will be generally true unless the cost mi-
nimization yields solutions involving large, unaccounted measurement
errors.
This work by Lenton et al (1974) approaches the network design
problem in two stages: a data collection stage and a data analysis
stage.
The first stage is a multi-dimensional, spatially continuous, non-
linear mathematical optimization of an objective function of the form
of Equation (2-6) where the measure of accuracy is given by a mean
square error, given by Equation (2-12),modified by an added linear term
of measurement error variance. Equation (2-12) then looks like:
M.S.E. = p1p. coy (x.,x.) 1 [ cov (x 1 ,x ) dxdx
i=1 i=1 A2 A fA
n rn
- cov(x ,x.) dx + p. 2C 2 (X.)
nA . -1 -i . i v -i (3-2)1=1 fA i=1
where




The optimization of the objective function is done, together
with Equation 3-2, continuously in space to find for a given n and
the optimal locations, x. , i =1 ...n. The value of n is varied
and for each optimization the weights p s are fixed, usually at 1/n.
The second stage, the data analysis stage, consists of op-
timizing the weights, p,, for the obtained network. This is done by
one of the available interpolation methods (see Lenton et al, 1974,
Chapter 5).
This second stage is necessary in Lenton's approach becauseof
the mathematical difficulties in optimizing, in one path, with respect
to n, x., and p. (i=l...n). The two stage approach, although realistic
and simple in practice, will not necessarily lead to a global optimum
in the design.
Lenton's methodology requires a functional definition of the
covariance . Conditions of isotropy and homogeneity are theoretically
not required but no attempt has yet been made to develop the full ma-
thematical formulation.
A comparison of the design method proposed in this work with
that of Lenton can be summarized in the following comments:
1) The proposed work, using the estimation error measure of
accuracy, does not require homogeneous and isotropic assump-
tions in the rainfall process. Also only a matrix (discrete)
covariance form is needed instead of a continuous functional
form.
2) The spatial continuity of Lenton's approach requires con-
tinuous definition of costs and measurement errors. The
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highly discrete, discontinuous nature of these variables
makes such a "surface fitting" difficult, limiting and maybe
undesirable. The hereby suggested formulation allows con-
siderable flexibility in costs and measurement errors. Even
correlated measurement errors could be considered with minor
technique modification.
3) As pointed out by Lenton (1974), there are two aspects to net-
work design: (1) the design of a new network, and (2) the
modification of an existing network. "The theoretically correct
way to treat the problem Lof modification] would be to reflect
the existence" of raingages in the cost function, i.e.,
existing raingages could have a negative cost to take into
account - the cost of dismantling. The methodology presented
here, maybe with some constraints, would permit the simulta-
neous addition or subtraction of raingages. This is a feasible
approach in the discrete multivariate approach.
4) Another difference lies in the fact that optimization is done
in one step yielding global optima for the problem at hand
in terms of the number of stations, location and appropriate
weights.
Combining Equations 2-21 and 2-4 (for zero mean process)
results in:
S T T -P = Y H R Z (3-3)
where j and R are given and previously defined in Chapter 2,and Z and
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H result from the optimization. It is clear that the weights on the ob-
servations, vector Z, are given by:
T T -i
STZ H TR (3-4)
These weights are those yielding the minimum mean square error (for a
linear estimate).
The reader may correctly argue that in reality the storm is
a non-zero mean process and so the correct weights are given by Equation
2-24b, which is repeated here:
= f + VHT (H H + R) (3-5)
Equation 3-5 is a function of mnf which is not generally known.
Fortunately for relatively small error covariance matrix R, which is the
usual case in network design, Equation 3-5 simplifies to:
f = m + T HT (H T H + R)Z - T H (HTH + R) H m
for small R
m+ T (H T H + R) 1Z - T H T (H T H ) H mf
T T -1 
-
+H (H T H + R) Z (3-6)
T TSince P = Y f it can be shown that 3-6 is equal to Equation
3-3.
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3.6. The Estimation of the Covariance Function of Total Storm Depth
The definition of the process covariance matrix, 4, (Equation
2-2 ), and the corresponding covariance function, cov(x1,2), is a
necessary and difficult task in the implementation of this work.
Although acknowledging the importance of this exercise, the author will
limit his comments to a brief review of works on the topic by Lenton
et al, (1974) and especially the very complete work by Rhenals et al,
(1974).
The covariance function,
cov(x1 ,x2) = E IfQ () f( )I - m (x,),m(x) (3-7)
must be defined for the storms of interest to the network designer.
Such definition can be obtained from either theoretical knowledge of
the process at hand or from existing data.
An example of the first approach is given by Whittle (1954).
He derives that a process with a correlation function of the form
e-ar obeys the following expression:
2 2 '13
+(x,y) = C(x,y) (3-8)
where (x,y) is the process of interest and E(x,y) is a known
stochastic process which obeys certain measurability conditions.
Eagleson (1967) used a similar idea to develop correlation
functions for convective and cyclonic storms. He defined a model for
the average areal distribution of rainfall (there are several of these
available for various locations and storm types, see Eagleson (1970))
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and obtained the correlation based on the depth values given by the
model.
The covariance matrix or function can alternatively be de-
rived directly from available data in the area of interest or data from
similar areas. Lenton et al,(1974), discusses the advantages and dis-
advantages in the estimation process of the correlation function when
using one storm, assuming ergodicity, or various storms, asssuming they
come from the same process. It is apparent that the multirealization
alternative is advantageous if enough events are available. In many
situations, though, the decision maker is forced to use the one-reali-
zation approach. In such situations the various estimators are given
by:
1 n







cov(Ax) - (f () -,in) (f (x + Ax.) m) (3-11)
A i=l
where
f(x.) = storm depth recorded at point x
n = number of pairs of raingages separated
a distance x
S2  = estimated point variance
m = estimated mean
Unfortunately, the above estimator for the covariance re-
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quires regularly spaced data which is seldom the case. Faced with
such situations, Rhenals et al, (1974), assumed that total rainfall
depths follow a certain pattern that can be represented by a mathemati-
cal surface; this is essentially the same idea followed by Eagleson
(1967). Rhenals et al, (1974), used a surface fitting technique based
on multiquadric equations and estimated the rainfall depth on a uniform
square grid. Instead of assuming a homogeneous process with a mean
given by Equation (3-5), Rhenals calculated a regional ?eriodic mean by
using double fourier analysis on the fitted multiquadratic surface.
The covariance is then calculated using the easily obtained residuals.
One of the dangers of the above approach is that the ob-
tained covariance may be strongly influenced by the type of surface
fitting utilized (Lenton et al, 1974; Rhenals et al, 1974).
If needed, a covariance function can be fitted to the data
based covariance estimated by the previously discussed methods. The
questions to be answered in this step are the form and parameters of
the needed function.
Parameters are usually estimated by least square fitting
(Rhenals et al, 1974) or by preserving correlation at a particular
distance (Rodriguez-Iturbe and Mejia, 1974a).
Discrimination between functional forms based on data is
extremely difficult except on few exceptionally clear cut cases
(Rodriguez-Iturbe and Mejia, 1974a; Rhenals et al, 1974b). In such
cases, where data based form discrimination is not possible, it is
suggested to define a form based on theoretical arguments and knowl-
edge of the process at hand. On such basis Rodriguez-Iturbe and Mejia
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(1974a) propose the use of the Bessel type correlation function to
statistically represent storm depths. Their conclusion agrees with that
of Whittle (1954) which favors the Bessel expression over any other
exponential type alternative. Fortunately it seems that covariance
function form is not a major factor in network design as was argued in
a previous section of this work.
3.7 General Comments
3.7.1 Convergence Problems
As discussed in Section 2-5, the optimization algorithm
suggested by Federov (1972) and used in this work is based on first order
differences, that is, only one station at a time is varied in calcu-
lating the largest gradient. Due to this limitation, the author ex--
perienced several instances of failure to converge to a global optimum.
In these cases, a local optimum was achieved because the method failed
to realize that varying more than two stations at a time would lead to
a better solution. Fortunately, most of the times these points are
easily identified as non-optimal points in the transformation curve; i.e.
they would lie to the northeast of adjacent solutions.
The easiest and cheapest methodrelative to the few occurren-
ces and easy recognition., to avoid this problem can be described as a
rule of thumb. The author suggests solving the optimization problem
starting with two different initial designs. One of the initial designs
should always be the easily identified minimum cost solution, the other
any variation of the first with as many different terms as possible.
Obviously, in designing for one or one less than the maximum allowable
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number of stations, this procedure is not necessary.
As could be expected, failure to converge is more common
in problems where large number of possible designs are possible (given
by n! / (n-m) i m ! ). The larger the differences in stations charac-
teristics, the less is the chance of convergence failure.
The above suggested rule of thumb proved to be very satis-
factory in easily achieving global optima in the examples used in this
work.
3.7.2 Computational Requirements
The computer program used obtaining the results of this
chapter was prepared in Fortran IV, and implemented in an I.B.M. 370/165
of the M.I.T. Information Center. As programmed, it requires double
precision capability and the use of IBM's Subroutine Library-Mathe-
matics (1971), jointly with M.I.T.'s Information Center Mathematical
Library. In its present condition (as given in Appendix 4), it can
handle up to a 20 grid point discretization and requires around 250 K.
As expected, the speed and cost of execution varies con-
siderably with the number of allowable station locations since the size
of the covariance matrix is the square of that number. Similarly, speed
and cost are functions of the necessary number of iterations to achieve
an optimum. Generally, though, iterations rarely exceeded 5 and were
usually below that number.
On the average, for the problem of 9 possible station loca-
tions, the prize of designing per given number of stations was about
$0.50 using the full measure of accuracy. With 18 possible locations,
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the prize per optimization (per given number of stations) increased to
the order of $4.00 using the full measure of accuracy. With the estima-
tion error accuracy criteria significant cost reductions could be achie-
ved. The above prizes are based on M.I.T. Information Center prizing
policies of basically $6.18 per c.p.u. minute and $0.55 per K-byte hour.
Handling, reading, printing and other processing costs are also included
but are less important on the average when a large number of optimization
problems are submitted together. The given costs are based on execution
step only. Initial compilation costs are not included but certainly are
not significant on a production operation.
3.7.3 Concluding Remarks.
Measuring the average precipitation depth over an area is
an important problem in hydrology. Chapter 2 presented the theory be-
hind a proposed complete network design procedure for the above problem.
Chapter 3 showed its feasibility technically and economically in realis-
tic network design situations. Section 3.5 discussed what the author
views as the advantages of the proposed procedure over other available
network design techniques.
The presented procedure combines accuracy (taking into ac-
count the process and instrument uncertainties) and cost considerations
in a flexible enough way to include characteristics and constraints
particular to the problem at hand and the interested designer. The
usual warning flag must be raised, though, to remind the user that no
system design approach is meant to completely substitute the decision
maker's(designer's) good sense and intuition. Even though the proposed
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method can consider many of"his or hers" ideas, the final decision is
still the decision maker's responsibility. This could be extremely im-
portant, for example, in situations where a mathematically optimal de-
sign is found which in fact's differs very little from non-optimal solu-
tions. Since a perfect utility function definition will never be pos-
sible, the designer will have to use his or her good judgement in ac-
cepting or rejecting the given solution. Lenton et al (1974) dis-
cusses briefly such dilemma in the use of mean square error as a
measure of accuracy.
Finally, it is necessary to mention that the herein given
ideas of network design could be applied to similar problems in other
disciplines, for example, the design of soil exploration experiments
(see Bras et al, 1975).
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CHAPTER 4
Rainfall Generation: A Non-Stationary, Time Varying,
Multi-Dimensional Model
4.1 Need for a Model
In the last two chapters, a procedure for designing networks
to measure total rainfall depth of an event was presented. In doing so
the event to be monitored was characterized by a spatial covariance
function. Inherently, then,a generator of spatially distributed rain-
fall depths was implied.
Besides its utility in network design, the synthesis of rain-
fall data plays many other very important roles in water resources
studies. As is often the case, water resources works usually face the
fact that historical records are insufficient for analysis and decision
making. It is under these conditions that the ability to synthesize
and simulate historical series becomes extremely important.
Rhenai-setal (1974) suggest that existing rainfall models can be
classified as:
a) Point Rainfall Models. Those that generate time-
sequences of rainfall depth at a single point
b) Multivariate Rainfall Models. These models consider
several raingages simultaneously and are intended to pre-
serve the covariance structure of the historical rainfall
data existing in those points.
c) Areal or Multidimensional Rainfall Models. These models
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characterize the rainfall phenomenon at every point
over the area of interest.
In this work all of the above classifications are subdivided
in: 1) Rainfall exterior models. Those that generate storm
exterior characteristics like total depth, duration of
event and time between events
2) Rainfall exterior-interior models. These models generate
the time distribution of the total rainfall depth within
each event.
Rhenals et al (1974) and Leclerc and Schaake (1973) give
fairly complete reviews of the existing rainfall generators. The most
recent model, to the author's knowledge, is that of Mejia and Rodriguez
Iturbe (1974) which is of the areal -multidimensional type, and only
for storm exteriors in the sense that generates total depth of any
point in the area. Lenton et al (1974) extends Rodriguez' model to
generate areal average of total rainfall depth instead of point values.
Most of the existing models concentrate on storm exterior
characteristics. Those which generate storm interiors do so generally
at only one point.
Very few models attempt to generate exterior and interior cha-
racteristics everywhere in space. Grayman and Eagleson (1971) suggested
a statistically stationary model capable of generating storm interiors
in finite points in space. The main constraint of this model is the
assumption of stationarity behavior at all levels of storm activity,
including rain-cells, mesoscale and synoptic level.
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The following sections will suggest a multidimensional model,
non-stationary, of rainfall exterior and interiors. It would also be
very useful in designing rainfall networks with the idea of an accurate
prediction of the runoff produced by a storm. This problem is tackled
in Chapter 5 of this work. The model has been built to theoretically
preserve first order statistics of storm exteriors as well as the corre-
lation in time and space of the storm interior.
4.2 Formulation and Assumptions
The development of the model was based on the following basic
knowledge describing the behavior of storms.
1) Each storm moves with an average velocity, U, over the area
of interest and follows certain trajectory. Individual
disturbances within the storm move about the same velocity
(Zawadski, (1973b),Houze, (1969), Grayman and Eagleson
(1971)).
2) Water falling at any instant is correlated to what
happened at previous times. (Zawadski, (1973a),Leclerc and
Schaake (1973))
3) Correlation in space of rainfall at any time is observed
(Huff (1970), Zawadski (1973b),Rhenals et al (1974),
Rodriguez and Mejia (1974al, Eagleson (1967)).
4) Spatial and Time Correlation are neither separable nor
independent (Zawadski, (1973b), Lenton et al, (1974)).
5) Rainfall is a non-stationary process. The mean and variance
vary with time at all points in space (Zawadski, 1973b),
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Leclerc and Schaake (1973), Pilgrim et al (1969)).
At this point it is assumed that the storm interior of an
event with given depth and duration can be modeled as:
(4-1)i(x.,t) =il (x.,t) + -n(x.,t)
where i(x.,t) rainfall intensity at point with coordinate vector
x. at time t
-1
i (x.,t) mean intensity at x. and t; where the mean value
p -1 -
is taken over all possible storms of the same
characteristics.
n(x,t) noisy residual obeying a certain covariance
function in time and space
It is generally accepted that storms of a given type, i.e.:
frontal storms, in an area can be represented in an undimensional form
of the type shown in Figure 4--la (Eagleson, (1970), Pilgrim et al,
(1969)). That figure gives the average temporal rainfall distribution
in terms of the percentage of precipitation versus percentage of dura-
tion. Usually, the above information is obtained from data of rainfall
mass accumulation in a single raingage. Here it is assumed that every
point in space will have the same average mass distribution. By multi-
plying the undimensional mass curve of Figure 4-la by a given depth
and duration, the mean temporal behavior, i a(t) of the storm at all
points is obtained, relative to the storm starting time at each point.
It is assumed that storm duration is the same total everywhere.















Figure 4-1 b: Mean temporal behavior, i. (t) , resulting

























scale is defined within the area . Starting time is the moment the
moving storm hits the first point in the area.
Thus, data of the form of Figure 4-lb is, for every point,
translated to absolute time by the distance from the origin to the point
in the direction of storm movement. Assuming for simplicity that the
storm moves parallel to the x axis (see Figure 4-2) it is clear that:
x.
i (x.,'t) = i (t - -- I ) (4-2)y 1 a U
where
i (x.,t) = mean intensity at x. and time t after
-
-1
storm reaches the boundaries of the area
of interest.
ia(t) = average precipitation at time t where t is
now the time it has been raining at a given
point (see Figure 4-1b)
x= x coordinate of point i
U = storm average velocity in x direction
Note that due to the hyetograph form of the input data (Figure
4-1), a discretization in time is unavoidable. Rain accumulation is
lumped within finite time intervals.
The next step is to hypothesize the form of the covariance func-
tion of the noisy residuals. In its most general form:
E [p(x. ,t') r(x.,t") = f(x.,t ; x.,t") (4-3)
-1 -j -l -j
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E = expectation operator
f(-) = functional covariance
a(x , t) = standard deviation of rainfall intensity at
point x. and time t
r(x.,t' ;. , t") = general functional form of normalized covariance
cJ(x.,t) corresponds to the variation around i (x., t) and
-1 k -V
is similarly obtained from data (see Figure 4-1). The same time
translation is applicable, so
x.
&(x.,t) = (t --- ) (4-5)
-1 a U
Equation 4-1 can then be expressed as:
x. x.
i(x.,t) = i (t - -! ) + 0R(x.,t) a (t - (4-6)
a U -1 a U
where
,(x.,t) = standardized residual at point x. and
time t with zero mean and unit variance.
EIR(x.,t') R(x. t") = r(x.,t'; x.t") as defined previously.
1i R,t -)1-J
The statistical behavior of the residual R(x.,t) embodies the
spatial and time correlation of the rainfall process. The function
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r(x.,t' ; x t"') must then be defined.
1 -
At this point, a basic assumption about the behavior of rain-
fall is introduced. It is assumed that Taylor's Hypothesis (Taylor,
1935), of turbulence is valid within a storm. The above implies that
correlation in time is equivalent to that in space if time is trans-
formed to space in the mean direction of storm movement. If the storm
moves in the x direction, Taylor's Hypothesis implies:
r(x. ,t' ; x ,t") = r(y.,x.,t' ; y ,x.,t")
= r(y.,x. + Ut' ; y.,x. + Ut")
(4-7)
The reasoning behind Taylor's Hypothesis is that it is appli-
cable for translating processes with relatively weak time dependence
within their moving coordinate system such that time dependence in a
fixed coordinate system is dominated by the average motion. In other
words, it is assumed that "noise" or "turbulence" is connected along
the mean flow velocity without evolving appreciably in a "reasonable"
distance. Such reasoning has been found to be applicable in general
fluid turbulence (Hinze, 1959) ; wind and gusts studies (Harris,
1971); and large scale atmospheric processes (Gandin, 1965; Panchev,
1971). To the author's knowledge it has been tested and corroborated
once for particular rain storms in the work of Zawadski (1973b). Note
again that in the present work it is the unit variance residuals that
obey Taylor's Hypothesis.
The second assumption used is that rainfall intensities (or
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depth per time interval) have isotropic spatial correlation functions
at any instant of time. Such assumption is justified by the works
of Huff (1970) and Zawadski (1973b).
Therefore,
r(x.,t t ;x.t") = r(s,t)
= r /(y.j- y )2 +((X.i+Ut"I)- (x.i+Ut"))2
(4-8)
Notice that the above equation implies that the standardized
residuals (mean zero, unit variance) are stationary and isotropic in
the variables xl=y and x 2=x+Ut. The above does not imply station-
arity of the "noise" element pI(x.,t) in Equation 4-1 nor does it
imply isotropy with respect to x, y and t separately.
It is necessary now to have a scheme to synthetize random
fields of a prescribed correlation structure, This scheme will then
be used to generate rainfall events over an area.
A two-dimensional random field c(x) can be represented
through the following equation (Mejia and Rodriguez-Iturbe, 1974):
-- 
N
E_ N cos [(xy*) wi + 0 (4-9)
i= 11
where x represents a vector of coordinates (x1 ,x2) in R2 ; Yi is
a two dimensional random variable (y ,yi2) equidistributed on the
circle of unit radius; w. is a random variable whose distribution
1
is the radial spectral distribution function G(w) corresponding to
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the isotropic correlation function of s(x); and 0. is a uniformly
distributed random angle between 0 and 27. All random variables are
mutually independent with (x.y.) denoting the vector inner product
and N the finite number of harmonics.
Mejia and Rodriguez-Iturbe (1974) hcva shown that the above
process is homogeneous, isotropic, and asymptotically (N->co) ergodic
and multinormal. It also has zero mean, unit variance and, as N->o,
correlation function with radial spectral distribution corresponding
to G(w). (See also Rhenals et al, 1974, and Lenton et al, 1974).
Since y is equidistributed on the unit circle,
= (cosa., sina.) (4-10)
where a. is uniformly distributed between 0 and 27T.
Equation 4-9 then becomes,
-T- N
c(= cos w (x cosa + x sina + 0
(4-11)
It is then clear that Equation (4-11) can be used to generate
a random process in the R 2 space defined by x, = y and x2 x + Ut.
To do so, the random variables w. must be sampled from the radial
spectral distribution function corresponding to Equation 4-8. Generated
values of c(x1.x2) are then, due to the simple relation between x2'
x and t , samples of the non-stationary random field describing
rainfall events R(x ,t) = R(x,y,t). The spatial and time correla-
tion of the generated values approaches Equation 4-8 as the number
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of harmonics, N, goes to infinity. The spatial correlation of total
depths over the area are also preserved since
tD tD
r (D.D )D =r( (y.-y )2+((x.+Ut') - (x.+ Ut"))2 dt' dt"
0 (4-12)
where
D. = total depth at point i
t
tD storm duration
The functional form of correlation function, Equation 4-8,
would naturally depend on the hydrologic conditions of the area at
hand. A set of commonly used isotropic correlation functions was
given in Chapter 2 and is repeated here for the reader's convenience.
Single Exponential:
r(v) = e-aIvI (4-13)
Quadratic Exponential:
r(v) = e a (4-14)
Bessel Form:
r(v) = Ivl bK (Ivlb) (4-15)
(See Mejia and Rodriguez-Iturbe (1974) for more discussion in the
use of this correlation function.)









0 < w < 00
0 < w < 00
Quadratic Exponential
G'(w) = w exp(-l/4 w2 a 2 ) 0 < w < 00




b 2(1+ w ) 2
b 2
G (w) = W
w
2+ b 2
0 < w < 00
0 < w < 00
The simplicity of the radial spectral distribution corresponding
to the given correlation functions allows the sampling of characteristic
w values by the inverse method.
For example, consider the single exponential spectral distribution,
Equation (4-17).
Inverting the equation results in:
(4-22)








Generation of uniformly distributed values between 0 and 1 and
their substitution for G(w) in 4-22 results in a series of w values
belonging to the population defined by 4-16 and 4-17
The works of Huff (1970) and Zawadski (1973b)suggest the use of
the single exponential correlation function for representing rainfall
intensities. The merits of that assumption will not be discussed here
(a related discussion appeared in Chapter 2), but the suggested function
will be used in the examples given in the last section of this chapter.
4.3 Point Rainfall Generation Algorithm
The suggested rainfall model consists of an algorithm uniting
existing techniques of rainfall exterior generation and the techniques
of rainfall interior simulation given in the previous section.
Required inputs are basically the following:
1) Marginal distribution (form and parameters) of time between
events, T ,
2) Marginal distribution of storm duration, td* It is assumed
that rainfall accumulates during the same amount of time at
each point.
3) Conditionaldistribution of areal average total depth, D,
given the storm duration.
4) Distribution of storm average velocities and directions.
5) Probability of occurance of various types of events;
6) undimensional time distribution of rainfall (average over all
points in space) and corresponding standard deviations of
rainfall accumulation in each time step (Figure 4-1) for
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each event type.
7) Form of time and space correlation given in Equation 4-8,
for each event type.
The generation algorithm is then the following:
1) Set total time of generation desired
2) Sample T, td and D from corresponding distributions
3) Sample storm velocity, direction and type
4) Construct average time distribution, i a(t) of generated storm
by scaling the undimensional hyetograph by the generated depth
and duration
5) Construct corresponding standard deviation, a (t)
6) Specify points in space where generation is desired
7) Generate zero mean, unit variance residuals with Equation 4-11
8) Create storm interior at desired points with Equation 4-6
9) Go back to step 2, to generate a consecutive event and repeat
for desired period of generation
The generation of interiors using Equation (4-6) extends for the
storm duration plus the time the storm takes to transverse the area. The
x.
storm duration at each point, though, is td since i (t - - )and
d a
x. U
a (t - ) are zero or near zero before the storm reaches point x. and
a U
become zero again after the storm passes the point in question.
4.4 The Generation of Areal Rainfall
It is sometimes desirable, especially in rainfall-runoff modeling,
to obtain estimates of rainfall averaged over particular areas or subareas.
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Lenton et al (1974) studied and derived a procedure to obtain an areally
averaged stochastic process from a multidimensional process as given in
Equation 4-9. He shows that the areal process can be defined through the
relationship:
2
EAX ) cos[(x) wi + oi (4-23)
where x now imply a point in the area of interest (i.e. the center of
gravity) used as a parameter vector and A (wi ) is a variance reduction
coefficient whose form is dependent on the geometry of the area of in-
terest.
The variance of the areal process is then
Var (c (X)) = a E{ X2A(wy)} (4-24)
where a 2 is the point variance (see Lenton, et al, 1974).
p
As previously mentioned, the form of the coefficient A i
depends on the geometry of the area. For rectangular area it becomes:
4 wyyt gA
XA(wy) = sin ( ) sin ( ) (4-25)
1 2 Y172 2 2
where
i, 22 = dimensions of rectangle
y1, y2 = coordinates of random point in unit circle in the
direction of 2 and 22 respectively.
Lenton et al (1974) offer equivalent expressions for the ellipse
and the circle. When using rainfall-runoff models, basins are usually
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characterized by combinations of rectangular overland segments (see
Bras, 1972; Harley et al, 1970), therefore Equation 4-25 together with
4-23 will allow the generation of rainfall intensities averaged over
the individual subareas of a schematized basin.
It should be made clear that the generation algorithm for the
areal average of rainfall is the same as described previously in Section
4.3 for point rainfall intensities. The only difference is the use of
Equation 4-23 instead of Equation 4-9.
4.5 An Example
For illustration purposes, a simple numerical example of
rainfall generation is given. It is assumed that only one type of storm
is generated (no seasonal variations nor different storm classifications.)
Due to lack of easily available data, storm speed is given as a deter-
ministic input. For convenience storm direction is fixed so as to coin-
cide with the definition of the x coordinate axis.
The area of generation is a 360 sq.mi. rectangular area. Its
length is 20 mi in the x direction and 18 mi. in y direction.
The residual correlation function is of the single exponential
type (Eqn. 4-13) with parameter 0.15. It takes the form:
-0.15 (y-y )2+ (x.+ Ut")- (x.+ Ut')]
-j (4-26)
Rainfall exterior parameters are assumed to obey simple ex-
ponential distributions. Similar distributions have been used previously
by Leclerc and Schaake (1972) and Eagleson (1971). The distribution and
used parameters are: 
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1) Time between Storms (T)
f(T) = 1 exp (-- 1 T ) T > 0 (4-27)
X = 1.0 / 70.4 hrs
2) Storm Duration (t d
f(t) = X2 exp(-X 2(t ) t > 0 (4-28)
2 = 1.0/7.692 hrs.
3) Total average depth over the area conditional
on duration
f(d/tr) = r' exp (-d/t ) d > 0 (4-29)
= 15
The undimensional rainfall distribution used was shown in
Figure 4-lb together with one standard deviation values. The hyeto-
graph was discretized in eight intervals as shown in the figure.
Note that the correlation function parameter was kept constant
at 0.15 even though, as the generator stands, different storms would
have different time intervals which should have different correlation
parameters. The value of 0.15 seems reasonable in the light of Huff's
(1970) work (see Chapter 5 for discussion).
Appendix 5 explains the use of the computer program that
carries on the generation.
Using a storm velocity of 12.0 m.p.h. and the data described
in previous paragraphs, several storms were generated. In these examples
only 50 harmonics were used in the generation procedure.
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Table 4-1 gives information on two of the generated storms.
Storms are given in terms of average areal intensity over individual
grids of the area, for that reason the table identifies the subareas
of generation with the coordinates of their center point.
Figures 4-3, and 4-4 show the storm hyetograph of the two
storms at 6 of the subareas. Remember these intensities are areal
averages over the subareas. Figures 4-5 to 4-7 give the rainfall areal
distribution at some specific times of the first storm. Similarly,
Figures 4-8 and 4-9 are the areal distribution of the second storm at
two different times.
Table 4-2 gives the point intensity values of the same storms.
The generation points are the centers of the individual subareas. The
larger degree of spatial variation is clear from the generated inten-
sities and from the total generated depths at the various points.
Figures 4-10 and 4-11 give the hyetograph at 6 points of the
two storms.
Figures 4-12 to 4-15 show the spatial distribution of point
intensities at various times for the two storms.
4.6 Conclusions
A rainfall generator capable of generating storm interiors
at different points in space has been suggested. Example results seem
to verify the adequacy and correct behavior of the model.
It is felt that the model incorporates rational and realistic
assumptions regarding the character of rainfall events. It is non-sta-
tionary, dynamic, and multi-dimensional instead of simply multivariate.
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Data analyses are needed to extend the available knowledge regarding
the possible values of the parameter which characterizes the correlation
function. The dependence of the latter with storm type, seasons, sam-
pling time interval, and storm velocities must be defined. The probabi-
listic nature of storm velocities and directions is another area of
needed research.
Even in the face of these needs the suggested model has the
advantages of being based on concepts easy to understand, being multi-
dimensional and computationally easy to implement. Moreover, the pre-
viously described research needs will be applicable for any kind of
rational description of the rainfall process.
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Table 4-1: Examples of generated storms, areal mean intensities given
Velocity = 12.0 mph
Total areal mean depth
Date of occurance from
Duration = 8.63 hrs.
= 2.0052 in.
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5.397 6 2.OUoO 6.7500 
-0.0069 0.3999
',e397 7 6.0000 6.7bO0 0.0129 0.4031
3-397 8 10.0000 6.500 -0.0615 0.3912
5.397 9 14.0000 6.1700 0,0343 0.3042
5.397 1') 18.0000 6. /00 -O.017 0.29885.397 11 2.0)00 11.200 0.0181 0.4039
5.397 12 6.0000 11.2500 -0.0093 0.3995
.J97 13 10.0000 11.2!00 
-0.010q 0.3993
5.397 14 14.0000 11.2600 0.0470 0.3055
5.397 15 18.0000 11.e500 0.0001 0.3008
3.397 16 2.0000 15.7500 o.0077 0.4023
5.397 1 6.0000 15.l/sO -0.0144 0.3981
5.397 18 10.0000 15.l500 0.0041 0.4017
5.397 1,9 14.0000 15.7500 
-0.0348 0.2973
5.397 20 18.0000 15.(300 -0.0320 0.2976
6.476 1 2.0000 2.2?00 0.0181 0.3030
6.476 2 6.0000 2.2500 -0.0093 0.2997
6.476 3 10.0000 2.2500 -0.0109 0.299t
6.476 4 14.0900 2.e00 0.0470 0.4088
6.476 5 18.0000 2.2500 0.0001 0.4010
6.476 b 2.0000 6.7600 0.0077 0.3011
6.476 7 6.0d00 6.100 
-0.0144 0.2990
b.476 6 10.0000 6.7D00 0.0041 0.3013
b.476 9 14.0000 6.1-00 
-0.0348 0.395'
6.476 1) 18.0000 o.700 
-0.0420 0.3959
6.476 11 2.0000 11.200 0.0599 0.3080
6.476 12 b.OUoo l1.2~00 
-0.0268 0.2975
b.47b 13 10.OUUO 1l.2)00 0.ou9l 0.3019
6.476 1' 14.00j0O 11.200 0.u535 0.4096
6.476 13 18.0000 11.2500 
-0.1 31Q 0.3959b.476 lb 2.000o 15.77oo -0.05bo 0.2940 *
b.476 11 6.0000 15.(50u 
-0.011 0.2995
b.476 18 10.00.0 i:.7500 U.0283 0.3042
6.476 19 14.0000 15.1500 -0.0195 0.3979
8.476 2t3 18.0000 i5.750o 0.0069 0.4025
7.555 1 2.0000 2. 0o 0.0599 0.1239
7.555 2 b.0000 2.2500 -0.0268 0.1187
7.555 3 10.0000 2.2 0o 0.0091 0.1209
7.555 4 14.0000 2.250u 0.0535 0.3072
7.555 t 18.0uo0 2.2800 -0.0319 0.2969
7.555 6 2.0000 6.1500 -0.0560 0.1169
1.555 7 6.00ou 6.7500 -0.0110 0.1191
7.555 8 10.0000 6.1b00 U.u283 0.1220
7.55S 9 14.0000 6.7500 -0.u195 0.2984
7.555 1(, 18.0000 5.70o 0.0089 0.3018
7.555 11 2.0000 11.2500 0.0494 0.1233
7.555 12 6.000) 11.2500 -0.0169 0.1192
7.555 13 10.O000 11.2800 -0.0047 0.1200
7.555 14 14.0000 11-2800 
-0.001? 0.3006
7.555 15 18.0000 11.2500 -0.0091 0.2997
7.555 16 2.0000 i5.olou -0.0207 0.1191
1.555 17 6.OUUO 1S.70oo 0.0033 0.1205
7.555 10 10.0000 15.7500 0.0442 0.1230
7.555 19 14.0000 15./800 -0.005? 0.3002
7.555 20 18.0000 15./130o 
-0.0055 0.3001
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10.793 18 10.00u0 i.b7l0G -0.1076 0.0000
10.193 19 14.0000 15.7500 -o.2439 0.0000
10.793 20 1?.000u Vi.lb0o -0.0204 0.0000



















Velocity = 12.0 mph
Total areal mean depth = 1.079
Date of occurance from initial
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i4.327 2 6.000() 2.2t 0 0 0 .1454 0.058 7
14.327 1 1.0O.O00 2.enu0 0.1241 0.0579
14.327 4 14.0000 2.-e0O 0.0859 0.0567
14.427 5 18.0000 2.dObO -0.0759 0.0!15
14.327 b ;.0000 6.7l00 -U.2i06 0.0471
l4.327 1 h.0000 6.7500 -0.1389 0.0495
14.327 8 10.0000 6.7l00 0.3192 0.0546
14-327 9 14.00 00 b.(00 0.1698 U.0601
14.327 1 18.0000 6.7iso 0.1605 0.0591
14.327 11 2.00uu 11.2b00 0.1405 0.0585
14.327 12 o.Oi il.e2o 0.0074 0.0542
14.327 13 10.0U0 0 11.2500 -0.1298 0.0497
14.327 14 14.0 0 U 0 11.2so -0 . Ib6t 0.0486
14.327 15 19.000 11.200 -0.0583 0.0521
14.327 16 ?.00 J0 15.7500 u.1100 0.0575
14.327 1 /".0000 15.1000 o.169? 0.0601
S4.327 18 10o.u&0 i5.17s00 0.1201 0.057o
14.321 19 14.0000 15. 500 0.006i 0.0542
14.327 20 V.0000 i5.7s00 -u.1 8 49 0.0480
16.117 1 2.00 0 2.et00 0.1405 0.0000
16.117 2 6.0000 2.ed00 0.0074 0.0000
16.117 3 l.Oeu O 2.200 -0.129o 0.0000
16.117 4 1l4.OUOO 2.2500 -0.lbS, 0.0000
16.117 5 16.O uuj 2.2500 -0.0563 0.0000
16.117 6 2.0 000 6.71300 o.IIOo 0.0000
16.117 6.0900 b.700 0.1892 0.0000
16.117 d 10.0OU0 6.700 0.1201 0.0000
Ib.117 14.0000 6.730u 0V.D0jb 0.000.)
16.117 10 11..0060 hT.75o -3.1649 0.0000
16.117 11 2.000 11.200 -u.si4 0.0000
16.117 1 6.0000 i1.2300 -. d83 1 0.0000
16.117 13 10.0000 11.2 0o 0.2646 0.0000
16.111 14 14.00 00 iI.200 0.3929 0.0000
16.117 l 5 18.OUOO 11.2boo 0.4138 0.0O00
16.117 16 2.0090 15.u500 u.0620 0.0000
16.117 1/ 6.0000 i5.7D0o -0.741? 0.0000
lo.117 16 10.0000 15.h7,00 -0.s100 0-0000
16.111 19 14.0000 15.1/500 -0.1403 0.O-00
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Figure 4-4: Hyetograph of storm at 19.498 days, areal mean intensities
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O.175k 02 MIEIX\AXXAXXXAAXX AXX~XAKXAXXXIIIILIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIB
36111E 02 MIEIXXAAXAXXIA AAXAXAAX.IXXAX AAAAX AB IIIILIIIIIIIIIIIB IIIIJIIIIIIIIIII B
Ooli6E 02 MILESBXXAA AAXXAAAAAAAAAXXXXXXIXXXXXAAAAXXB IITIIIJIIIIIIIIIIIII111111ll~ III
0-158E 02 MI1LESI AXAAXXXXAAAXAIXABAAAAAAAXXAXXBXXXXAAAXXXAIIIkIII11IIII1 B 1iIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIBi
0*158E 02 t~~~XXAXX AXXIAAAAXAKAXXXAXAAAXAXXXB IIIIIIIIIIIIIIBIIII1IIII1IIIIIIIBI
0.153E 02 MILESBXEAAXAAXXXAAAAIAAAAXAAAAAXXXAAiXXX XAAAAAXXABIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIBIIII1IIIIiIIIIIII B
0. 144E 02 BILESIXXAAXAXAXAAAAXX BAAAXAAAAAAAXXXAXA XAAXXKXAAXXAXX IIIH II!! 1111111 B 11111111111111JiB
09139E 02 MILESIXAAAXXXAAAAIAAAAAAXAXAAXXAX.B4AXAAAAJ~AXXXIIIILIIIIIIIJIIILBIIIIIIIIIIIILIIliB
- - --------- j--------I-------B--------ml------- m-------- - --
0*135L 02 MILESIXXAA AAXXIAXAAAAXAIX XXAXXXIIiIIIIIIIIIIiiilIIII[iiiII
0.130E 02 MILES, AAAAKAAA~AAAAKAAAXAAXXA AJAXXAXXXAAXAXAXABIIIIlill1111IIIIIIIIIIIIB IIIIIII1
0. 12bt 02 MILESB XXAXAAXAXAXXB AAAAAD.~kXAAABXAAAXXXXAAAAAAAXABI III kIIil 11111111111111111111111
Gei21t 02 MILESB A\XXXAXXIAXXAAXXAIXAXX XXXIIILIIIIIIIIIIIB1iIiIIIIJIIIII
0.iil7E 02 MILESXXAXXXXAAAXXBAAAAAAAAAAAXBAXXAAAAAI xxIIIII11IIIIIIIIIIIIII1UIIIIBI
0.1 13E 02 MIEIXXAXXAXXAAAAAAXAIXAXXXXXX\lllll11111illllll
0*106E 02 MIlLESIXXAAXAAXAAXAABAAAAAAAAXXXKAIBAAXAXAAAAAAXB IIIII1kI11lI1 IHHIIIIIIIIH~i
00103F 02 MILESB AAAXKXXAAAXXXAIAAAXA)AAAAAXXAAAB XAXXXAAAAKXX)11 IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIB i1ll~ljllliI
09.4i.o0E 01 MILESBXXAAAAXXXAAAX XBAAAAXAAAA XAAXIXXXXXXX.AAAXXIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIBIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIB
0945 01 MILESBXKAAXX XXIAAAAXAXX~iXAXXAAXXIIIIIIIIII111IIIIB IIIIIIIIIIIIII B
B-- mm---I---m-------mm------I-----------------m-----------B
0.*400E 01 MILESB XX#AAXAXXXAAAXA BAAAAAAAAXAAA XAAAXXXXAAAXA 11111111III B 1111 1111111111111IIILII
20.sa55E 01 MILESIXXA XAAXAXAAXAXXXXIXAXXAXXXIIIIIIIIIIIIIIBIII11IIIIIIIIIII[1 B
0.emlJE. 01 MILESIB AAAXAX.*AX4jXAIXAAAAA,\AAAAXXXXAI B AXXXAAXAAAA Bll ill111111111I1111111111111 111
-P 0-7b5t. 01 MILSII11AXXLIAXIIIILIAAA[IIXXIXXXBXIAXXIAIIIII1 lIllIiIILII BI
I 00120B 01 MILESIXXXAXAXAXXAAAXXXIAAAXAAAAAAXXAAAAIXXAXAXXXAAAAAXXX IIIIIIIIIII111BIIIIIIIIIIIIIIB
0.e,7tE 01 MILESIXAB XXX AXXXAAAXXXAIXXXXAXXXIlllIIlIII111iiliiliIlILlBll
J0*!)30t 01 MILESBIXXAXAXAXXAXXXXABAAAAAXAAAAXXA~BXXAXXAAAAApAEXXBIIILIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIILII
0*5b1i 01 MILESBAAA*AAXXXAAA AAAAAXAAAA AXAAXIKAAAXXX.AAAAXIIIIIIIIIAI[IABLIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
O.-iO 01 MILESIXXAAAEXAA~XBAAAAAXXAAAXXW BXXXXAXAAAAXXAABIlLIIII1111I 1AiIIIIIIILllI
Do&,95L 01 MILE-.BXXAXXAXKXAAAAAI~XAAXAXA AA BXXAAXK XAAAAXAXAB IIIIIIIIIIII1 B IIIIIIIILIIIIIIIB11
1- m----- - ------ I---m------- I-------------B--- I---------- ------ BI
09SO 01 MILESBX.'AXXXXXAAAXAXABAAAAAAAAAAXAAAXIXAXXXXAAAAXA EABII IIIIII!ljlIl1ilIIlillllllI
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0*?70t 01 MI1LESXXAAAXXAAXAXABAAAXXAAAAAkXXAAB XAXXXAAXAAAXXBIIIIIIIIIIILIlliBZIiIIIIIIIIIII
0.?2!i 01 MIEIXAAXAAAAAAA XXXXXXAXXAKAXIIIlklIIII111111111IIIIII11l1lIi
0.1suE 01 MILESiXXAAAX AAAAXXXXBAAAAAAAAAXXAXI BAAXXXAAAAAABIIIIIIIIIIIiIliIBIIlIIIIIIIIIIII B
0*135L 01 MILESB4AAXAAA AAXXXBAAAAAAXX.AAAAXIXAAXXXAAXAAXXX LIIIAIIIII11IIIIBIIIIIIIILIIIIIIiB
0*900E 00 MILESBXAAXXAAXIAAAAAAA XXXXXXXX XXXIII1LIIIIIIIIIIILBLLI1IIIIIIIILIIIBI
09&5S0E 00 MILESBAAAAAA AAAAXAAAAAAAAAAAX AXXAAAAABAA~AAAAXAB lIIIllIIiIB II11ilIIIIIIIIIB
-------- I------ ------ B jm------B------ ------ B-- -------
0.floUOOL 00 0.35,eV4E 01 0.10ddE 01 0.I0*,R8E Ge O.14k1Si 02 0,17647E 02
vu PU LCkIPITATIU4
I = U*1VS3E 0j TU 0.2482r 00 INCmEs
= U.d4dzE U0 TO 0.3010c. 00 VNC"ES
= 0.J01L~e 00 To 0,3539t 00 INC'IES
U = 0.3Di9L GO ToD 0.406bL 00 INCMESi
2j U.40bbL 00 1t) U.4!96L 00 IwCAES
A = .45'06t 00 O B.) l512L 00 INCmES
Figure 4-5: Areal distribution of first storm at 3.236 hrs into steim, areal *ean intensities
2-1) GRAPHiAREAL * TIMiE IJ S1UH~M= I.75 DAYS
TIME IDENTIFICATIO)N I = 6*4?b HUUkS INTUJ STORM
0*180E 02 MILESBILIIIIIII 111LilIIIII 1IIHI1L1B11I 1IL11BAxIAABA~xAA
0.171L 02 NILESB lAlIXlAXllIKlI1B11uhIXiAuilIIAiB
0.l6~.02 ILEI 111111111111 lillLIIlJ~lIB1IIII1~kII1IXXAAAXXXXAAXXXXAABA XXA XX XXXXI
O.1bbL 02 MILE11111I1IB11111111ii iilli1BillHIII1I1 BXII.XAAXXXXXXXAAXXXXXXXXXAXXXXXI0.158E 02 MILESIIII1IIIILIIIIIB1I1111h1111h1ll IfflilT1Ihl1I11XXIXAXXXXXXXXXBIXXAXXXAXXXXXABI
0o153E 02 MILESBIIIlIIIkIILI1BIIliihii1iBillTIIIIA11IeIXXXAXXXXXXXX XAXi XKXXXAXXXX
0.i45iE 02 MILESI IITIill IIIIBiliIilllllllJ~l 1 ilIlilIIIAXAAXXXAAXAXIXXXXXXBXx)XXXXxx~i
G.144E 02 MILESI IIIIIIIIIIkIIlIi111111I111kI1I1z1111I1BlillllXXAXAAAXXXXxXAAX XXAAxXXAX0.139E 02 MILESIIIIIILIIIIIIIIliiiB 1111llllllll11I111111111BTJIIIIIBXXAKAXXXXXAXXXXAXXXAXXXXXAAXXX
I----------------------- 
---------------- ---------------- ---------------- ----------------I0.13sLt 02 MILBSBTIIIIIITI1 IIIIIBiiiAiiiiilLI11I 111111111IB XXAKXXIAXXXAAAAX
0o130E 02 MILESIIIIAIIIIIUI~lJ1Blljjjjljjjj 1JjlgIII1llIIIliiIliBXXXAAxXXXAAXXXXAIXAXXXXXXXXXXxxxxB0*126C 02 MILESBIILIIIiiIII1IIliIlIllllJIIIBIIIIIiillIlliXXxxAAXXXAXXAXXX AXB XAXXXXXXXXXxA09121E 02 MILESIIIIIIIL1IIIIIII IIILIIIIB IIIIIillllll I1liiillixxXAAAXXXxxx AXXXXXXXXXXXXAAXi
0.illE 02 MILESB!111111111111111Bll11111111111111B TlIlIIIII1111I11XXAA~XXxXXAXXAAX~AXXKXXAxXxxxA
0.il.3E 02 MILESI IIlITIIIIIIiil1ilaliA1l BI[1ryII11IIgiiXAXAXXAXxA XXXX~xxxxx~XXAAXB
0910*E 02 MILESI IllIIIIIllII11Bil11ii1111I1IITI1yzII11111IIXXAAAAXXAXXX AXXAA~~AXABA
0e103E 02 MILLSIIliIIIlIIII11IJIBiiliIIiLLiiJBilliiIIIII11 AAXXAXXXXM KAXXXX X XXXXxxAx
09Q90E 01 MILESI IIlIILTIliIliiiiJLIIBIL1IIii BI1yIIzI iXXXAXXxx XXAXX~XXXXAxXXXAXxXAXXI
0.,i45t. 01 MILESBIlILIIII1IIll1BlliI1i111IiiI1IgruillIllIIII I~x1IAAXAAxxxxxXA xxxxxxXAXXXg~
---------------------B-------- ----------B------ ------------B---- ---------------- ----------------i
OoOO 01 MILESIIlIIIIII~iillIIBililililllIIIlli TIIIIIIIIAIIIIII BXAKXAK AXXXXABXAAXXXXXA~XMXAXI
0-6S5E 01 MILESB IlIIIIlIlliIII1llIlillI1III1IBIIIIl~i11AIliXXAAXXXXtXXX~ XXXXXXXAx XuXAXXXa0-10OE 01 MILESI IIIIIITIIIIIIIIII1IIIIjIL1ILIIIIB IIIIII1II kJ1BillAAAXXxXxXXXIXAAXXAXXAJXXXXXI
0*76 3t 01 MILESB!11111!1111iiliiBiAiUIIII IIIiB IIlIIIIllIIBllXAAAAAXAXXXIxxxAXxAAXXXXXXI
0.?20E~ 01 MILES) !II1IIIIILIIIIIIIIli11111[1111111B1I1 111111111111 AXAAAXAXXXXAAXAXAAXXMAAxXAAB0o*'0.lt 01 MILESI IIIIIlIIIII11[1IIBIIl11hlilli1IerI11rilikk11iiXXAXxxXXXXXAAXXAXXXxXXXXXXBX
Go&,30E 01 MILSBlilIli11IILII11111IIIl liIilillIlxAAAXAXxXXXxX~XXXIXXAXKXxxxxxAAXB
0-3di 01 MILESi 1111111111111111Blllii11111 1 i, IlI1TTIILIIIIIIL BAXAAAXXXAAAXXXABAXXXXAAAAAXB
Oo540E 01 MILESIIIIIIIIIIIII11LIIIIIIIIII BI111llli1llliiiL1XXAAXAXJIAAAXXAXBAxAXA~XXXXXUUUXAI
0049SE 01 MJ1LESBI!II11l1111111Bll11111111il111B IIiliILIli11iIBXXAAAXxXXAAAXXX~XAXXAM4MXAXXXAAAB
---------------------B-------- ----------B------ ------------ B---- ---------------- ---------------- I0*450t 01 MILES) !II1II1I111I1B~kIiILii1IJ11IB!IIIIIIIliiBXXXA AXAXAXAXXAXXAXAAAXXXAAXAI
0.o4tiE 01 MLSIk1II1I1B~1i1iIL1 11111111BAXE~XXxXXMxxA~~xA
OsibO. 01 MILESB!111111111111111B11111 111111111 BIiliI!TIIUiiBXXAAXAXAXAXAA)AAAMIAXX XAAAAAB09jl!DL 01 MILE.SBIIIIIIIIIkiilIIBIi111111Ih1 !I1TIIkillliliiJB lxXAXX~AAXAXJAxXXMAXXMA~XX XXXAB0.270E 01 MILESIlIIiiIllILlllII1111111IiiiIIBIi1fki1iil BXXAXAXXXAKAAXXAXZXAAXXKAAxXXAAB
Oo2') 01 MILESIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIAILLII1 BTIIIIljlljlyIlIillIIAXXAXXXXXAXXXAXxAxxXXXXAxXXXBAA
0.I',UE 01 MILESI IlailIlillliiBl1h111I111111IIIIITIIliilllliI tAAAXxAXXXAAXX~XXXAXXXXAXxx AXXx0.ij~t 01 MLS 11111 IIIUIIIIiiBT11I111I 
~AAXAXXABMAMAAMAA0.c,00O. 00 MI[LESITIIIIIIIIII1BL~ iiiiliI1BllilllIIIIIII1lX~XxAXXXxXXpAxxxxlXAXAXXXXXXxxxxx
0..4SuE 00 MLS IIIIliIf~l~1IlIiBI~II~II~Bx~xxxxxXxxxxxxxx
------------------------------- 
----B------- -----------B----- --------- ------ ---------------- I
0600000E 00 0.JS2'Vt. C1 0070588r, 01 U.10!286E Od Go.14lif o2 O.1?b47E 01
No P.0 ECIPITAiu
I z .ee'4E 00 TO (.313 i 00 INCHES
z 0.o3133E 00 TO 00~326t 00 INCHES
= u.3426E 00 TO 0,3516L. 00 INCHIES
U u.3!D18E U0 TO 0.3711L 00 INCHES
H = 0.371E uo 10 0.3903L 00 INCHES
A C83903L 00 19 0-4096L 00 INCHES
Figure 4-6: Areal distribution of first storm at 6.476 hrs. into storm, areal mean intensities
2-0 CiRAPB1(AkEAL) *TIME jF- STUR~M= 1.675 DAYS
TIME IOENTIFICATIUN 1, = '0.14 HUURS iNV.) STURM
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------B0*160t 02 MILESIII AAAXXXXAHHHHHHHMI
0*17SE 02 MILESI B I IAXXAAXXXXXAXXAXA MMNMM NM BHH0917E 0 MIESIi IIXXA~AXXXXAXXXAABHHMNtHB.BtlB*HHHH0.171E 02 MILESi I I IXXAAA~XXXXAAX~XXXXB HHHHHHHHH*i
0.lbbL 02 MILESI I I IXXAAAXXXAAXXXAAB1HhHHHB.HMiBHHH
0.153E 02 MILESI I I
0.J48E 02 MILESi I I BAAAXXXXkAXXXAAIMH.HI*0.WIB.*4B
0.144E 02 '4ILESI I I IAXXAXXXXXXXXX ABNHHHH BNHHHH]001I39E 02 MILESI I I XXAAAXXXAXAABXIM44HMHHNBBHHB
I ------------------------------B------ ------------B---- ---------------- ----------------I
0-135F- 02 MILESI I I I H~HHHHHH0.130E 02 MILESI I IIILIIII1IIIIIIBN*IN.ht4.,e.,BH
0.12tE 02 MILESI I I 111illtlliHMHthHH~i
0.121- 02 MILESI I B iIllli IIIlll l BMN"HMNHsHHHHHg0.117L 02 MILESi I fllI0iIIiI1IB*HtMMMMMB*,,1MBH
0@113iE 02 41LELSI I I 11111kiIIIIIIIII1INiHsNIHHsH4HNH1
0.108E~ 02 MILtISI I I IIlIIIIIIIIIIILIBNNH*M,*rnHHHHHHg.IHH
0oq~o0E 01 MILESI I B Il~IhIIIIIIIIIIIiB.*wg.4MHPHHHHHHHMB
0.--45t 01 MILESI I liIIlilII llli~HHMHHsM,*HHH.sB
I--------------------B--------------B----- 
------- ------B------- --- ----- --- i0.L40uE 01 MILES:- B---------- 7 AAKXAABXXAxxXAXXXXAAAXXI
0.kb5E 01 MILESi B B BXAAWAAXAXAA XAAXAAAXXXAXXAA
U.AlOt 01 MILESi B I BAXAAAAXAAXXAAIXBAAAXXXAXAXAAB
II0.-713r- 01 MILESI B B BAAX4AAAXXXXXAX X 4AXXXXX
0.t20E 01 mILESI B IAAAXAXAMAXXXA AA4B~xxxxxx
0.b7SE 01 MILESI I B IXXXAAXAAXABEAAXM XAAXI
O.,-30E 01 MILESI B B IAXXAXXXAAAXAAIA4AAAXXXXAAXX0.S85E 01 MILtSI B I IXAAAA4AXAAAA B AAAAXXXX AA BX0.540E 01 MILESI B B IAAXAAAAAAAXXXABAAXAAXAXAAAXXI
0*4q-5E 01 MILE.;, B I BXAAAXAXAAXAXAABAAAAAAAXXXXXAB
B----------B---------- -------B-------- ----------B------ --------------- --------- ------ I0.450E 01 MILESI B B B**********OOUOO0UU00OQououI
0*05 01 MILES, B B I******** *OOOOOQOOOOOOO0B00
0.360E 01 MILES, B I B****O**C***BUOUOOUOOOOOOB
0.315r- 01 MILES, B B I5'****** **'BUOOOOOOOUOOOOO0BO
0.?70t 01 MILESI II B **~**'*****OO* B OOOWUJ'J0J000Q00
0-?25. 01 MILESB B I f*****OO***** BOQOoOoOOOOJooo B
0.1Ji0E 01 MILESI B B B0W***O*OOOOOOO UOO00B(
0-13SE 01 MILESB B B 1*****~*@**** B ooouoooOuuooo~ooI0.*,00L 00 MILESI B B 1 1 @OOOOOOOOO JUUOQOOOB1
0.450E 00 MILESI B B 00*C0*BOG)OUWUOOQU()uB
I-----------------------B---- 
--------------B-ml------------ -----B---- -------M-------
o.noflo)L 00 o.352V'.E ul 0.70S$bE. 01 U.10ot88E 0e 0.1411BE 02 0*176*?E 02
-YO IHECIPITAIJI
Iu.9bl5Eo1~ TO 0.QB7Lot-01 INCHEb
= U9.'676t-G TU (e.9y3L-01 INCHES
*U*9v3alt-o1 TO 0.999vt-ol I'iCHES
U = L.9999EO01 TO o.10o6L 00 INC.1Et3
r= u*.1006E 00 TO tj.1012L 00 INCHES
A (J.161 2L 00 1) 06101"~ 00 INCHE.,
Figure 4-7: Areal distribution of first storm at S.372 hrs. into storm, ansal man intensities
SOTITSU&JUT uvsu T1841 11"036 03UT '544 ZLf *s 3w vLxols puwas jo uoT:tnqTj'4sTp jv*jV :9-1? ainlTj
S3143141 00 1906200 01 on ?9rqFen Y
S3143NI 00 IQCR2*0 01 00 3Clq/?4O H
q31430,11 00 1;9Le9O 01 on 11769?0( 0
S31JON11 00 lr6Qe*O 01 on 372Q2*0
00 V2q200 01 no 31q(;P-n
00 ITSSeeO 01 on -16147?00
NOTIViTc.133N,4 ON'
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0Figure 4-9: Areal distribution of second storm at 10.74S hrs. into storm, areal mean intensities
2-U G6WAPt1(AREAL) TIIAE UF STURM= 19.498 DAYS
TIME. IDENTIFICATION 7 =10.745~ HORIMS INTU STURM
0.l17U5 02 MILESIHHH MMH rH IULIUOUUOOLJoojooLJLUI TIIIIlII llllIlI ilIIIlljj11jII oo .... *..
0.1 71E 02 MILESIHH 1hHHHMHHHHIUOOUUUOUOOUjOOQOUg 1111111111111111i IIlllllJ liIl i . ao~feooo
0.166E 02 MILESIHHrIH tiH Hr1HHIUUOOUJOU~OOog 1IlT1i1111III1I11iHHll11HJJ1 
.
0-162E 02 MILESIHHHIMMM HHH H $,HIOUOUO)OUOI 1#000*00900004;9681jij~
0.158E 02 MILESIHHHfrI hH-lMHi MHIOUUUUUUUOJoOOoa10 I1111111111111111111111 
. aillll~ll
0*1:,3E 02 MILESIHHHHH~ HhlHI,I000000000300000,hIIuluIIiihhlli IAillhJ iiiAiiJI .................
0.l4b6. 0 ISirHrlhh OOOOOljOQIIIII1IhII1lJI1III................1
0.9144E 02 MILESIHH H t-4HHHHt~MIOOUUUUU0 )OOOOOI II!11111 11111111,........
0*13'OE 02 MILESIHH HHHrlt-lI-1tHMIUUOOOLJOUOUJOOOOIiIII~IIIIll~ii I1I[ i lj~ii.................i
--------------------------------I-----------I-----------------------------I
0*135Ez 02 (1ES 11111111i11114511I.........NH4*#IAAXAAAAA
09130E 02 MILESllllIl11 111 111111111111111g.................Il N t4HMhHi*4XXXXXXXXXXXAXXI
0.126E 02 MIEI11111i11 111111111.........IH hI#N1H1XXXXXAXXXXXi
0.)17E 02 MILESIIIIIIITIIIITIIII IlillIllilllllIi..................DHH*4HH MHHAXXXXXXXXXXXXi
Ooil3FE 02 MILES111111111111111[1111111111 1 1111 1111..................I N K MHHHHH~ XAXXXXXXXXXXAAAI0.1 13F 02 MILESI IkllIIITIlIIIIIIIliiillluI.........oossoo*oIHI1$AnHHI**HHIMIXAAXXAXXAXAXAI
0.108E 02 MILESIIII11111111111111Il11i1111111IJllIII..........IP* $*olHti*HHHM4HIXAXAAAAAXXXXI
0.Q03E 02 MILESI II1I1TiIIIII I11111111111111,............... HH~~~hiXX~XXXXXXXX
0-,45SE 01 MI1ESIII11IIIIIli1Ilg1lIlIllllIiiii.................IMIU'HMHNMhHH1iAAXXAAXXXXXXXI
I ----------- ---- -M---- M------- im-------------- I---- m--- m------- I---- m----- ----------------00'400-E 01 MILESI********e******AeeAAXAAAAXIAAXXXAAAAXXxgll~iHtM~hHHrni..................
0.7b1Ui 01 MILESI*C************IAAAXXX AAXXXAX XXXXXAXAAX4M~HM.HhH~i.................
0.lOE 01 M'ILESI*4*****a*****AeXAAXXXXXAAAAAexxxxAAXAAXXA,8 tmHHHH,*rn,....................
0.675t 01 (I.ESI************AA*A~AA AAAAXX xAAIAXXxAA AAXAXHHfiIgHN.MI...................I
0.u,8 PE 01 mIE....................AIXXXXKAXXAXHHrHHH~tMHHIO000000*00
O.-,).0E 01 MIEI**.......XAAAXAXAAXAXXXAAXXIHHHH~tSMl~eeoo...........I
1----------------------- 
-- ---- ---I-------------- --------------------------------i09450L~ 01 MILESIXAAAXAXAAAXAIrirMHHHHHHI~M.................IiiIIILA iIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
0.*.05E 01 MILESIXXXAXAAAAXAXAIHMHHHHHHH4...............iIllllllliIIIiILIJIIuIIIII
0*380t 01 M~li.EIXXAAAAXAXAXXXXIHtHhhHHMHtiHHHileI...................III1LItII1I111ii111iliiiJigI
0. 315E 01 MILESIXXAAXAAAXAAAXAXAhhMM.H~HHHI~.....................IIJI lLiJIIIlIIIIjjjIjjjjIj1I0.??0t 01 MiLESIXAAXXX AXAA I~m~hh~h fHHI..................... iI 11111i1111111111111111il
0.?25E 01 MI'.ESIXAAXAAAAAXXAAM1r1hIHHHHMI...................I I11IlIIIIiI1IilIIillilIiii
0*18OL 01 MILESIXXAAAAXAAAA~XAI~HMHHH 
.,Mg.............. ..ooooooi llllIIIlll11111IIIIIuIIIIII I
0-135t 01 MILESIAAA~AXAAXAAAIn~MhIHMh-iHHI..o.................lililiililiili
0.-)0E000 I00 SX..................I HHHHHH111111,1ee11111111111111111h11111i1 alililli
0.'450E 00 MIEIXXAXXAAAIMHHHHi~ih...................I 111IIII111111 'IIlIIIIIIIIiII
-------------------------------------------------------- 
--------- ------ -------
0.00000E 00 u.352V'.E U1 0.7obd- 01 u.iot,88E 02 o.1#1ibE 02O 0oI1647E 02
- .'O PkEC1PIT1rU,,4
I = U.1497E uo TO O.i530L 00 INCHIE.
= - .1t)38E 00 To U.l7thc U0 INCH4ES
z U.k1flIb GO TO 0.161Vc. U0 INCH1ES
o = U.1b19E ')o TO 0.166UL 00 INCH$ES
tl = ).ibbOtL 00 TO 0.1700L 00 I14CHES
* = 01700E 00 [0 0.i741L 00 INCHES
Table 4-2: Examples of generated storms, point intensities given
Velocity = 12.0 mph
Total mean depth = 2.0052
Duration = 8.63 hrs.
Date of occurance from initial time(days) = 1.675
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2.159 1.0 18.0000 6.15C0 -0.0347 1.0788
2.159 11 2.GCCC 11.2500 -C.0234 0.1986
2.159 12 6.0000 11.25CC C.0474 0.2043
2.159 13 IC.CC0O 11.25C0 C.0644 . 0.2057
2.159 14 14.00CC 11.25CC -0.1471. 0.0743
2.159 15 18.C300 11.25CC -C.1049 0.0760
2.159 16 2.00CC 15.75C0 C.0160 0.2018
2.159 17 6.0000 15.15CC -C.0735 0.1946
2.159 18 10.00cc 15.75C0 C.1020 0.2087
2.159 19 14.CcCO 15.j5CC C.0829 0.0835
2.159 20 18.00CC 15.75.C 0.0368 0.0817
3.238 1 2.CCLC 2.2500 -C.0234 U.4966
3.238 2 6.C000 2.25C0 C.0474 0.5108
3.238 3 10.COOO 2.25CC 0.0644 0.5142
3.238 4 14.00C 2.25CC -C.1471 0.1887
3.238 5 [8.00CC 2.25CC -C.1C49 0.1921
3.238 6 2.CoCC 6.7500 C.U160 0.5045
3.238 7 6.LCCC 6.15CC -C.0735 0.4866
3.238 8 10.C00CC 6.75cc C.102U 0.5218
3.238 9 14.Cc"C 6.15CC 0.0829 0.2072
3.238 10 18.GCCC 6.7I 5CC C.C368 0.2035
3.238 11 2.0000 11.25CC -0.1492 0.4714
3.238 12 6.Cccc 11.25CC -C.1160 0.478C
3.238 1.3 1C.CLC 11.25C0 -C.0899 0.4833
3.238 14 14.C.i!0 11.2500 -L.1596 0.1877
3.238 15 18.000G 11.2500 -C.0913 U.1932
3.238 16 2.C0t.C 15.75C0 C.0541 0.5122
3.238 17 6.00CC 15. 5C0 C.0377 0.5089
3.238 18 1.0.CccC 15.75CC -C.C841 0.4844
3.238 19 14.00CC 15.75CC -(.127 0.1923
3.238 2L 18.000 15.15CC -C.1631 0.1874
4.317 1 2.C0CC 2.25CC -0.1492 0.2858
4.317 2 6.CCC0 2.25L0 -C.1160 J.2891
4.317 3 10.0000 2.2500 -C.k899 0.2918
4.317 4 14.0CC C 2.25CC -0.1596 0.4693
4.317 5 18.000c 2.25CC -C.C913 C.4830
4.317 6 2.C0CC 6.750C C.0541 J.3062
4.317 7 6.00CC 6.75cC 0.0377 0.3046
4.317 8 Iu.CCLC 6.75CO -C.08i1 0.2923
4.317 9 14.0CCC 6.15CC -L.1027 J.4807
4.317 1 0 18.0000 6.j(C -C.L631 0.4686
4.317 11 2.C000 11.25C0 -C.20o8 0.2806
4.317 12 6.0C(C 11.25CC -C.0787 3.2929
4.317 13 10.000C 11.2500 .1105 0.3119
4.317 14 14.CCCC 11.25CC c.1350 .. 528A
4.317 15 18. CC 11.25CC -C.0434 0.4926
4.317 16 2.C000 15.75CC -C.1589 0.2848
4.317 17 6.CWCc 15.75CC -C.06d8 0.2939
4.317 18 10.CC0C 15.75CC -0.l090 0.2898
4.317 19 14.CcCC 15.75L0 0.0257 J.5064
4.317 2C 18.0(0C 15.5CC L.0214 0.5056
5.397 1 2.CCCC 2.25C0 -C.2008 0.3688
5.397 2 6.0CC 2.25CC -C.0787 0.3884
5.397 3 1L.CCCC 2.25 C 0.1105 0.4188
5.397 4 14.CLC0 2.25C0 C.135o 0.3143
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8.635 2 6.CCCC 2.25CC -C.C94C 0.0946
8.635 3 10.0000 2.25CC -0.2216 0.0869
8.635 4 14.C,0OC 2.25(0 -C.C694 0.1161
8.635 5 18.0000 2.2500 -C.674 0.1163
8.635 6 2.CGU, 6.7500 -C.0187 0.0991
8.635 7 6.GLt.C 4.15LC -C.0S76 0.0944
8.635 8 10.00cc 6.7500 C.056U 0.1036
8.635 9 14.00C 6.7500 -0.0678 0.1162
8.635 10 18.00CC 6.i500 -C.1277 0.1126
8.635 11 2.0000 11.2500 -C.0465 0.0975
8.635 12 6.CCcc 11.25CC -C.C494 0.0973
8.635 13 1c.OCG 11.25CC -C.0127 0.0995
8.635 14 14.c3CC 11.2500' C.0479 0.1232
8.635 15 18.00CC 11.2500 C.0147 0.1212
8.635 16 2.CCOC 15.75CO -0.0381 0.0980
8.635 17 6.CC 15.15C0 -0.1645 0.0904
8.635 18 10.0000 15.75CC 0.1682 0.1104
8.635 19 14.c00 c 15.75CC 0.1420 0.1289
8.635 20 18.0000 15.7SCu C.1206 0.1276
9.714 1 2.CCCC 2.2500 -0.0465 0.0)00
9.714 2 6.00cc 2.25CC -C.C494 c.00CC
9.714 3 10.00CC 2.250C -0.0127 0.0000
9.714 4 14.00Cc 2.25C0 C.0479 J.1031
9.714 5 18.CCCC 2.2500 C.0147 G.1011
9.714 6 2.00CC 6.75L0 -C.0381 0.CJCl
9.714 7 6.c00 6.7500 -C.1645 0.00C
9.714 8 10.C000 6.7500 C.1682 0.00CC
9.714 9 14.CCCO 6.15(C C.1420 0.1088
9.714 10 18.00CC 6.750C L.1206 0.1075
9.714 11 2.CL0C 11.2500 C.0472 0.CULC
9.714 12 6.C]'0c 11.25CC C.C338 C.GoCC
9.714 13 1u.CiJC 11.25CC C.1395 0.0000
9.714 14 14.COCC 11.25CC 0.0985 L.1062
9.714 15 18.00(0 11.25(C 0.1619 C.11CC
9.714 16 2.C00(0 15.75CC 0.1548 (.0J00
9.714 17 t.COLC 15.75CC C.0467 0.0000
9.714 18 1G.CtOO 15.15(C C.1647 0.00Cc
9.714 19 14.C000 15.15(C C.2178 0.1134
9.714 20 18.C000 15.75CC C.L954 0.1120
10.793 1 2.CCCC 2.25C C.0472 C.0000
10.793 2 6.0000 2.25CC C.0338 0.0000
10.793 3 10.C00C 2.25C0 C.1395 0.0000
10.793 4 14.C0CC 2.25CC 0.0985 C.0)00L
10.793 5 18.0:000 2.25CC C.1619 C.00CC
10.793 6 2.CO0o 6.15CC 0.1548 0.000C
lu.793 7 6.CCCO 6.15CC 0.0467 0.0000
10.793 8 10.C00CC 6.75CC 0.1647 0.00CC
10.793 9 14.CCCC 6.75CC 0.2118 0.0000
1C.793 10 18.00C 6.15(C C.14 0.0000
10.793 11 2.CCCC 11.2500 -C.6308 0.00CC
10.793 12 6.00C 11.25C0 C.7774 U.Goal
1C.793 13 10.00CC 11.2500 0.7949 0.00C1
10.793 14 14.Ccca 11.25C C.4815 0.0000
10.793 15 18.000C 11.25CC C.2428 0.00CC
10.793 16 2.0000 15.75(0 C.5163 0.0001
10.793 17 6.00cc 15.i5CC C.6502 0.0001
153 -
10.793 18 l J.Cccc~ 15.75CC -C.3015 0.00CC
]C.793 19 1/4.CCCC 15.15cc C.193C 0.Co00













2 C 1. 1
-154
Table 4-2 (cont.)
Velocity = 12.0 mph
Total mean areal depth = 1.079
Date of occurance from initial









0.000 9 14.C0 C




0.000 14 14. C C
0.000 15 18.CCCC
C.000 16 2.00(0















































































6 .15 C c
6 .15CC
6 .75C C
6 .1 5 C C

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































8.954 6 2.00CC 6.15C0 0.2280 0.2355
8.954 7 6.C00C 6.7500 0.2355 0.2361
8.954 8 10.00CC 6.15(0C C.2295 0.2356
8.954 9 14.0000 6.7500 0.0579 0.2208
8.954 10) 18.0000 6.-5CC 0.0496 0.2201
8.954 11 2.COC 11.25CC -C.1111 0.2062
8.954 12 6.000 11.25CO -0.0618 0.21C5
8.954 13 1C.CCL0 11.25CC 
-C.0944 0.2076
8.954 14 14.cC 0 11.256C C.0709 0.2219
8.954 15 18.CGOC 11.25CC 
-0.0384 0.2125
8.954 16 2.0000 15.5CA0 -0.1278 0.2048
8.954 17 6.CLCC 15.75CC -0.0751 0.2093
8.954 18 10.CCCC 15.75CC 
-0.0413 0.2122
8.954 19 14.00CC 15.7500 -0.0710 0.2097
8.954 20 18.CCCC 15.15CO -L.2469 0.1945
10.745 1 2.00CC 2.25CC -0.1111 0.1547
10.745 2 6.CCEC 2.25CC -0.0618 0.1578
10.745 3 1C.Cccc 2.25CC 
-0.0944 0.1557
10.745 4 14.0000 2.25CC C.0709 0.166A
10.745 5 18.00CC 2.25CC -C.0394 '.1594
10.745 6 2.C000 6.15CC -C.1278 0.1536
10.745 7 6.000 6.75C0 -0.0751 0.1570
10.745 8 1.0cC 6.15Cc -C.C'413 0.1592
10.745 9 14.00CC 6.15C0 -C.0710 0.1573
10. 745 10 18.000C0 6.I5CO 
-0.2469 0.1459
10.745 11 2.00CC 11.25CC -C.2228 0.1474
10.745 12 6.00C 11.2500 -C.0980 0.1555
10.745 13 1G.C00C 11.25CC -C.C641 0.1577
10.745 14 14.0000 11.2500 
-L.2034 0.1487
10.745 15 18.00CC 11.2500 -C.2726 0.1442
IL.745 16 2.0000 15.15CC -C.2869 0.1433
10.745 17 6.000C 15.75CO -0.0351 0.1596
10.745 18 iC.CCCC 15.75Cc -0.1781 0.1503
10.745 19 14.CCL0 15.15C0 -C.0363 0.1595
10.745 20 18.C00CC 15.5ICC -C.0830 0.1565
12.536 1 2.CCCO 2.25CO -0.2228 C.0575
12.536 2 6.0C00 2.25C0 -C.u980 0.0616
12.536 3 1C.CCCG 2.25CC 
-C.0641 J.0627
12.536 4 14.00CC 2.25CC 
-C.2034 0.0582
12.536 5 18.00CC 2.25CC -0.2726 0.0559
12.536 6 2.00CC 6.15CC -0.2869 0.U555
12.536 7 6.C00C 6.1500 -C.0351 C.0636
12.536 8 1CC00C 6.1500 -C.1781 1.0590
12.536 9 14.Cocc 6.15(C -C.0363 0.0636
12.536 1 18.00CC 6.15LC -0.0830 0.0621
12.536 11 2.C000 11.25CC -0.L638 0.0627
12.536 12 6.C C0 11.25L0 
-C.1174 0.0609
12.536 13 1C.CIC 11.25C0 
-0.3320 0.0540
12.536 14 14.0000 11.25C0 -C.C894 0.0618
12.536 15 18.00CC 11.2500 C.0653 0.0669
12.536 16 2.00CC 15.75CC -0.1119 0.0611
12.536 17 6.0000 15.i5CC -C.0789 0.0622
12.536 18 10.00CC 15.75CC -C.0433 0.0633
12.536 19 14.C00cc 15.i5CC 0.0110 0.0651
12.536 20 18.OCCC 15.5(0C -0.0663 0.0626
14.327 1 2.CC00 2.25C0 -0.0638 0.0519
- 157 -
14.327 2 6.CCCC 2.25CC 
-C.1174 0.0501
14.327 3 1C.(JCC 2.25CC -C.3320 0.0432
14.327 4 14.0000 2.2500 
-0.0894 0.0511
14.327 5 18.C0Cc 2.25CC C.0653 0.0561
14.327 6 2.00CC 6 .15C C -0 . 1119 0.0503
14.327 7 6.CCoC 6.75CC -0.0789 0.0514
14.327 8 lu.0000 6.15CO -0.0433 0.0525
14.327 9 14.00C 6.75cc C.01'10 0.0543
14.327 10 18.C. C 6.5CC -C.0663 0.0518
14.327 11 2.CCCC 11.25CC C.1207 U.057S
14.327 12 6.CCoc 11.25CC 0.1413 0.0585
14.327 13 1C.CCCG 11.25C0 C.2280 .613
14.327 14 14.0000 11.25C C.2070 C.06C7
14. 327 15 18 .CC C C 11.25CC C.1075 0.0574
14.327 16 2.00U0 15.75CC C.0809 0.0566
14.327 17 6.CtC0 15.15CC 0.1337 0.0584
14.327 18 1L. CC0c 15.75Cc0 0.1213 0.0579
14.327 19 14.0000 15.75CO C.2587 0.0623
14.327 2C 18.COCC 15.15CC 0.1346 0.0583
16.117 1 2.CCCC 2.2500 C.1207 0.0000
16.117 2 (.CCCC 2.25CC C.1413 0.0000
16.117 3 1C.00CC 2.25CC 0.2280 0.0000
16.117 4 14.CLCO 2.2500 C.2070 f.iOJCC
16.117 5 tb.CCCC 2.25CC C.1075 0 .0001
16.117 6 2.C00CC 6.5CC C.0809 C.0000
16.117 7 6.C0oo 6.15CO 0.1387 0.00CC
16.117 8 10.00Ccc 6.15CC C.1213 0.0000
16.117 9 14.C000 6.750C0 C.2587 C.03c0
16.117 16 18.CJa( 6.15cc 0.1346 0 .0000
16.117 11 2.C000 11.25CC 0.7775 C.OccI
16.117 12 6.C00 11.25UC 1.0 294 0.0001
16.117 13 1c.C)C0 11.2501 C.7789 0.0001
16.117 14 14.00CC 11.2500 -C.1729 0.00CC
16.117 15 18.COCC 11.25CC 0.3368 0.0000
16.117 16 2.CCC 15.75CC 0.5887 0.0001
16.117 17 6.CCCC 15.15CC 
-0.1546 0.0100
16.117 18 10.00Cc 15.15CC C.7487 0.0001
16.117 19 14.00Cc 15.75CC 1.2155 0.00C1
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STCRP HYETCGRAP: TIlvE OF CCCUPANCE = 1.675
----------------- ----------------------------------------------- -----------------
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Figure 4-11: Hyetograph of storm at 19.498 days, point intensities
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fillillillitilitilillillifitilitiflxxxxxXXXXXXXXXXXIXXXXXXXXKXXXXXXXIXXXXXXX(XXYXXKXXIS311W ZO 3?97*0
liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiillillifillillxxxxxXIKXXXXXKX(IX94K (9(((((X((XIKX tKXK(XX(XXKXXIS911rI Zn 3991'('
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiilillitillilllxxxxxXXKXXXXXXXXIXXIXXXXXXXKKXXXXIXXXXXXXgXXXXXKXKIS311W ZO ILI*P
liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiillillillillillxxxxxXltXXKXXXX(IXX4XX(((KKX((K(XIKXXXXgXgXYXYX<XX.IS311W Zn 390 *0
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AIMS OLNI S094 REVE z NDIIVDIAIIN901 3WI1
SAvq SL901 r4831S 40 3WI1 ' 1193'dV)HdV 10 U-Z
2-D CRAFH(AREAL) . TIME OF STCRI'z 1-6 45 DAYS












I ---------------- I ---------------- I ---------------- I ---------- ; ------ I -------




0.11.7E U2 MILESI, ............... IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII111111111111[IXXXXXX.XXXXXXXXXXIHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHI
0,113E 02 MILESI#*oaooooooot*ooolll1111111111111111111111IIIIIIIIIIXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXIHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHI
0,108E 02 MILESIOOO*O.OooooooofolllilillifillifillitillilIIIIIIIIIIXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXIHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHI
G.IC3E U2 MILES1 ................ llillilillllllllllllflifillilllllllXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXIHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHI
0.99GE 01 MILFSI..**Oooooooooo*ellllliilllllllilllllllllllllIIIIIIIXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXIH14HHHHHHHHHHHHHHI
0,945E U1 1AILES1 1111111111111 fill IXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXIHHHHHI*iMHHHMHHI
I ---------------- I ---------------- I ---------------- I ---------------- I --------------- I
0.900E U1 MILESIIIIIIIIIIIIIITIIIIIillillilllllIlllllllllilliflilllHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHIXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXI
G.855E 01 MILESIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIililllllilllllllllllll11111111111ht-HhhHhhHl.HhHHhHH19XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXI
0.81()E J1 MILESIIIIIIIIIIIIITIIIIII11111111111[IIIIIIIIII111111111INHHHHHHHHHHHfi KH#41XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXI
F-4 0.765E ul NILE51 I I IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIfillillilljllllllllll(11111114HMHHH11tiHht4i4HHHHIXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXI
0N 0,72GE 01 41LESIII 111111111111111111111IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIll. lilft*-NHHHHHHHHHHHHHHIXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXI
Li 0.675E U1 M ILE Sl I I 111111111111111111,11Illiflitillillillilitiii[IIIIHHHHIiMHHHHMMHHHHIXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXI'
C.63CE U1 MILFSIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIilifillillilllll illillillililitiNHHHHhHHHHhHHHHHIXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXI
3o585E U1 tAILESIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIilillillfililljlllllllIIIIIIIIIIHMHHHHH#4HHHNHkHHIXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXI
0.540E ul MI LE S I I I 111111111111111111111ililltllllllfllllllllltillllNHHHHHH#WHHHHW4HlXXXXXXXXXX.XXXXXXI
0.495E 01 MILESII[lllllllllltllilllilifillillflllllllllll111111111114HHHHHN#ihi-hHhfHHIXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXI










U.450E 00 MILES1 ................ 111111111111111111111litilifillilllxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxlxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxI
I ---------------- I ---------------- I ---------------- I ---------------- I ---------------- I
CoCOGOUE OU 0*3!294E 01 CoMESE 01 colcaosE 02 0,141leE 02 0*17647E 02
NC PRECIP17AIICN
I C02915F C C TC 0, 3 12CE 00 INCHES
C9'120E GO IC Jo?325E 00 INCHES
C9122!E CC TC 0*35306 00 INCHES
C C.i530E 00 TC 09373SE CC INCHES
H C,3735E CC IG 0*3941E 00 INCI ES
X CoIS41E CC IC Jo4146E 00 INCHES
Figure 4-13: Areal distributift of ftrst It*= at 6.476 hrs. int# $to=, P*it ist"Witi0s
2-D GRAPH (AREAL ) . TIME OF STCFP-s 19.4S8 DAyS
TIME I0ENTIFICATICN 4. = !.7 -OLFE INTO SICRM
--------------------------------------------- 
r---------- ------------------ I
C.I8CF 02 MILESI................. ~ HHIFNXXXXY XXXIHHHHHHHHHHXXXXXXXXX
0.175E U2 MILESI.................... hFH , -IFlXX)X XXXHHHHHHHHIXXXXXXXX
0.1111 02 MILESI................. l--, -i11F -FFXXXXXXXXIHHHiHHHHIXXXXXXXX
0.166E 02 MILESI ................. I&- -hHHI ,I)Xxxx,.IXX~XXXXXXIMHHHXHHHHHH8HHHHHHHIXXXXX~XXXXXXXXXXI
0.162E 02 MILESI ................ IFFH PXFXX)F~hXXXXX) XHHHHHIHHHiiHHXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXI
0.158E 02 MILESI ................. IH-HI-IXXXXXXFHIIXXXXX)XHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHX(XXXXXXXXXXXXI
0.153E j2 MILESI..............FFhi-)NX(XXXXXXIHHHHHHHHHIXXXXXXXX
0.148E 02 MOILESI.......ooo*oo...IIXX -i-xX)XXXXXXXXHHHHHHHXXHHHHH9*ffHHHefXXXcX~XXXXXXXXXXX
0.14.4E ki2 '4ILESI .................IHH,I-11X1F(XX1I-H~XXX XXXXXXXXHhIHHHt*4HHHHHHIEXXXXXXXXXXXXXI
0.139E 02 MILESI .................I FI F FXXXXXX1(XXXXXIHHHHH HHHHHHHHHHHNXXXXXXXA~ x XXXI
I --------------- I --------------- I --------------- I- --I--------- -----I#.135E 02 MJILESI II IIIIIIIIIIIII1lIIII1111IINXXXX X)XI HN*HHHHHHHMHHIXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXI
0.130E 02 MILESII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIXXXX)IXXXHHHHHHHHIXIXXXXXX
(1.l2bE U2 MAILESI IIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIilIlllXXXX~XXXXXXXlXXIHHHHHHxH*4.rl H*NlXzXXXXXXX~XXXXXXXI
0,121E 02 MI[LESIIIIIIIlIIIIIIIlIIIiiliIII)lXXX? )?XXXXXIHH Ist$HH hHNHHHHIXXXXxXXXXXXXXXXXI
0oI17E 02 MILESI111I1IIIIIIIIIIIIII!IIIIIII11111111XXXxXXXXXXXXXXXXIHKNHHHHHNH*gIXXXXXXXX~XXXXXXXX
3.113E 02 MILESI iIIIIIJIIIIIIIl1I1IIIIII??llllill XXX)))XXXXXIHH HHj~ HHi4HHHjXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXI
0.108 o2 MILESI II IIIIIIIIIIIIj IIIIllj iIIII!I.lXX~XXAXXxxxXXXXXINH~hHHH,4HHNerHHNIXXXXXXXXXXXXX~XXg
U.9901 01 MILESIIITIII!IIII1III1IlllillIfiillII1II XXXXXXXxINHHHg HHHHHHIXXXXxXXXXXXXXXI
I --------------- I --------------- I --------------- I --------------- I-----------'---- I0,.900E101 MILFSlII!1II1IIIIIIIIIIhHJHe*8HOoo~ooooI*#*,**.*
0.ME5 Ul MILESII1IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIlI1lIIII1IIHHHHHHHI HHHHnC0CGOOOOOGOOGOcIC*** ****.****I
o81GE 01 N IL E SI I II1IIII1liIIIIILI~~ili*I0co~c~o0*****s**
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Chapter 5
Rainfall Network Design for Runoff Prediction
5.1 Introduction
Rainfall--Runoff models are commonly used for flood fore-
casting. In such models, catchment behavior as a low pass filter
attenuating high frequency and high wave number input fluctuations, is
commonly accepted. Such apparent behavior obviously leads to the ques-
tion of how detailed temporally and spatially is rainfall needed to be
described to keep the accuracy of flood forecasting models within a
given range.
At this point the reader may justifiably argue that flood
forecasting has fairly well defined related benefits and losses (see
Sniedovich et al, 1974, and Robinson, 1970). Therefore, the design of
data collection networks for use with forecasting models should be
attempted with the objective of maximizing net benefits accrued and not
simply with a forecasting accuracy criteria. Lost functions, related
to flood forecasting, are inherently non-symmetric, i.e., the lost ex-
pected from over-prediction is not the same as under-prediction, and
function of forecast response. Maximizing net benefits under such con-
ditions would require knowledge of the conditional distribution of the
predicted discharge given the true discharge. Similarly statistical
description of the forecasting system and population response to flood
warnings would be needed.
In this work, although acknowledging the ideal system design
approach described previously, the author chose to deal only with the
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forecasting accuracy criteria in designing networks. There are mainly
three reasons for that decision. First, the ideal approach briefly
described previously, requires information and data that is simply not
available. The only way the author sees such approach could be attempted
is through the use of extensive simulation together with considerable
historical information on discharges and system response to forecasts.
Grayman and Eagleson (1971) used the simulation tool as suggested above.
The second reason is the author's opinion,that faced with
such lack of data, the problem should be decomposed in various stages,
the first optimizing forecasting accuracy. The other stages would be
to iteratively solve the first problem with accuracy constraints. The
accuracy constraint would be imposed by information on the dissemination
and forecast response systems which would become available once the fore-
casting procedure is in operation.
The third, but important, reason for choosing the accuracy
criteria is that the suggested method of analysis is based on first and
second order moments, mean and variance (mean square error of estimation).
Such approach has the analytical advantages of relative simplicity,
minimum data requirements and no simulation needs as can be realized
from a similar approach in the first chapter of this work. Unfortunately,
the method yields no information with respect to the shape of the proba-
bility distributions nor of the joint distributions of the parameters
needed for the full system approach.
Eagleson and Shack, (1966), and Harley et al (1970), have
studied the problem of determining the sampling time interval with due
consideration to rainfall and catchment response characteristics. The
first attempt to the author's knowledge, to determine the sensitivity of
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catchment peak discharge to sampling density was made by Eagleson,
(1967), using harmonic analysis concepts with a distributed, one-dimen-
sional, linear catchment system. Eagleson's (1967) results yielded re-
lations between raingage density and forecast peak "errors". His approach
prevented any statement as to the station locations.
In this work, a method will be suggested that will provide
the mean square error (as a measure of accuracy) of the estimated dis-
charge, as a function of not only the number of raingages but also their
location, inherent measurement error, and naturally, the spatial varia-
bility of the rainfall process. The solution is dynamic (time varying)
and so gives a measure of accuracy at every time step of the hydrograph
not only the peak value. Rainfall is acknowledged to be a non-stationary,
dynamic, multidimensional, stochastic process which is a much more realis-
tic representation than the static, stationary one used by Eagleson (1967).
The runoff model used in the analysis is non-linear, spatially
distributed, and based on solutions to the kinematic wave equations. It
allows for non-homogeneous descriptions of the overland and stream seg-
ments comprising the basin being studied.
5.2 A State-Space Model of Rainfall
The network analys*s method to be suggested in this chapter
is similar to the estimation methodology used in Chapter 2 of this work
where the problem was the estimation of rainfall depth from precipitation
events. To use this powerful technique in the dynamic problem at hand
it is necessary to express the rainfall input in the form of a state-space,
first-order Markov model. This, nevertheless, will be done accounting
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for the non-stationary, dynamic, multidimensional character of rainfall
and will be based on the rainfall generator developed in Chapter 4.
The rainfall input will be written as
i(t) =A(t-l)i (t-1) + B(t-1) W(t-l) (5-1)
where
i(t) (Nxl) vector of normalized (zero mean) rainfall
intensities at time t
A(t) = NxN matrix
B(t) = NxN matrix
w(t) = (Nxl) vector of white noise with zero mean and unit
variance
N number of discrete points describing area of in-
terest
and Ew(t)w (t) = I
Equation 5-1 is a discretization in space and time of the
continuous model suggested in Chapter 4. The discretization naturally
should be made considering issues of homogeneity of input and basin cha-
racteristics. It will also need to be compatible with the basin schema-
tization to be used for runoff modeling which will be explained in fol-
lowing sections.
The model suggested above would be valid for the generation
of rainfall interiors for a specified family of storms with a given du-
ration, average speed, direction and statistical description of inten-
sities (time varying mean, and multidimensional correlation structure).
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Valencia and Schaake (1972) show that the parameters of
stationary models similar to Equation 5A can be estimated as:
A = s S (5-2)
TB B = S -s S S t 1 (5-3)
wher e
T
S Eji(t) i t) (5-4)
tj't _- -, j
T
S = E i(t)i(t-1)] (5-5)
= lag one covariance matrix
For the suggested non-stationary model (Equation 5-1) the
parameter estimation equations are generalized to:
A(t) = S(t2- 1 S (t) (5-6)
T -1
B(t) B(t) = S(t) - S(t) S(t) S(t) (5-7)
t, t t ,t-l t-1, t-1 ~t-1,'t
Chapter 4 suggested a non-stationary, multidimensional rain-
fall generator based on an assumption which allowed the author to hypo-
thesize a covariance function of the form
f(x.,t' ; x.,t") = a(x.,t')a(x. ,t") r(/ y.-y )2 +((x.+Ut")-(x.+iUt')) 2
J 1 j J 1 j 1
(5-8)
The evaluation of the o(x.,,t') terms and the possible forms
of r(-) were discussed in that chapter.
Clearly, Equation 5-8 can be evaluated at discrete points in
space and at given times to form the necessary matrices in Equations
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T
(5-6) and (5-7). The evaluation of A(t) and B(t) B(t) is then pos-
sible once Equation 5-8 is defined.
The following paragraphs will make clear that, for the net-
T
work design problem, interest lies in obtaining the matrix B(t)B(t) and
not B(t). This is important because the sometimes messy decomposition
T
of B(t)B(t) is avoided (see Valencia and Schaake, 1972).
Similarly to what was done in Chapter 2 assume the rainfall
process (storm) is being observed. Describe the observations (or ex-
periment) by
Z(t) = H i(t) + V(t) (5-9)
where
Z(t) = mxl vector of observations at time t
Note that observations are not necessarily made
at every discrete point, defining the area of
interest, i.e. m<N.
H = mxN matrix defining the measurement network. Its
definition and form is the same as that given in
Chapter 2.
i(t) = Nxl vector representing the true rainfall intensity
values at the N discrete points in space during
time t
V(t) = mxl vector of white measurement error attributed to
the instruments being used.
T
R = E [V(t) V(t) in this example assumed stationary
in time. As in Chapter 2 the matrix R will be ccn-
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sidered a diagonal matrix of measurement error vari-
ances. No correlation between measurement errors at
different points is allowed.
In the statement of 5-9, no correlation between
i(t) and V(t) is allowed. The existence of such correlation is
manageable but requires more complicated solutions.
Equations (5-1) and (5-9) form an observable discrete dynamic
system and as such estimates of the system state, i(t), can be made from
incomplete, noisy observations, Z(t).
The best linear dynamic estimator (minimum mean square error)
for such systems is the well known Kalman-Bucy filter which can be ex-
pressed as (see Schweppe, 1973, and Jazwinski, 1970):
i(t+l/t+l) = z (t+l/t+l) {H R _Z(t+l) + Z(t+/t)A(t)i(t/t)}
(5-10)
where
Z(t+l/t) = A(t) Z(t/t) A (t) + B(t) B T(t) (5-11)
Z(t+l/t+l) = Z(t+l/t) -
-Z(t+l/t)HT{R+H Z (t+l/t)HT H Z(t+l/t) (5-12)
Z(t/t) = E(i(t) i(t))(i(t) -(t) (5-13)
1(0/0) = 0 (5-14)
Z(0/0) = = E i(0) iT (0)] (5-15)
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The notation Z( t+ 1/t) stands for the error covariance matrix at
interval t+1 given observations up to time t. _(t/t) stands for the
best linear estimate of the vector i(t) given incomplete and noisy
observations, Z(t), up to time t.
Notice the similarity of Equations 5-10 to 5-13 with Equations
2-21 and 2-22 which were valid for a static, time invariant problem.
Again, as in Chapter 2, the value of the Kalman filter is that it al-
lows the evaluation of the accuracy of an experiment (network H) in
terms of the mean square error of estimation, Z. Most important, the
solution is such that the mean square error can be obtained and is
independent of the actual observations (see Equations 5-11 and 5-12)
which allows a-priori knowledge of the network accuracy and behavior.
5-3 A State-Space Model of Runoff
Similar to the rainfall model of the previous section it is
necessary to define a state-space model of a runoff. A finite differ-
ence solution of the Kinematic wave equations was chosen as distributed
runoff model. The model used corresponds to one used by the author
in previous work (Bras, 1974).
The formulation in state-space form will be illustrated by
use of an example in order to avoid the considerable notational com-
plication of a general development.
Assume the schematized basin shown in Figure 5-1, consisting
of 3 overland segments and 2 stream segments for a total of 5 elements
(for discussion on basin schematization, see Harley et al, 1970;
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Bras, 1972, and Bras, 1974). Elements are identified by numbers 1-5.






A = cross sectional area of flow in element
(depth in overland segments)
t = time
x = longitudinal distance
Q = discharge
a,m = Kinematic wave parameters
q= lateral flow into stream segment or rainfall into
overland segment
In a distributed rainfall-runoff model Equations 5-16 and
5-17 can be solved for individual elements with different parameters.
One of the possible solutions is a finite difference scheme that
takes the following form (see Bras, 1974) for an overland segment:
kYj(t) = y (tAt) - y (t-l) + k k (
l k Ax k j +k Ax ky t -1 ik(t)
(5-18)
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Equation 5-18 is valid in the time-space diagram (finite dif-
ference grid) shown in Figure 5-2. Such diagram is the representation
of a discretization of space and time for element k. The levels of dis-
cretization, Ax and At are constrained by stability and convergence
criteria of the numerical solution (see Bras 1972, 1974.)
The subscript k in Equation 5-18 refers to the element being
analyzed. The subscript j refers to the space interval within the
spatial discretization. kYj (t) stands for the depth of flow at time
t in segment j of element k. Rainfall input to element k is
ik(t) . Kinematic wave parameters of the element are Uk and mk*
Time and space discretization are represented by the time step At and
the interval Ax.
For simplicity refer to the first term on the right of Equation
5-18 as
m
k2kj(t-1)) = y (t-1) - ak Ax kj -l) (5-19)
The second term will be redefined as:
m k (t-1)) = A- y. (t-1) (5--20)
k l k- )1 k Ax k j-1
Thus, k02) and k0 (-) are non-linear functionals on
ky j( -l) and k j-1 (t-l) respectively.
Referring now to the sample basin shown in Figure 5-1: assume
each element, overland and stream, is (for simplicity's sake) discretized
in two, therefore j = 1,2.















space intervals results in:
1y(t) = 102( 1 1 (t-1))+ i 1 (t-1) At (5-21)
1y2 (t) = 1 0 2 1y2 (t-l)) + 101 (1 y1 (t-1)) + i1 (t-l)At (5-22)
Overland segments 3 and 4 of Figure 5-1 have Equations similar
to 5-21 and 5-22.
Stream segments have general solutions similar to Equation 5-18.
They take the form:
At mk At mk
A.(t) = A.(t-l) -ea Ax kA.(t-1) + a k- A. (t-1)
+ q(t-1) At (5-23)
Most of the notation in 5-23 have the same meaning as that in
5-18. kA.(t) stands for the cross sectional area of element k at time
I
t in space interval j. q(t) stands for the sum of lateral inflow
(ft3/sec/ft) to the stream element from adjacent overland segments.
An important feature of Equation 5-23 is that stream elements may have
non-zero upstream boundary conditions. In such cases kA takes the
value of the cross sectional area necessary to accomodate the sum of
outflows from the upstream segments.
Again, Equation 5-23 can be expressed as:
A.(t) = F ( A.(t-1)) + F ( A _ (t-1)) + q(t-l)At (5-24)kk 2 k kl1k j-1
where kF2) and kF1(-) are non-linear functions of k j(t-1) and
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k Aj-1(t-l) respectively.
At this point, recall the Kinematic wave momentum Equation 5-17.
It is clear that
qk(t) = atk kY2(t) = e k(ky 2 ())
mk
Qk(t) = ak k 2 (t) = Ek( 1k 2 (t))
(5-25)
(5-26)
where qk(t) is discharge per unit width of overland element k and Q
is discharge of stream element k, both at time t. kY2(t) and A2 (t)
are the depth and cross sectional area of flow at time t in interval 2
of overland segment k and stream segment k respectively.
Now Equation 5-24 can be applied to stream elements 2 and 5
respectively.
For stream element 2:
2 A, (t) -
2 2 (t) =
2 F2 (2A 1 (t-1)) + q(t-1) At + q3(t-l)At
(5-27)
2 2(2A 2t-1)) + 2F1 (2A1 (t-1)) + q 1 (t-l)At + q3 (t-)At
(5-28)
For stream element 5:
5 A1 (t) = 5F2 5A 1 (t--l) + 5F1 (A (t-1)) + q4 (t-l)At
(5-29)






A* (t-1) = (t-1) m5  (5-31)
a5
One may now represent the total state of the system by means












where U(t) represents the sum of upstream inflow to element 5, in
the example equal to Q2(t).
Combining Equations 5-21, 5-22 and all other overland segment
equations with Equations 5-27 to 5-30 and using 5-25 and 5-26, it is
possible to write a non-linear state space form of the Kinematic wave -
finite differences solution. The form of the model for the illustration
example is shown in Figure 5-3. Remember that the model is non-linear,
all matrices elements are functions.
At this time it is necessary to point out that in the present
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Figure 5-3
State-Space Form of Rainfall-Runoff Model as Applied
to Illustration Example





























0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
302(*)
0 0 0 0 40
0 0 0 0 40
0 Ate 1 (-)
0 Ate 1 (-)
0 Ate2 (.) 0
0 Ate 2 &)
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2(-) 0 0 0 0 0 0
(.) 402(-) 0 0 0 0 0
0 2 F 2 ()
0 0
0 0 0 0
2 F 1 (-) 2 F 2 ()
0 0 0 0 0 Ate 4 (-) 0
0 0 0 0 0 Ate 4 (-) 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 E2
0 0 0
0 5F2() 0 5F1 (.)
0 5F1() 5F2(.) 0
0 0 0
(5-34)









































work infiltration is not considered within the rainfall-runoff model
statement. In order to directly apply the proposed methodology, the
approach would be to form an effective rainfall input vector by subtracting
infiltration. Due to the uncertainty inherent in specifying the infil-
tration rate at any one time we have that the effective rainfall is the
differing of two random variables which will effectively increase the
variance of the input in the present analysis. The author acknowledges
the degree of importance of this extra variance and suggests its study
as possible extensions to this work.
Equation 5-33 is, as previously mentioned, a non-linear equation.
As it stands, it is very difficult to handle for the purpose of analysis
of variance. Proceed then by expanding 5-33 in a Taylor series and
ignoring second order terms:
()= (X( (t-1)) + C' (X (t-1)) Xt-)-X (t-1)]
+ i(t,1) + g it1 t11(5-36)
where
.(X(t-l)) = functional matrix g(-) evaluated at the mean
solution X (t-1)
(X (t-)) = first derivative of c (-) evaluated at X (t-1)
i (t-) = mean of input vector.
The expected value of Equation 5-36 is simply:
X (t) = (x (t-1)) + f i (t-1) (5-37)
P - -p
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Subtracting this mean from Equation 5-36 results in a zero mean process
defined as:
X(t) - X (t) = '(x (t-1)) (t-l) - X (t-1)
+ %i(t-4) i (t-l) (5-38)
where the zero mean input, i(t-1) - i (t-1), is that defined by
Equation 5-1 at the beginning of this chapter.
Redefining
i(t) = i(t) - i (W (5-39)
D(t) = X"t) - X (t) (5-40)
Equation 5-38 becomes:
D(t) = C'() (t-1))D(t-l) + B[i(t-l)j (5-41)
Unfortunately i(t) is not known with certainty due to in-
complete, noisy, observations as discussed in Section 5-2. Equations
5-10 to 5-15 describe an estimation procedure and give the mean square
error matrix of that estimation. If the estimate i(t) is used in
Equation 5-41, then the mean square error matrix of estimating the
(zero mean) state vector, D(t), becomes:
M.S.E.D(t) = C'(X (t-1)) LM.S.E.D (t-1)] q (X (t-1))
-Ii
+ _ (t-_/t-1) 3  (5-42)
where Z(-) is defined by Equations 5-11 to 5-15 and '(X (t-1)) can
be obtained by evaluating the rainfall runoff model defined by 5-33,
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using i (t) as input. The M.S.E. of D(O) is assumedly 0. (In this
work this assumption is trivial, since, for simplicity, dry bed initial
conditions are assumed).
Notice that the M.S.E. matrix of D(t) is a measure of the error
in estimating vector X(t). With the elements of X(t) given by 5-32
it is then clear that the mean square error matrix of X(t) gives the
M.S.E. of depths and flow cross sections in all the conceptual basin
elements. For example, the next to last diagonal element in M.S.E.D (t)
matrix would clearly be the M.S.E. of the cross section at the outlet
of the sample basin (Figure 5-1) 5A2 (t). Linearizing Equation 5-26,
again by Taylor's expansion results in:
M.S.E.Q5(t) = LEI( A2 (t)] M.S.E.( 5 A2 (t)) (5-43)
where E 5 A 2 (t)J = first derivative of E5 (Eq.5-26) evaluated
at mean value of 5A 2 (t).
Equations 5-42 and 5-43 are then the available tools for evalu-
ating data collection networks in reference to discharge prediction
accuracy. This is so since they are dependent on the input Mean Square
Error covariance matrix, Z which is a function of the network design
as shown in Section 5-2.
From the above exercise it is clear that the suggested approach
is based on a perfect runoff model. No uncertainty in the model or its
parameters is allowed. Uncertainty is introduced only by the stochastic
nature of the input. Chapter 6 will briefly discuss the implications of
introducing uncertainty in the runoff model.
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5.4 Network Analysis Example
5.4.1 Comments on Implementation
Implementation and execution of the analysis procedure described
in Sections 5-2 and 5,3 is carried on in various steps.
The first step consists of generating the elements of the matrix
5 (.) evaluated at a mean solution. This is done by using a rainfall-
runoff model based on Equation 5-18 and 5-23 to which a mean storm
characterizing the family of storristo be described by Equation 5-1 is
input. This mean storm has a given depth duration, and time distribu-
tion at each discrete point in space. Each overland element of the
schematic basin must be given this mean input. The model, in the form
of a computer program, will output all the relevant information for the
generation of C'(*). Appendix 6 briefly explains the use of this pro-
gram and provides the relevant listing.
The second step consists of another computer program. This pro-
gram works in various stages. First, it uses statistical information
of the storm family being characterized by the mean storm previously
described to estimate the parameters A(t) and B(t) B(t)T of a first
order multivariate Markov model of the form given in Equation 5-1. The
parameter estimation is done following the ideas given in Section 5-2.
Both, A(t) and B(t) B(t)T are produced and printed for each time step.
The second stage is to obtain the mean square error matrix of rainfall
estimation, E(t/t), using Equations 5-11 to 5-15, for a given network
design, matrix H. The third stage takes advantage of the sparsity of
matrix C'(-) and forms this matrix at each time step using data ob-
tained from the rainfall-runoff program, saving considerable computer
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memory. Matrix is also internally formed at this stage. Finally,
Equations 5-42 and 5-43 are evaluated for each time step. The program
produces as output the mean square matrix of rainfall estimation and
the mean square error (and its square root) of discharge at the basin
outlet at every time step. Stages 2 and 3 are repeated for any number
of alternative network designs desired.
Appendix 7 briefly explains the use of this program, describes
its data requirements and gives the relevant listing.
5.4.2 Example Data Description
The analysis of various network alternatives was done for a basin
that schematically looks as shown in Figure 5-4. It has a total area
of 82 square miles. Possible raingage locations are marked in the
figure and coordinate locations are given relative to the coordinate
system shown.
Data for the rainfall runoff model as well as for the descrip-
tion and parameters of the overland and stream elements are given in
Table 5-1. As mentioned before, no infiltration is considered.
The mean storm used to characterize the family of interest is
shown in Figure 5-5 along with one standard deviation around that storm.
The storm moved with a velocity of 20 mph from left to right relative
to Figure 5-4 in the direction of the x axis.
The time step used in the analysis was 1 hr and the discharge
was studied up to the 1 5th hour.
Rainfall intensities ( 1 hr accumulation) was assumed to obey a
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Legend:
C - = overland segments
S- = stream segments
-+ direction of flow






















































































































































































correlation function of the single exponential type.
-c y y ) +(.+Ttt)'(x. + Ut"))L
r(x. , t t ; x., t") = e
(5-44)
The network analysis was done with two different values for the param-
eter c. The parameter was first given a value of c = .15 which
implies"correlation distance" (defined when r(*) takes the value
1/e) of close tc 7 miles. This value agrees with Huff (1970) results
which (fitting an exponential correlation) imply a correlation distance
of about 5 miles for 1 minute rainfall rates and about 45 miles for
total rainfall depth. The value used, 7 miles, for 1 hour rainfall
rates, correctly fall between these values, For sensitivity analysis,
a value of c = 0.08, implying a 12.5 mile correlation distance, was
also used.
Table 5-2 gives the assumed measurement error variance at each
possible site. Appendix 8 gives a listing of all the data used in
the network design program (including data cards punched by the runoff
model).
Figure 5-6 shows the mean discharge hydrograph obtained with the
mean input shown in Figure 5-5.
It is important to emphasize that this mean discharge is obtained
by routing the mean storm given in Figure 5,5 through the deterministic
rainfall-runoff model given in Figure 5-3. This mean solution is only
used for the linearization given in Equation 5-36 which requires the eval-
uation of r1 (j (t)), Once t(X Ct)) is evaluated using the mean solution
it is only necessary to define 3 and Z(t/t) to find the mean square
error of discharge estimation (see Equation 5-42). 3 is a function
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Figure 5-6
of the particular basin and the time interval At and takes the form
shown in Figure 5-3. Z(t/t) is evaluated by Equations 5-11 and 5-12
and is a function of the rainfall model parameters, A(t) and
B(t) B (t), and of the network given by the matrix H.
5.4.3 Results and Analysis
The results of network analysis for various network alternatives
are shown in Table 5-3 and Table 5-4 in terms of the mean square error
of discharge (M.S.E.) and the square root of this parameter.
Tables 5-3 and 5-4 lead to several interesting observations.
With respect to station location it can first be said that for
the example given location seems to play a fairly important role. In
Table 5-3, for example, there is a noticeable reduction in peak estimate
mean square errors when stations are located in upstream reaches. No-
tice that 1 station in Segment 7 produces considerably less error in
peak prediction. This behavior is also observed in networks of more
than 1 station. At the same time, though, it can be concluded that
concentrating stations in upstream reaches deteriorates the quality of
the rising stages of the hydrograph. The rising limb of the hydrograph
is dominated by overland areas close to the basin outlet as was ex-
pected.
Station location plays an even more important role than station
number in some of the cases. For example, in Table 5-3, it is more
accurate for peak estimation to have one station at location 7 than two
at 1 and 3. Similarly, two stations at 7 and 8 are somewhat better in
the peak than 3 at 1, 3,7 or at 2, 3, 6. Stations at 1, 5 and 7 give
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Table 5-3




















































































Time M.S.E. Square Root M.S.E. Square Root
0 0
2 .880x10 2  9.38 .979x10 2  9
3 .387x104  62 .437x104  66
4 .721x104 268 .818x105  286
5 .906x106  952 .103x107  1010
6 .702x10 7  2650 .789x10 7  2810
7 .138x10 9  11700 .138x10 9  11700
8 .284x101 0  53300 .252x10'0  50200
9 .737x10 1 0  85900 .627x10 0  79200
10 .165x10 1 0  40600 .195x10 0  44200
11 .274x10 9  16600 .439x10 9  21000
12 .700x10 8  8360 .116x10 9  10800
13 .223x10 8  4720 .369x10 8  6070
14 .826x107  2870 .136x108  3680





































































































































































































































































































































(1,2 ,3 , 4, 5, 6,7,8)
Time M.S.E. Square Root
1 0 0
2 .139x102  3.73
3 .473x103  21.8
4 .808x104 89.9
5 .683x105  261
6 .493x106  702
7 .203x108  4500
8 .364x109  19100
9 .576x10 9  24000
10 .113x10 9  10600
11 .273x108  523C
12 .755x107  2750
13 .248x10 7  1570
14 .931x10 6  965
15 .354x10 6 595
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Table 5-4












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































(1, 2,3, 4,5, 6,7,8)
Time M.S.E. Square Root
1 0 0
2 












.386x10 9  19600
9 .601x10 9  24500
10 










better estimates than stations at 3, 4, 5, 6 everywhere except in the
receding portion of the hydrograph.
One of the most important results from this example is the large
decrease in mean square error obtained when using 8 stations, one at
each possible observation site. The square root of the peak mean square
error is reduced by a factor of 5 when going from 1 to 8 stations.
Between the most accurate (peak estimation) 4 station alternative to
the 8 station option, accuracy in terms of the inverse square root of
the peak mean square error increased by a factor of two. These results
are contrary to the beliefs of other investigators which say that the
"filter" characteristics of the basin are such that only small number
of stations are needed for discharge forecasting. It seems that for
the example studied in this work that is not the case.
By comparing the square root of mean square error with the mean
discharge given in Figure 5-6 it is clear that for most network alter-
natives the bulk of the uncertainty is in the peak and rising limb of
the hydrograph. The coefficient of variation (root mean square over
mean) of the receding hydrograph portions is less than 1 for all net-
work alternatives. This is rarely the case in the rising portion ex-
cept for the 8 station network which gives a coefficient of variation
of less than 1 at all times, with the exception of the discharge at
2 hours.
The results in Table 5-3 and 5-4 show very little sensitivity
to the rainfall correlation parameter. Varying it from 0.08 to 0.15
(implying correlation distances of 12.5 and 7 miles) made little dif-
ference in the discharge mean square error.
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5.5 Concluding Remarks
This chapter proposed a method of studying the adequacy of
rainfall sampling networks when used together with a rainfall-runoff
model. The method is presented and developed in reference to a finite
difference solution of the Kinematic wave equations as runoff model.
It should be applicable though, with any other distributed runoff model
which could be expressed in a state-space form with finite lags.
As it stands, the suggested solution also depends on the users
ability in defining a multivariate rainfall model of the type given in
Equation 5-1. The parameters of such model could be derived directly
from available data or fitted to a multidimensional model of the type
suggested in Chapter 4 of this work. The latter approach was the one
followed by the author under the assumption that the suggested multi-
dimensional model is a more realistic one.
One limitation of the approach, as well as that of the static
problem discussed in Chapters 2 and 3, is that the rainfall model
(Eqn. 5-1) is only valid for a specific family of storms. Sensitivity
of the network design to various types of storms must be required in
any network design exercise.
Some of the advantages of the network design approach discussed
here are the following:
1) Allows the user to study accuracy of discharge prediction
at any point in the basin, not only its outlet
2) If it were necessary to include a model error, i.e. uncer-
tainty in the runoff model, the approach would allow it.
The need of considering such a stochastic runoff model will
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be briefly discussed in Chapter 6.
3) Networks are analyzed in terms of their effect on the whole
discharge hydrograph, not only its peak.
All of the above advantages come naturally as a trade-off with
the relative numerical complexity of the method.
Many readers would suggest that the planner's interest lies
mostly on hydrograph peak and so the network design procedure should
be simplified to look at that value only. With a runoff model of the
form:
N
Q = 7 p. i. (5-45)
peak . J3=1
where
i. = rainfall accumulation (to a.given time)
J
at point (area) j
p. = weighting factor
J
i = vector of i.'s
E =i T k
the peak discharge sensitivity to network configuration could be stu-
died as a static problem with the framework discussed in Chapters 2
and 3 of this work. Nevertheless, the author considers it impossible
to suggest such a distributed simplified runoff model with any sort
of reliability. At the same time he believes that the peak discharge





This work accomplished three basic objectives. First, a
technique for designing a data collection network for sampling a static,
spatial process and obtaining its areal mean was suggested. The process
studied was the areal distribution of total depth of a rainfall event.
Chapter 2 described a technique based on linear estimation theory which
led to an accuracy criteria (mean square error) which accounted for
sampling density, location, and instrument noise. Consideration of
cost and network accuracy led to an "optimal" network design. Chapter 3
discussed implementation and a detailed example.
The method proved to be consistent in its results; thorough
in its consideration of all the aspects of network design; and simple
and economically implemented in an electronic computer. Comparison
with other available solutions was highly favorable.
The development stages led to careful consideration of error
involved in approximating an integral average in space by a discrete
procedure# The nature of this error and its interesting dependence on
the correlation function definition was discussed in Chapter 2.
Chapter 4 discussed the second objective of this work.
There a rainfall generator capable of repro.ducing storms interior time
history and spatial distribution was discussed.
The suggested model used the Taylor hypothesis of turbulence
and an isotropy assumption to suggest a correlation function, in time
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and space, of the rainfall process. The model is multidimensional and
non stationary with time dependent mean and variance everywhere in space.
The interior generation technique was based on sampling from the spectrum
of the suggested correlation. Examples of generated storms are given
showing expected behavior.
Chapter 4 also discussed the limitations of the presented
rainfall generation. Suggestions as to possible future solutions of
these flaws were given.
The final objective of this work was to develop a theory for
analyzing a rainfall data collection network in reference to its use in
providing the input to a runoff model when accuracy in the forecast of
the output is the objective in the network scheme.
With the use of
1) a multivariate non-stationary version of the rainfall model
of Chapter 4,
2) a state-space formulation of a non-linear,Kinematic wave,
distributed rainfall-runoff model and
3) a linear dynamic estimator (Kalman-Bucy filter), Chapter 5
showed how the mean square error of basin discharge, at any time, can
be obtained as a function of data network configuration. The network
is defined by the number of stations, their location and their measure-
ment error. A numerical example was presented showing the effect on
discharge of various network alternatives. From the example it was
concluded that the accuracy of the discharge prediction was more sen-
sitive to the number of observations and their location than expected
by other hydrologists. It was also shown that the given example was
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relatively insensitive to changes in the parameter of the rainfall corre-
lation function. The above example implied the strong influence of the ba-
sin's physical characteristics on the network design process.
6.2 Estimation, Filtering, and Control in Hydrology
The techniques of estimation, filtering and control, fre-
quently used in the fields of aeronautics, chemical engineering, and
electrical engineering, have not been widely used in water resources or,
for that matter, civil engineering problems.
Moore (1971) used the Kalman filter to study the sampling of
water quality parameters in a 1-dimensional river system. Hino (1970,
1973) has used the Kalman filter and the Wiener-Hoff theory of stationary
processes for identifying unit hydrograph model parameters.
Young et al (1971, 1974) and Whitehead and Young (1974) also
have worked in the model and parameter identification issues in water
quality issues. Veneziano (1974) and Bras et al (1975) have suggested
applications of estimation theory to other sampling problems in civil
engineering fields.
It is the author's opinion that the use of these techniques
in water resources (and civil engineering in general) deserve consider-
ably more investigation. There are many problems, in the field that fits
the desired framework, problems not only of model identification (or
estimation) and monitoringbut of control as well. Following is a brief
list of some water resources problems that, in theauthor's opinion
should be studied with estimation, filtering, or control theory.
1) The calibration and analysis of radar rainfall data together
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with observed raingage behavior can be studied as a
filtering estimation problem.
2) Identification of rainfall and runoff problems as well
as the study of "model error" may possibly be viewed as
a problem in model identification using linear filtering
techniques (see Schweppe, 1973).
3) Forecasting problems has long been recognized as an
estimation--prediction system. On-line discharge fore-
casting systems should be "updated" in real time as new
historical observations become available. Such updating
of forecast and model should be possible with a Kalman
filter approach.
4) The determination of reservoir operating rules with the
purpose of satisfying a given objective fits within the
framework of control theory, although the author foresees
serious difficulties in handling non-symmetrical loss
functions.
6.3 Further Research
As with most research, this work generated as many (or more)
questions than it attempted to answer. Following is a partial list of
some areas that deserve investigation in future work:
1.) The rainfall generator suggested in Chapter 4 should be
validated with data. This implies a considerable search
or collection of historical rainfall interiors. Data
should be analyzed not only to see the validity of Taylor's
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and isotropy assumptions but also to study the form and
parameters of possible rainfall correlation functions.
The parameters' behavior with sampling intervals, At,
and type of storms, should be a source of considerable
work. Also related is the study and classification of
storm types. The investigation of the probability den-
sity functions of storm velocities and directions to-
gether with their relation to the correlation functions
is another open area of study.
2.) The design of networks for determining long term average
rainfall characteristics like the time averaged areal
mean rainfall can be studied with the methodology used
in this work. Both, Rodriguez and Mejia (1974a) and
Lenton (1974) have studied this problem with a different
kind of framework.
3.) Infiltration should be included as added stochasticity
in studying network design in conjunction with runoff
models.
4.) The effect of utilizing other runoff models in the net-
work design should be studied.
5.) Extensive simulation studies should be done to corroborate
the analytical "mean square error" results obtained in
this work.
6.) Finally, the assumption of a perfect runoff model should
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be released. The presented techniques will allow a
similar analysis with parallel observations on a stochas.-
tic input (rainfall) and output (discharge). Related to
this is a necessity of studying runoff model errors.
This is a critical issue in determining the degree of
accuracy needed in the input since the quality of the
output will strongly depend on the inherent uncertainty
of the runoff model itself.
, 212 -
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Appendix 1
The last two terms in Equation (2-12) can be evaluated





Define the correlation function, r(r), with parameter
h' and on area A'.
Say interest shifts to another area, A", defined as
A" =
by -
A" h"2 = AT h1 2
This change in area implies that all distances are scaled
assuming areas are similar.
Therefore, for the new area, Equation Al-1 becomes
















r(r' t f (r' V) h" dr'
-d',, d'g
r(r") f(r") dr" = r(r') f(r') dr' Al-3
Equation Al-3 is the same as Al-i only that the limit
of integration changes and the new limit is only a function of Ah2.




Analytical Evaluation of integrals in Mean Square Model Error
Expression, for the Quadratic Exponential Case. in a Sauare Area. A = 9,2
Double Integral Evaluation:
Changing variables,
2 Jf 2 2 MS e ar ,rd -
A2 drJ kr = 4
dy
_ -a,22 -2 x2
(--T y|)e dy (L- xl)e dx
The second integral in A2-1 is:
(A2-1)







letting u = ax
= 2 2r -t P0 (at9)- J ue 2duJ
2 a 0
wher e






(k-- x ) (Z- jyj) e -a(2y dxdy
= 2 O(a) , eu2 j
= 0 (at) + 1 [e 1- ii
O2 L (A2-3)








= 20 (t) + 2
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Equation A2-4 is only a function of the non-dimensional area
Aa2.
Now, terms of the form appearing in the last element of 2-12
can be evaluated as follows:
JA
-a2 (x-x,) +(y-y,) 2)
e dxdy = .9 2e [ ( X __X ) 2 + ( y y 2 ] d x d y
.0.0





a 2 [(x-x) 2+(y-y ) 2 f fx
e dxdy =
















e du - 1
2
e dw
-6 L0 (a(2,-x.)) + 0 (ax.)2 10 i
By similarity then,
-a 2 ((XX 2+(y-y )
e
-A
dxdy = 2 T (.(P-X-) + 0(ax.)
at 2 1 0





Derivation of Equation (2-33)
Equation (2-22) defines the relation between the "prior",
j, covariance matrix and the "posterior" mean square error matrix as,
S[i T -i 1
Therefore,
-1= 1 + T -1H A3-1
Let the subscripts (1) and (2) define two consecutive
experiments, differing by the location of one station.
The difference between "posterior" covariance matrices
for the two experiments is then given by:
-1 -1
(2) - (l) = H (2 R H -H R H
-(2) - (2) -(1) - (1) A3-2




T -1 ~ jT -1
= H R H + H R H
--(1) - - - - -(2)
By direct substitution it is easy to show that
T -l ~ ~ T -i TH.Tl R H + H R H = F F
-(1)w-e- - -(2) - -




From A3-3 and A3-4 we then have
E -1= z + F I F T
-(2) -(1) A3-5
which by matrix manipulation becomes,
Z = ( - E F (F E F + I)1FT E A3-6




Network Design for the Estimation of Mean and Total Pre-
Precipitation - Computer Program
Following is a format and data needs description of the
program which performs the network design problem discussed in Chapters
2 and 3 of this work. Also included is a listing of the relevant coding.
As it stands, the program allows maximum array dimensions
of 20. All real and complex variables are double precision.
Matrix manipulations are mostly done with I.B.M.'s scien-
tific subroutines belonging to the SLMATH library. Some complex and double
precision matrix inversions are made with subroutines available from the
M.I.T. Information Processing Center.
The objective function, on which the network design is
based, is evaluated within a subroutine named OBJECT, thus easily allowing
variations in the definition of the objective function. As it stands,
the subroutine evaluates a linear objective function of the form:
m
0 A 2 + CA I C P A4-1
k=1
as described in the first chapters of this work.
As mentioned in the text, the program can evaluate func-





DATA CARD DESCRIPTION FOR STATIC
NETWORK DESIGN PROBLEMS
This card gives the number of designs, IPROB, which
correspond to the number of stations, NS, to be allocated,
For each value of NS an optimization is done for the
number of weights, NW, given in Card 3. Therefore, IPROB
x NW is the total number of optimization problems solved
in a given run (13).
Reads in NSN(I), I=1,IPROB.
NSN(I) corresponds to the values of NS, the number of
stations, to be allocated in different problems (13).
This card must always be in and includes the following
variables:
NW number of problems (number of weights in
objective function) to be solved (14)
ND dimension of space or network. It can take
values 1, 2 or 3 (14)
NG number of points in network grid. (14)
NPS number of points where observations can be made
(NPS<NG) (14, 4x)
IOPTl takes values of 0,1 or 2; 0 implies covariance
matrix is read directly; 1 implies reading co-
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ordinates and calculating functional covariance
matrix, subjective probabilities are read in and
added; 2 implies the grid is rectangular and
only starting points and characteristic distances
are read in to calculate functional covariance
matrix, (Il)
IOPT2 takes values 1 or not 1 for diagonal or non-dia-
gonal observation error matrix (Il)
ERRVAR variance of model error (F6.0)
PRECI precision to which optimization wants to be
carried. It should be the minimum change in
objective function desired (F6.0).
PVAR point variance to be used if a functional co-
variance matrix is calculated. (F6.0)
BE Bessel function parameter to calculate a Bessel
type covariance function of form BE*V K (BE*V).
It should be zero if the functional form is not
used (F6.0)
EX parameter in an exponential type covariance
function exp(--EX*V). It should be zero if
this functional form is not used (F6.0)
LIMIT maximum number of iterations to be allowed in
optimization procedure (15)
Card 4 WEIGHT (I), I=1 to NW, values of different weights
- 231 
--





ONLY IF IOPTi = 1
J=l to ND; I=1 to NG. The order of coordinates
should be by columns, that is the subscript J
moves faster (F4.2)
ONLY IF IOPTl = 1
J=l to NG; I=1 to NG values of subjective co-
variances to be added to calculated functional
covariance matrix. The subscript J (columns)
moves faster so input should be given accordingly
(F6.0)
ONLY IF IOPTl = 2
length of rectangular grids in
(F6.0)
length of rectangular grids in
(F6.0)
number of grids in x direction





ONLY IF IOPTl - 2










ONLY IF IOPTI = 0
J=l to NG, I=1 to NG, values of covariance matrix





I=1, NG mean rainfall depth values (not
necessary) (D16.9)
J=l NPS Identification numbers of grids in
given area where observations may be made.
Numbering should be in ascending order from left









variance of measurement error at
the possible locations. (D16.9)
ONLY IF IOP2=1
diagonal terms of measurement error covariance
matrix will be EO+EE. Off diagonal terms are
given by EQ (D16.9)
EO+EE
Card 14
I=1 to NPS possible values of elements in
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Hl(I),
matrix H for allowed grid points (D10.3)
Card 15
C (I) I=1, to NPS costs associated with stations in
possible observation points (F6.0)
GAMMA (I, 1) I=1,NG vector of weights used in calculating
areal average from individual points (D10.3)
I=1,NS identification number of initial design,
places where stations are going to be located at start
of process. There must be IPROB of these





.THIS PROGRAM OPTIMIZES A DATA COLLECTICN ETkCRK FCP PEtSASRING 'A
SPATIALLY STCCF'ASTIC EVENT
PREPARED FY RAFAEL L. ERAS




REAL*8 MAXDELMAXI-,MING,MEAN( 2C)NEiVARNEkCCODREALDSCRTDI AC
REAL*8 PCtVA(2,20),EP20),#F(20),CAMMA(20, I),f(20,2C)ERRCPR(2C,2C
1),R 1(2C,2C)tR2(2C,2C),P342C,20),P4(20,2C),P5(20,20),P1o (1,20),Rll(
21,1),Rl2(1, 1 )Rl3(2C, 2 C),SAVE2(20,2C),SAVE3(2C,2C) ,EIGHT(20),SoE
3TERNtCCST,ECEEDCLDI-,IV1,DIV2,ClREALSOLCRARG11,ARG12,ARG22,A
4RG21,DELTA,GVALIE ,DCUBLEE3 ,4,SSU, CPCSS (20,1), CRCS1, CROS2,CR0S11
5,CROS2MDERR, XRERESTOLD,ESTVARRR12,NEWESTNEtX, XCLC ,PRI1, INVC
60V(20,20),SCROSS,XNG
DIMENSION CCORD(20 3),tl(20) ,INIT(20),IW(RK(2,2), I IWCRK(?0,2)
SU3J ( 2C, 2C)yC( 2C ),NSN (20)
COPCN D3,D4,XLENIXLEN2, AREA3,EXEX2,BENGND 1,ND2
READ(5,28) IPRCPAREA3




1 FCRPAT(414, 4X, 211,6F6.C, )
LOPT1 TAKES VALUES 0 CP 1 OR 2 - 0 IMPLIES COVARIANCE
1 IMPLIES READING CCCRDINATES AND CALCULATING FUNCTIC
PRCBABILITIES ARE READ AND ADDED 2 IMPLIES THE GRI




















































REA E (5,4) ( (SUBJ ( IJ ),J=I,NG), I=ING
2 FCRPAT(20F4.2)
CALL CCVAR(CO0RDNDPVAR,SteJPCCVA)
IF (ND.FC.0) GCTO ICOC
C
C IMPORTANT ***********
C COORCINATES SHOULC BE GIVEN MCVING ROlm BY RCW








25 READ(5,6CC) (MEAN(I) ,I=lNG)
REAlD(5,3)(IO(J),J=INPS)
C IMPORTANT *******4*1*
C READ INDICATCRS CF PCSSIBLE STATICN LCCATICNS
C NUMBERING IS LEFT TO RIGHT, BCTTCM LP
3 FCRPMAT2613,2X)
IF(I0P12-1)32,31,32





7 FCRMAT (13F6.0 ,2X)




















































CALL C INTEGOOUBLE )
WR IE (6 ,7C13) ECUELE
7013 F0RMAT(lHC,13X,'***0OUWLE ',D14.6)
oCUEL E=CCUeLE*PVAR







C COMPLIE SUM OF CCV(XIX)








C READ IN INITIAL CESICN, IF PCSSIELE IN ASCENCING ORDER.
C IS FROM LEFT TC RIGHT, BCTCP UP
REAC(5,3)(INIT(I),I=1,NS)




















































C FORM ERROR CCVARIANCE
IF( IOPT2-1)52,53,52
53 DC 55 I=1,NS
DO 55 J=1,NS
IF( I-J )59,56, 59
56 CC 57 L=i,NPS
































































IF(NS .NE. I) CCTO (397
R2 (1 ,1)=1./R2(1, p
GOTO '9S6
997 CALL CMINVf20,NSR2,DETERMII1WORKIERR)
C CCPLTE CRCSS TERPS FCR INITIAL EESICN
S96 CALL DPMGG(R,2C,R2,2C,G,NS,NS,R4,20,IEP)
CALL DPCC(R4,20,11,2CNGNSNGR3,2C, TER )























12, 1, IER )
2.CC4CROS 11
OLDR=MODERR+E S1CLD+XCLC
















kI TH CIFFERENT CONSTANTS
TFE LCCAT ICN CF ,3,24H S
WR[TE(6,2Cl)























































204 FORMAT (1-0, 25X,80t-0PT IMIZA TION PROCEEDED U
IBJECTIVE FUNCTICN WAS LESS TI-AN:,F6.3)
WRITE(6,2C5)
205 FORMAT(1F0,25X,27HINITIAL CESIGN IS GIVEN
WRITE (6,206 )(INIT (I), I=1,NS)
2C6 FORMAT(H ,3913,13/)
WRITE(6,207) XCOSTCLDR
2C7 FORMAT(1-0,25X,26CCST CF INITIAL CESIGN I
IROR VARIANCE,D13.6)
WRITE(fgC) ESTOLC,MCDERRXCLD
5000 FCPPAT(lf-C,25X,121-VARIANCES: , 11-ESTIMATI
16,7H CRCSS ,013.6)
WRITE(6,2C8)





211 FORMAT(1HC,25Xv2HINITIAL A PCSTEPICRI CCV
00 212 I=1,NG
212 WRITE(6,203)(R5(IJ),J=1,NC)











N I IL MAXIMLM CHANGE IN C
B Y:)
S ,F9.2,2X,22[INITIAL ER








































I CCUNT= ICCUNTi I
DC EC I=l,NS






C SEARCH ALL ELEMENTS IN A PCW
00 84 J=1,NG
C CHEC IF ELEMENT J IS AN ALLOWEE SITE
IF (J-I0(IND)) 84,83,85
C CHECK TFAT ELEMENT IS NCT A NCN ZERC CNE
83 00 300 NN=1,NS
IF (J-INIT(NN)) 300,85,300
3CO CONTINUE
C SET ELEMENT J TC CORRESPONCING F VALUE
86 H(I,J)=Hl(IN0)
C FORM F MATRIX ACCORDING TO TYPE CF ERPCR
IF (IOPT2-1) 91,9C,91
90 0 100 II=1,NG
DIVl=H(III)/D5CRT(ER(Ih0))
F( I I,2 )=CCMPLX(DIVI,0 .CDC)
ICO F(II,1)=CMPFLX(0.0C0,0.0CO)
DO 6CCC KK=i,NPS
IF (IOLD .EQ. 10(KK)) GCT 6CC1
6000 CCNTINUE
6 C DI V2=.LCH/[SQR T (ER (1<1) )










N A I NC218
MA INC2 IS
MA INC220

































F( ICLH,1 )=CC14PLX (0.0C0,CIV2)
C COMP:TE CHANGES IN CCVARIANCE
























































, 83,20,NCNC, 1, R3, 20, ER)
CF CRCSS TERM CF TRUE ERPCH V
,20 ,R 3,20 ,NGNG, 1,R 4, 2C, IER)
,-20,R4,20, 1,NGNCR IC, I, IER)









































2=R11 (1 ,1 )
DNMGG(GAPNA,-2C,P3,2C,1,NGNC,91C,1, IEP)
CMMCC( RIO, 1,GAMMA, 20, 1,NG, 1,RI11 1, IER)
FIRST .NE. 1) GCTC 350
INDIC5 .EC. 0) GCTC 35C





















C CHECK ANC STORE YAXIMLuP DELTA ANC PLACE W-EPE
























































IF (INCI .EQ. 0) GOTO 7000
H(INC,INIT(INCl))=0.C0C
H ( IN I, IN2 )=MA XH
ICF A N= IN E
INIT (I NDI)=INC2






C IF STARTING NEk PRCBLEM WRI






























tEC WASC13.4,28F CeJECTIVE F
5X,34HNEW DESIGN GIVES ERROR VARIANCE CF,1D15.(,12H AAE
.2/26X,21-VARIANCES:ESTIMATICN ,014.6,7H MCCEL ,014.6,
,D14.6)
17)




IF(XVAXL .LE. FRECI) CTC 250
IF (ICCUNT .LE. LIMIT) GOTC 111
WRITE (6,230)
230 FORPAT(1t-O,25X,46f-***44TPIS FROELEM EXCECEC ITERAJICN LIMITS*****)
CCO RIIE(6,7C1) NkhEIGHT(N NAW)








































IFOLNO.,35H CBJECTIVE FUNCTIEN CCEFFICIENT WAS,E16.8)
WRITE(6,7CC2) CVALLE,DELTA
7002 FORPAT(If- ,25X,'LAST OeJECTIVE FUNCTICN VALLE',015.6,' LAST CELTA'
,D15.6)





252 R5 (I ,J )=SAVE2 (I ,J)
DO 253 I=1,NS
DO 253 J=1,NG




















M A I N 0372












DI VENS ICN CCORC (20, 3), SUBJ (20,20)
CC'CNt" 03,C4,XLENXtN2, A EA3, EX, EX2,BE ,NCND1,NC2
GIVEN CCORDINATES EVALLATES CCVARIACE PATPIX CF TIE EXFCfENTIAL




































IF (NC .EC. 3) C=.
IF (NO .EC. 2) E=I.




IF (BE .NE. 0.) GOTC 4C1
























































IF (PE.LE.C.)GO 10 32
V=BE*C(I,J)


















































































IF (EX .LE. C.) GOTC 33
























SLERCLTINE CMNGG ( A ,PC ,A ,NP ,NC ,IN ,2 ,13 ,A ,N5 ,l6)
C TI-IS SUCRCUTINE MULTIPLIES TWC COMPLEX VAIRICES A*B ANC PUTS 1FE RESLLT
C IN CCVPLEX C. NA IS TFE PCWS YCU WANT TO MULTIPLY IN A, NP ARE THE RCWS
C EQUAL TO THE CCLUV'NS CF A, NC APE TI-E CCL UVNS CF C. IF A IS REALLY T-F
C TRANSPOSE CF Tf-E TRANSFERRED MATRIX PAKE NA NEGATIVE.
C SIVILAPLY FCR e VA)FE NP NEGATIVE






C (I, < ) = (0.0 co ,O .0 C )O
DO 2CCC J=1,N2
IF (NA .GT. 0) GC TC 2(C I
C (IIK )=C ( 1,K)+.A( JI1 )-8(JK)
k GCTC 2CO00
2C01 IF(NH.CT. C) CC1C 2C02
C( I ,K )=C( I K) +A I , J )*f- (K, J
CCTC 2CCO




























































REAL*8 SU?,SCfCSSCPCSS(20,1 ),CSQRTXN,XI,XJXINT, 2,C', ,XX







































REAL FLrCTICN X INT*8(XJX I)
REAL*8 SI,52,S3,S4,E3,C4,ApPItX I,XJ













D 3 = S 3
04=S4
CALL AREA(AP)













X IN ICC 14
XIN C C 15
X I N T C C 1
X INTC017


























































































XLEN 1, XLEN2,AREA3,EX,EX2 ,BE ,NGND I1N2
0) WRITE (6,50)




























































IF (03 .GF. 04) CCTC 10
C








3 ,E XtE X 2,EE, FC, t CIvNE2
. 03) 1FET12=PI/2.C
03 .AND. V .LE. 04) THET12= OlAP
























C CASE kFEN 3 IS GPEATER TFAN C4
C
IF(V .LE.




. [4 .ANC. V .LE. 03) TFET12=Pl/2.CC- ARCCS(04/V)





































REAL 8 X,FIF2,FC,F ,P ,XL ,S2 ,DSRT ,EXF
13, C4,0EXrEX2,CEC IS T











IF (X .1T. .C50C) GC IC 2CC
IF(EX .NE. 0.) FC=DEXP(-DEY*X)
IF(EX? .NE. 0.) FO=CEXPE-CEX2*(X**2.))































































t2C3 S4=CDSQRT(. O+(1 .E0/XLL)**4.)

























COVCN 3,04,XLEN I, XLEN2,AREA3,EX ,EX2 ,BENG ,ND 1,002
H= (B-A ) /N




























Following is a data card description and listing of the
rainfall generator described in Chapter 4.
The program generates exterior characteristics from exponen-
tial distributions. Interior generation is done by sampling from the
spectrum of a single exponential correlation function.
There are two options of graphical output representation.
One is a linear hyetograph, plot of rainfall distribution in time at
any given station. The other is 2-dimensional areal plots of the storm
at a given time.
Both point and mean areal intensity values can be generated.
As it stands, the program uses a constant correlation param-
eter for all generated storms. Similarly it is presently programmed
for a given storm velocity moving in the direction of the defined
x axis.
The generator is programmed in Fortran IVG and was tested
in an IBM 370/168. Core requirements are about 220K.
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Data Cards for Rainfall Generator
Card No. Variable Description Format
1 IOPTST(N), N=1,25 Id's of stations whose 2512
hyetograph is desired
2 ISKIP time intervals at which 13
2-dimensional storm
graphs are desired
MAXTIM maximum number of 13
2-dimensional plots,
per storm, desired.
Default value is 5
3 XLEN length in miles in the
x direction of area
(if rectangular) F6.0
YLEN length in miles in the
y direction of area
(if rectangular) F6.0
NX grid dimension in x
direction 15




NPTS number of points in area 15
ISEED odd integer less or equal
to 5 digits, seed for random
number generator 15
IND1 0 generate point coordinates
in regular grid
1 read coordinates of points 12
IHARM number of harmonics used
in generation 110
IPLOT 1 graph output hyetograph
2 do 2 dimensional plots
of storm
3 do both types of plots 13
4 MTAU mean time between storms F10.0
VTAU variance of time between
storms F10.0
MDEPTH mean storm depth F10.0
VDEPTH variance of storm depth F10.0
MTDUR mean of storm duration F10.0
VTDUR variance of storm duration F10.0
5 U storm speed (mph) F10.0
C correlation function param-
2 6 4 eter F10.0
Description Format
Card No. Variable
DELPER percent time interval of
undimensional hyetograph F10.0
VMIN synoptic standard deviation
at a point, noise or std. dev.
related to rainfall before
storm reaches point F10.0
YEARS number of years of generation
desired F10.0
AREAL "Areal" for average areal
intensities, "point" for
point intensities A4
6 PINT(I) ordinates of
I=1,...1/DELPER undimensional hyetograph 10F8.4
7 VINT(I)
I=1,...l/DELPER std.dev.(in pct.) of
undimensional hyetograph l0F8.4
8 IX10 Thes variables are odd 15
1IX20 integers 15





















0C THIS PROGRAM GFNERATFS STCRMS EXTERIORS IND INTERTORS
C------AUTHORS R. L. BRAS AND W. HILL
INTEGER ETC
RFPL INT(50,60),MTAUMTEUR,MDEPTH
COMMON /A/ RES (10,60),TCTDEP(50),X(50),Y(50),COoRDX(50),INT,












IF (IND1 .EQ. 0) GOTO 9











IF (IPLOT.NE.1.AND.TFLOT.N.3) GOTO 100
CALL PLOT1
100 CONTINUE
TF (IPLOT.NE.2.AND.TFLOT.NE.3) GOTO 110
CALl. PLCT2
110 CONTINUE














































INPUT ALL NECESSAIY DATA FOR SUBROUTINES
TNTEGER DTC
REAL INT (50,60) ,TAU,,MTLUR,,DvPTi
COMMON /A/ RES(10,60) ,TCTDW (50) ,X(50) ,Y (50) ,COORDX (50) ,TNT,
1COORDY (50) , VTNT (50) , AINI (50) ,PINT (50) , VPTNT (50) , mTAU, TDUR, MT DUR,
2DFPTH, DE LPER, DTC, MDEPTH, VTA U, VDU R, VDEPTi, TA U, TTOTAL, DATE, TTI ME,3 VMINDTCUXLE~NYLEN,NX,NYNPTS. NDT, NPER,ISEEDIX10,IX20,IX30,
4TOPTST (25),IND1, THAR MrIFLOT, IIp, IREAL
C READ DIMENSIONS GE AFEANUMBER OF POINTS AND DISTANSE BETWEEN THEM
C---TPLOT=1->CALL PLOT1:TPlOT=2->CALL PLOT2:TPLOT=3->CALL BOTH.
READ (5,2) XLEN,YLEN,NX,NY,NPTS,ISEEDIND1,IHARM, IP LOT
WPTTE(6,2001) IHARM




C READ VELOCTTY,C,TIME OF STORM DURATIONITS MENMEAN OF TIMF BETWEEN
C SlORMSDEPTH OF STORM AND PERCENT INTERVAL
RED (5, 3C) NTAU, VT IU,MDEPTH,VT)EPTH,MTDUR,VTDUR
30 FCRMAT(6F10.O)




C READ INTE-NSITY AND ITS VARIANCE
R E D(5,1)(PTNT (I) ,I=1, N PFR)





READ (5, 4) TX 10,-IX20, TX3C
4 FCRM RMAT(315)
T4RITE (6,27)














































R TTF (6, 36)
36 FOFMPT(14 ,20
WRITE(6,37) M




39 FOR M AT (1H , 1.3
X, 'PREA DFPCRIPTIGN:')
LENYLENNXNYNPTS,C,ARiA
,'XLEN (MI) - ',F6. 2, 3X, 'YLEN (Ml) = f -' 6.2,3X,IX = U,






X, 'DUPATTON', F6.2,6X, F8.3)
DEPT HVDFP1 H
X,I*DEP)T H , F6.2,6X, F8. 3)
X, F8.3)
FITE (6,40)
40 FORMI T(10, 20X,UUNDIMtNSIONAL MEAN STORM:')
WRITE(6,41)
o 41 FOPMAT (111 , 20X, ' INT ENSIIY (TN) ',5X,' STD.DEV.')
DO 90 L=1,NPFR
90 WRTTE(6,42) PINT(L) ,VPTNT(L)
42 FORMAT(1H ,25XF8.4,5XF8.4)
WRTTE(6,43) YEARS








































0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
SUFROUTINE EXTER
C GEN"FRAT2S STORM EXTERTOF
TNTEGER DTC
REAL INT (50,60) ,.MTAIJ,MTrrR, MDEPTH
COMMON /A/ RFS (1O, 60), TCTDEP (50) , X (50) ,Y (50) ,COORDX (50) ,TNT,
1COORDY (50) , VINT (50) , AINT (50) , PINT (50) ,VPINT (50) , MTA U, TDJR, MTDUR,
2 DE PT TvD E LPE RDT C ,MD E PT TVT AU, V DU R, VDE PTHjT A UTT OT ALvD A TTT I M, 
3VMINDT,CU,XLFNYLENN(,NYNPTSNDTNPERISEEDTX1OIX20,TX30,
4.IPTST(25),IND1,THAPM ,IF 1OTTSKTP,AREAL
2 G ENFRPTE STORM PARANETEFS
Z I A M1 = 1. 0 /M TA U
ZLA.M2=1. 0/MTrUIR
BFTA=MDEPT H




C CALCULATE TIME OF DURATION OF ACTUAL STORM
CALL GEN (1X20,ZLAM2, TD)
TDUR=TD
C CALCULATE DEPTH OF ACTUAL STORM





























0 0 0 0
SUROTTINE GEN(IXZLAM,I)




















C CALCULATE TIME INTERVAl
DC 1 J=1, NPER




















(50) ,Y (50) ,COORDX (50) ,INT,
















0 0 0 0

























0 0 0 0
SUBROUTINE STORM
C FCRM STORM TNTERIOR BY tU1TIPLYING RESTDUALS PY VINT
INTEGER DTC
REAL TNT (50,60) MTAUMTEUR, MD"PTT-
CC MMON /A/ RES(10,60) ,ICTDEP (50) ,X(50) ,Y (50) ,COOPDX (5C) ,INT,
1COORDY (50) ,VINT (50) ,AINT (50) ,PINT (50) ,VPTNT (50) , M TAU,TDUP, MTDUJP,
2 DEPTH,DELFER,DTCMDEPTH,VTmAVDUR,VDEPTH,TAUTTOTAL,DATETTIMF,
3VMTNCTCTJ,XLEN,YLEN,NXNYNPTSNDTNPEPTSEEDIX10,IX20,TX30,













4 INT (K,J) =AVG+FES (KJ) *VA
IF (INT (K, J) .LT. 0.) INI (K, J)=0.





































COMMON /A/ RES (10,60) ,TCTDEP (50) ,X (50) ,Y (50) ,COOPDX (50) ,TNT,
1COOPDY (50) ,VINT (50) ,AINT (50) , PINT (50) , VPTNT (50) ,MT U,TDUP , T DUP,





1 FORMAT(1H1,20X,'GENERATED STORM INFORMATION')
WRITE(6,45) U,TDUR,DFPTE
45 FORMAT (1H0,20X,'VTELOCITY = ,fP6.2,3X,'DjRATION(HRS)=',T
1AL PFAL MEAN DEPTH(IN) ',F8.4)
WRITP(6,46) DATE
46 FCPNMT(1H0,20X,'DATE CF OCCURANCF FROM INITITL TIME(DA





20 FORMAT (1H0,3XI TIMEI,3X, AR PEA ID',3X,'XCOoRD (MI)',3X,'






4 WRIT E (6,9) TIM, C, OOR D X (I) ,COOR DY (I) , RES (IJ) , INT (TwJ)

















































0  S 00
0SUBROUTINF TO CALCULATE COORDTNATES IN UNIFOPM GRID
C PCTNTS ARE ASSUMPD IN CENTER OF EACH GRID
SUBROUTINE COORD
RE Al INT (50,60) , MTA AUvMTTUp, MDEPTH
INTEGER DTC
COMMON /A/ RES(10,60),TCTDEP(50),X(50),Y (50),COORDX (50),INT,
1COORDY (50) ,VTNT (50) ,AINT (50) ,PINT (50),VPTNT (50) ,MTAU,TDUR,MTDUP,
2DEPTH, DELPERDTCMDEPTH,VTAUVDURVDEPTHTA1JTTOTALDATETT.ImE,
3VMN, DTC, UXLNYL EN,NXNYNPTSNDT,NPFR,ISEED,IX10,IX20,IX30,
4IOPTST (25) , IND1, IH ARMTF LOT, ISKIP,A REAL
DX=XLEN/NX
DY=YLEN/NY














































REAL IN I(5(,60) , MTA U#, TEUR, MDISPT H
COMMON /A/ RES (10,60) ,TCTDEP(50) ,X(50) ,Y (50),CCORDX (50) ,INT,
1COORDY (50),VINT(50),AINT (50) ,PTNT (50),VPINT(50),MTAUTDUR,M1TDUR,
2DEPTH, DELPEPDTC, MDEPTH, VTAU, VDUR, VDEPTH, TAUTTOTAL, DATE,TTIME,
3VMuIN,DT,C,U, XL'EN,YLFN, NXNYNPTSNDT, NPERTSEEDIX10,IX20,IX30,











C...... APFAL='APEAl' POTNT' IT IS INPUTED WITH OTHER DATA.
IF (AREAL.GT.XM) GOTO 45
LAMDPh= (4./(L1*L2*COS (X3) *SIN (X3) ))*SIN ((Li *COS (X3) *X1)/2.)*




DC 25 L=I, NDT
DC 25 K=1,NPTS












































SUF ROUTTNE R(;N (X1,X2,X3,X4)
INTEGER DTC
RFAL TNT (50,60) , MTAU, mTrUR,, IDEPTR
CCMMON /A/ RES(10,60),TCTDEP (50) ,X(50) ,Y (50) ,COOPDX (50) ,INT,
1CGORDY (50) ,VINT (50) ,ATNT (50) ,PINT (50) ,VPINT (50) ,MTAUTDURMTDUR,
2 DEPTHDELPERDTC,MDPT,vTATJVDUR,VDEPTH,TAITTOTALDATETTIME,














PG F N 0002
RG EN000 3
RG EN0004















(ISEED, ISF e, R)
(I SEF-D, TSFF D, F)
00
0SUBROUTINF PLOT1
C<<<THTS PLOTS EPTH OF RAIN IN A TIME VS. DEPTH GRAPH. (6STATIONS).
INTEGER D'IC
INTEGFR CPTSTA
REAL INT (50,60) , MTA U, T EUR, MDEPT11










D.AT CHAR/' ', '-',o' I , +1, m'/
DATA CODE/'1','2','3','41, 5#,'6' ,'*1/
C...... CPTSTl->CPTIONS OF WHTCH STPTIONS SHOULD BE PRINTED







IF (OPTSIA(1).LE.0) GOTC 78
DC 200 N=1,6
200 IF(OPTSTA (N).LE.0) CPTETA (N)=N
IF (!PEAL.LT.CHAP (5)) GCTO 750













































PLOT (I,J) =CHAR (1)
IF ((1-1) . EQ. (10* (1/10))) PLOT (I, J) =CHAR (3
EF ((J-1) . FQ. (5* (J/5) )) PLOT (IJ)=CHAR (2)














IY=MAXIY+C. 4999 -MAXIY*INT (OPTSTA (ISTIT),
IF (IY.GT.MAXIY) TY'=MAXIY
IX9=IX+ISIZF-i
IF (PLOT (IX, TY) .GE.CODF (1) .AND. PLOT (IX, IY)
IF (PlOT (IX , TY) . NE. CHAR (1) . AND.
A PLOT(IXIY).NE.CHAR (2) AND.










IF (STCRE (1) . EQ. PLOT (TIX, TY)) GOTO 65
TX/ISIZE+1) /SCALF'Y
FAILSAFE







































0IF (STORF (1) .LT. CODF (1) ) GO






























IF (IY.NE,.(10*IY/10)) GOTO 110
= SCALEY* (MAXIY-IY)/MAXITY






J= (1+ 1) /2




















FORMAT ('I DEPTH (INCHES)
6 =',F10.3,' AREAL VLUES')
CONTINUE
T(IXIY) ,TX=1,MAXIX)
(PLOT (IX, IY) , IX 1, MAXIX)
1) *0. 1
TIME(HOURS)')
STORM HYETOGRAPH: TTIE OF OCCURANCE
(N) ,N=1,6)
', Al,' -> STATICN NUMBFR',IT5)











































C--->>>IHIS IS A 2D (LENGHT VS. LENGTH) GRAPH.
INTEGER ETC
PEAL INT(50,60) ,MTA-UMTEUR,MDEPTH
COMNON /A/ RES(10,60),TCTDEP(50),X(50),Y(50),COORDX(50),I INT,
1CCOPDY (50) , VINT (50) , AINI (50) ,?INT (50) ,VPINT (50) IMTAtUTDURMTDUP,
2DEPTHDELPERDTCMDEPTH,VTAU,VDUR,VDEPTHTAUTTOTAL,DATETTIAE,
3VMINDT,C,U,XLENYLEN,NXNYNDTS, NDTNPEPrISFEDIX10,IX20, IX30,





C /'X',I;' *, 1, : 1,.1 1 '/EDOC ATl D
DATA CFAR/I , -, l,+ ,M/
DATA CODE/' ',I, .,* ,O , ,XX/ 0
C NVALUE->THR NUMPER OF PCSSIBLE CHARACTERS GRAPHED
NVUTF=6
NVALUF=NVALTJE+1
C---M IS THE ST7E OF THE PLOTTED SQTJAPE(CRIGTNlILY 3 X 3).



































































DO 1 J=1,MAXTIM ACTIVATING THIS
J=IDTIM N
IF (J.GT.NDT) GOTO 70
STATEIFANT->JN ITS IN GLOBAL
DO 1 I=1,NPTS
IF (INT (1,J) .LT.DMTN.AND.INT(IJ) .GT. (10.** (-4))) DMIN=INT (I,J)
IF (INT (IJ) .GT. DMAX) DMAX=INT (I, J)
IF (.Mt X. LT. (10.** (- 4) )) DMAX=10. ** (-4)
IF (DMAX.TE.DMIN) DMIN=. 99999*DMAX
TF (AREPL.GT.CH?.R (5)) GOTO 531
WPITF (6,997) DAT7
GOTO 532
531 WPITE (6,980) DATE
532 CONTINUE
IE M P=DT* (TDTI ME- 1)





















































0 10 7JJ=1, M1Y
PLOT (I+II-1,MAXJ1- (J+JJ
IF (J1.Q.1) FOT(I+11-
IF (II.EQ.1) PLOT (I+TT-
IDTIME) -DMITN) / (DMAX-DMIN)
-1))=CODE (III+2)
1, MAX1 1- (J+JJ-1) )-=CHAR (2)










WRITE (6,990) (PLOT(IJ),T=1, M AXI)
CONTINUE
DO 65 N=1,eAXI,15









WFITE (6, 992) CODE (1)
DO 60 N=2,NVALUF
T F.MPP=DMIN+ (N-1) * (DMAX-E MTN) /NVA LUF


















































994 FGR M T(' ', 10 X
995 FORMAT (I ', E9











5X,A,' = NO PREC
XA 1,'=
,6 (E 15.5) )
.3,' MTLFS', 100A 1)
GRAP(ARF L) . TIME OF
GRAPH(PCTNT) . TIME OF
TDPNTTFICA-TION ',17,'
1)
ETER EXCEFDFD TN PLOT2')
IPITATION')







































Following is a data card description of the finite differ-
ence rainfall-runoff model described in Chapter 5. The model should
be used to obtain the mean solution resulting from a mean rainfall
input. It will give discharge hydrographs at any desired element from
which values for el (ky(t)) or E' ( A(t)) can be evaluated. Itk (ky) or E(kAt)cnbevlad.I
would also punch out in cards all the elements of the matrix
evaluated at the mean solution.
Punched cards will be in the format and order necessary
for use by the network design program (Appendix 7) after the following
simple rearrangements.
Without altering general output order:
1) Group all cards with
format 18X, D10.3, 2X, D10.3
2) Follow by group with format l0X,13,2X,I3,2X,Dl0.3.
3) Follow by group with format 13X,13,2X,I3,2X,Dl0.3.
The program is programmed in Fortran IV G and operational
in an IBM 360 or 370 or equivalent. It utilizes approximately
250 K.
The program is adequate for use as a general rainfall
runoff model (see Bras, 1974), if the card punch in subroutines
FLOW, QUPS and QLAT are suppressed. For use together with the network
- 287 -
design procedure suggested in this work the condition that
1< AtM A -- < 1.3 A5-1k k Ax -
for all elements k at all times is required. This condition assures
the stability of the finite difference scheme discussed in Chapter 5
(see Bras, 1972, and Bras, 1974, for further discussion).
For general rainfall runoff use, the model is always stable
and condition A5-1 is not a limitation. The reader is again referred
to Bras, 1972, and Bras, 1974, for general discussion of the rainfall
runoff model.
A listing of the model follows the data and description.
Present array dimensions limits the number of elements
in the basin model to 50. For use with the network design program,





NSTRM No. of storms to be run
TITTLE General title of run
Must be blank
TITTRE Title of problem
(each storm is a problem)
ICA 1 read catchment data













do not, reuse values of
preceding problem
or 0, punch QOBS or not






















5 (always needed if ICA = 1)
NSEG no. of segments 15
NRG no. of raingages (max. 50) F10.0
AROOF area of typical roof in F10.0
sq.ft.
NDISCH no. of discharge points
per roof 12
DROOF linear roof discharge
cfs/in/outlet F5.0
6a (note: a pair of cards 6 and 6B are
needed for each element)
ISEG(I) segment descriptor A4
IUP(IJ) (J=1,3) 3A4
segments directly upstream
of segment I 4A4
ILAT(I,J) (J=1,4) lateral segments to I




4 a and m are given, Qmax= oo
5 overland flow - turbulent




7 junction (dummy segment)
8 gutter
1 print discharge from
segment I
0 do not
length of segment I







1 width of segment
2 pipe diameter (ft)
3 width at 1 ft. depth
4 a
5 width of segment






























LGIV(I) 1 read parameters (10X,12)
and m directly
0 do not read
(note: this feature is only used to read a. and
m for an overland segment with ITYPE(I) = 5 or 6
NROOF(I) number of houses 12
in segment I
GROOF(I) % of roof discharging F3.0
directly into gutters
MAELEV(I) elevation of manhole F3.0
corresponding to pipe
segment I (ft)
6B RCOEFF(IJ) weighting coefficients 40F2.0
J=1,NRG for raingages
7 (use after cards describing all segments -
after all cards 6 and 6B and only if LGIV






















time increment (At in min.)
output sampling interval (min)





time increment (At in min.)
output sampling
interval (min)
end of computations (min)
time to maximum rainfall
intensity (hrs)





No. of rainfall data points
output sampling
interval (min)




























factor for output, usually 1
and along with card 10,
hyetograph time)




(together with each 11)
P.(XJ) J=1,NRG
Rainfall intensity (in/hrs)






No. of rainfall data points
output sampling interval (min)
end of computations (min)
time increment (min)
optional scaling factor
for output, usually 1
(if INDX 1)

















no, of sections in segment I,
spatial intervals
(if INDX=l, and only if there are more than
25 segments in model)
NDX(I), I = 1,25
(note: remember that the index I corre-











be in, blank if no infiltration)
initial lump loss of rainfall
if desired (in)
initial loss rate in Horton's
equation (in/hr)
steady lose rate in Horton's
equation (in/hr)
















CO C N /6LOCOt/ IOUTINPT,NLMAXLNATSEG,NRG,K SEG ( 5C)
CCMPCN /BLOCO?/TITLE(2C),TITRE(18),NPACE
COPMCN /BLOC03/ILCSSFCFCFK ,DETEM\5C) ,T INFIL(SC) , PEPVqCIP
COPNCN /BLOCO5/ IPRf5O)vFLCTf150 )SLOPE( CO) ,FRNI 5C)
CCH'CN /eLCCI i/CTGIV(5 0,AIFCcFNCISC[, ERCCF,GPOCF (5C),NCROF( SC)













210 FORMAT(//26X,1 HFLEm ROUTINGC- ,43HKIN\EMATIC THE
1RENCE METIOC//)
NL = NL + 3
19 CON I INLE
00 1028 JMJ=1,NSTRM
REAM(LNPT,53.02) TIrTEICA,IPLU I,INCX, INCOIIN012
53C2 FOR MA T ( 1A4 ,312 211)
91 CALL PACE
IF(ICA.EC.0) CC TO 5305
CALL CATCH
5305 CONTINUE
CALL RAIN(IPLUl, INCX )
20 WRITE(ICUT,218)
218 FORMAT( /2fX(,21I-lNFITtT9ATICN MCCEL ,12-1CRTCN'S
NL = NL + 3









































90 NL=NL 4 13
IARITE(ICUT,6005) ILCSSFCFCFKCPERV,CMP
6CC5 FORPAT(///48X,23HINFILTRATICN PAR AETERS//
I 5CX,IHINITIAL LCSS =,F5.2,7H I?\CFES/
2 43X,19JINITIAL LOSS RATE =,F5.2,9JC1 INCHES/HR/
I 43X,1eSTEAEY LCSS PATE =,F5.2,1O0f INCES/VR/
4 4CX,24HEXPONENTIAL DECAY RATE =,F5.3,12H INUTES1*-1/
5 40X,2(1PERVICUS CETENTION DEPTF =,F5.3,7H INCHES/
6 4CX,28PIFPEPVlCUS CETENTICN CEPT- =,F5.317 INCI-ES)































N = ITYPE(I )
GO 10 (2C,3C,4C,SC,5C,7C,eC
90 Z1=SQRT (PARAM ( I, 1) )
Z2=1.+(PARA'( 1,1 )**2.)
ALPHA(I)=1.182/FRN.(I)*SCRT(
EM ( I )= 1.33







FLGT (50 ), SLOPE( SC) , FRN ( 5C), 10TRA 1, TDEP
,STC (50) ,FLEV (50)
),EM (50)
),NUX(50),CX(5C),ELEMAX(5C)
,50 ), PAR AN' (50, 2), CPCCF (50 ), RCCF (5C)
,ARCOFNDI SCH , CRCCF ,CRCCF (50) , CCF (50)
SLCPE(1))*((Z1/(1.4SQRT(22)))**(2./3.))
20 ALPHA(I) = 1.4V/FRN(I)*SQRT(SLCPE(1))/PAPAN'(I,1)














































































64 QMAX (I) = 10.**10





FLCTF( I)=AREDIF/PARAM( I,1 .
























































6CCO FORMAT (//46X,28HKINEPATIC CHANNEL PARAPETEPS//
1 4?X,7fSEGMENT,3X,5IALPI4A,6X,1HM)
NL = NL + 5
00 12C I=1,NSEC
IF (NL - MAXL 4 1
122 CALL PAGE
WRITE (ICUT,6CCC)
121 NL = NL + I
WRITE (ICUT,6001)














































CCUT (50 )CSEG(5C ),JOLT (5C
NCX (50) , EX 150), EL EMAX (50)
C),PARAr(5C,2),CPCCF(50),f-RCCF(5C)
RCCF,ND IS CH, [ROOF CROOF ( 5C ) ,NRCOF( 5C)
APCCFNCISCFCPCCF
C PEAD CATCFMENT CATA
WRITE(ICUT,7500)AVCCF,CISCfCROOF
75CC FORMAT(//13X,12HROoF AREA = ,F8.2,8- (SC FT),4X,23FC. CF CISC





























ETEPS, 3Xt6 EFOUSES, 2X ,t31GUT)
= NL + 7
CO 10 I=1,NSEC
REAC (IAPT,5002) ISEG







(1),SLC E(I ),FPN I
),INRCCF( I ),
5CC2 FCRMAT(fA4,211 ,F6.C,4F5.0,IOX,21?,F3.0,F3
IF(ITYPE(I) .Q. 5) GCTC 3F




10 WRITE (ICUT,6002) ISEC(I), (IUP(IJ),J=l1,3








































I F14.0 ,F8.4#,I0.3 ,F1I.3, F9.3,3X , 12,2X, S.4)
IF (NL - MAXL 4 1C) 14,1,5
15 CALL PACE
IriRITE (IULT,60C1)
14 NL = NL + 4
C SET-UP CCPPUTATICN SEQUENCE
CALL SEC
















































COPCMNE /PLOC16/ INWAT(5C),0UTWAT(5C )
COU"CN /PLCC17/LG IV (5C ),ARCCF ,NiISCH, CRCF,CPOCF (5C ),fNCOF( S C)
COFMON /HLOC18/IHETM(SC)
C COMPUTE FLCWS AT T + CT
T = T + CT
DO IC I=1,NSFG
K = KSEGII)
IF (ITYPE(K) - 7)




























F L C 1C014
FLC( C 15
FLOCC 16





























A (K, H = (CUP/ALP)**(1./YEM)
DC 20 J=?,9N





















A (K, J)=A (K, J-1)*( (A (K , J-1)**XE? )-Al)+A L AT*A l+A A( KJ










Q2 (K )=OL P*( A ( K )**YEN)
CALL WATERO(K)









































































COPMCN /BLOCOs/IPR(50),FLGTH(5C), 1LOPE(sc),FRN(5C),TCTRAli ,1nEP
C0 PCN /PLCC10/ CTECCPPSIT, IPRNT, IRA IN,CTSTO(5C ), INCRA
COPPON /BLOC12/A(50 ,5C),AA (50,50)
COPMON /BLOC13/TRAIN(250),P(250,5),NOP,IN05(50),IN06(5C),INC7(50)
CONPCN /ELC14/ITYPE(50),NCX(50),EX(5C),ELEMAX(5C)
COPMON /RLOC15/RCCEF(50,50) ,P A RA(509,2),CPCCF(50),FRCCF(5C)
COGMCN /BLOC17/LGIV(5C),ARCOFNDISCHCRCCFCPCCF (5C) ,IPCCF(50)
C PREPAREC EY RAFAEL ERAS JAN 1973
C COPPLTEX EXCESS PRECIPITATICN AT SECPENT K





30 IF(NRCCF(K).EC.0) GCTC 200
TAREA=PARAM(K,1)*FLGTH(K)
AP=((QROOF(K)*NRCOF(K))/TAREA)*(l.-GRCCF(K))*4320C.




















I NF IC C07
INF I C CC E
INF ICC09
INFICclc



























































































































































































90 A P=AVG*(I.-EXP(-CETEN(K )/ IMP))






























I TRAIN = 1


















LtCll/ C1 (50) ,Q2(50)
LOC12/A(cSC,5C),AA(5








( 5C) , 0TTRA I , TDEP
5C),ELEV(50)
,TIPRNT, IRAIN,DTSTO( C),INDRA




















I N IT C C C 7
INI TCC08
t ITCCC9






1 N I I C C 16
INIT17l






















N = NDX(K) + 1
DO 2C J=lN
AA(KJ )=0.

























3 IF (X - ISEGf)) 10,5,10
5 ITRAN = I
RETURN
10 I = 1 4 1
IF (I - NSEG) 3,3,20
20 ITRAN = C
RETURN
END




























C COMPUTE LATERAL INFLOW RATE TO SEGMENT K
K = K
QLAI = C.
IF IIT'VPEIK) - 5) 5,30,5
5 IF (ITYPE(K) - 6) 10,30,10
10 QPR = CSUML(K)
DO 15 J=1,4
IF (JLAT(KJ)) 15,15,2C











































































































































































C BLOCK RAINFALL OBSERVATION TYPE (CNE TC FIVE RAINGAGES)
30 REAC(IKPT,150) NCP,OSIECOMP,OTCACFS
150 FORIAT(15,4F10.0)
35 IF(IPLUI.EQ.4) URITE(IOUT,6543) OT
6543 FORtJAT(IH0,15X,'RAINFALL INTENSITV AS FCR PRECEECING STCRP'/
120X,00T (PINUTES) = ',FL0.3/)









9CO FORPAT(///20X,'TIPE IhCREMENT (0INUTES) =',F8.2/
121X,'OUTPUT SAMPLING INTERVAL (PINLTES) =',F8.2/







IF(INCX.EC.0) CC TO 1001
C INPLU CF THE SPACE INCREPENTS FCR THIS RUN
READ(INPT,173) (NDX(I),I=1,25)








































IF(NL - IVAXL+ 10) 191,191,192
192 CALL PAGE
191 WRITE(ICUT,179)




















813 FORPAT(1IHC,30X,'TE SPACE CESCRIPTICN IS ICENTICAL TO THE CESCRIPT






















































69 FORMAT(-//40X,'******RCCF CVERFLCWEC-EXECUTICN TFRMINATING4444***)
CALL EXIT
















































































B = (TCUT - (T - CT))/CT
DO 61 J=1,NCUT
K JOUT(J)
61 QOUTIJ) = 014K) +( 2(K) - CI(K))*E






























































6C80 FORMAT(2CX,'PRESSURE FLOW-SEGMENT ',A4,' TIPE = ',F1C.1,' ALPhA =1
1,F12.5,' STORAGE = 'F10.2,' CF')
GOTC 9CL
9CC WRITE(IOUT,9911)ISEG(I),TALPHA(I),STC(I)
9917 FORMAT(20X,'PRESSURE-FLOW-SEGMENT S,A4,' TIME = ',FIC.1,' ALPHA ='












































































3086 FORMAT(//10,'TOTALS TOTAL RAIN',F17.5,4X,F15.5,7X,F15.5,3X,Fil
1.5)
WRITE(ICUT,3087) TCTIN,TCEFPCT
























































































































IF (ITYPE(I) - 5) 71,72,71
71 IF (ITYPE(I) - f) 70,72,70
72 N = 0
DO 73 J=1,4
IF (JUP(U,J)) 13,73,74
74 N = 1
73 CONTINUE
IF (N) 75,75,7C











































82 IF (ITEST(Il)) 81,81,8C
80 I = I + I
IF (I - NSEG) 82,82,83
83 I = 1
NIT = NIT + 1
IF (NIT - 3*NSEC) 20,20,149
20 IF (II - NSEG) 82,120,120
81 N = 0
DO 90 J=1,3
IF (JUP(IJ)) 90,90,91
91 K = JUP(IJ)
IF (ITEST(K)) 92,92,90




w 96 K = JLAT(IJ)
IF (ITESTIK)) 91,97,95
97 N = 1
95 CONTINUE
IF (N) 11C,10,EC
110 II = II + 1
KSEG(II) I
ITESl(I) I
IF (II - NSEG) EC,120,120
120 IF (NL - 14AXL + 10) 121,.121,122
122 CALL PAGE
C OUTPUT COMPUTATION SEQUENCE
121 N = 0
WRITE (ICUT,6008)
6008 FORMAT (//5CX,2CHCCMPUTATION SEQUENCE//52X,5HINCEX,
1 3X,7HSEGMENT)







































IF (ITYPE(K) - 4) 131,131,140
131 NN = C
00 135 J=1,3
IF (JLPT(K,J)) 136,136,134
136 IF (JUP(K,J)) 135,135,134
134 NN = 1
135 CONTINUE
IF (NN) 133,133,140
133 N = I
IF (NL - MAXL 4 1) 143,143,142
142 CALL PACE
WRITE (ICUT,60C8)
143 NL = NL + 1
WRITE (ICUT,6009) K,ISEG(K)
6CC9 FORFAT (52XI3,6XA4,6X,221-FISSING INFLCW SEGMENT)
GO TO 13C
140 IF (N1 - MAXL + 1) 144,144,14
145 CALL PAGE
WRITE (IOLT,6CCE)





149 WRITE (ICUT,6011) II,(ITEST(J),I=ltSEG)

























































C PREPARED BY RAFAEL BRAS JAN 1973

















IF (CUP - Cf'AX (()) 30,30,15
15 IF (QPR - QPAX(K)) 21,25,25
21 PDT = (QUP - QPAX(K))/(QUP - QPR)







































22 STO(K) = 0.
23 STC(K) = STO(IK) - CTS*(CUP - QMAX(K))/2.*PCT
QUP = QMAXIK)
RETURN
25 STO(K) = STO(K) + ((QPR + QUP)/2. - QMAX(K))*DTS
QUP = VMAX(K)
RETURN
30 IF (CPR - QMAX(K)) 31,31,32
31 IF (STC(KI) 40,40,41
40 RETURN
-32 PDT = (QPR - QMAX(K))/(QPR - QUP)
STOIK) = STOIK) - PDT*DTS*(QPR - QMAX(K))/2.
IF (STC(K)) 33,35,35
33 STO(K) = C.
35 QUP = QMAX(K)
RETURN
u 41 STO(K) = STO(K) - (CMAX(K) - (CPR + QUP)/2.)*CTS
4 IF (STO(K)) 42,43,43






C CHECK FOR LAST SEGMENT
IF(I.EC.NSEG) GCTC 135










































































































































































































SUEROUTINE WATER I(KQUP,QLAT, APEP)
REAL INM'T
CUPON N /BLC05/IPR(50),FLGTH(50),SLCPF(5C),FPN(50)
COIVMCN /BLOC1O/ OT,ECCvP,CSI,T,IPRI\T,IRAIN,L1T ,1C(5C),IIEPA
CC PCN /PLCC1?/t(50,50),AA(50,50)
COPPON /PL[C1'/ITYPE(5C),NUX (50),EX (50),ELEPAX (9C)
COPPON /BLOC15/RCOEF(5C,5C),PARA (5C,2),CRCEF(5C),FPCCF(50)
COHPCN /PLCC16/INWAT(50),OUTWAT(5C)








INvAT(K)=INWAT(K) + VLAT + VUP
GO TC 50










75 IN AT(K)=INWifAI( )+VLAT*PARAP()<,1)
GO TO 5C
69 VLAT=QLAT*CTS*FLCT(K)*PARAM(K,1)
IN'ATI( )=IN'AT( ) 4 VLAT
GO TO %C
30 VUP=CUP*CTS













































































The Rainfall,Runoff Network Design Program
The rainfall-runoff network design program is the second
step in the network design algorithm described in Section 5.4.1. It
performs the following funcoL4ns:
') Estimates rainfall model parameters
2) Performs filtering algorithm on incomplete, noisy
rainfall observations
3) Propagates uncertainty through state-space runoff
model
A description of the format and data needs of the program
follows together with a code listing.
The program is coded (as all other programs in this work)
to be compatible with a Fortran IV G compiler and has been operated
in an IBM 370/168 . As it stands, it requires access to I.B.M.'s
Scientific Packages, SL MATH and S.S.P. Similarly, it makes use (in
subroutine filter) of a double precision matrix inversion subroutine,
DMINV, available from the M.I.T. Information Processing Center.
Present array dimensions limit the number of overland seg-
ments, (possible station locations) to 10. Time steps are limited to
15 and the basin model should have 50 or less spatial elements, in-
cluding all elements and their spatial subdivisions. No more than 15
different network alternatives can be tried in a single computer run.
Memory requirements of the program is about 325 K, varying
with compiler and machine needs.
- 334
Once compiled, the program analyzes a network alternative
of the type shown in Chapter 5 for about $1.00 based on M.I.T.'s In-
formation Processing Center charges as of 11/30/74. C.P.U. charges
at that time were $12/minute.
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DATA CARD DESCRIPTION FOR RAINFALL-RUNOFF NETWORK
DESIGN PROBLEM
Variable Description
IPROB = no. of problems to be solved
(alternative forms of matrix H)
NSN(I),I = l,IPROB = number of stations
to be located in each problem
NW = No. of weights - not used
PRECI = precision of optimization, not used
LIMIT = No. of optimization iterations,
not used
NPTS = No. of station locations - same as
no. of overland segments in basin
description
NPS = No. of possible station locations
(< NPTS)






WEIGHT (I), I = 1,NW = weights - not used 8D10.5
(blank card needed)
ID(J), J = 1,NPS id's of possible station
locations, given in ascending order and corres-













6 ER(I), I = lNPS - variance of instrument
measurement error 8D10.5
7 Hl(I), I = 1,NPS = values of H matrix
at possible points 8D10.5
8 CO(I), I = lNPS = costs of stations
at possible locations, not used (llF7.0,3x)
9 NOVER - No. of overland segments 14
NRIVER - No. of stream segments 14
NELEM - Total no. of elements 14
NUPS - No. of streams flowing into 14
another ( NRIVER-1)
NLAT - No. of overland segments flowing 14
into another segment (-NOVER)
NODES Number of stream confluence points 14
10 NODX(I), I=l,NODES
ID of element coming out of node 1515,5x
11 NDX(I),I=1,1,NELEM
Spatial discretization of all elements 2014






Card No. Variable Description Format
Elements of runoff transfer matrix, c'(.)
obtained from mean runoff solution (see
Appendix 5)




JLAT (I) Id of segment being laterally fed by
JJLAT(I). XLAT(I,K), corresponding element of transfer
matrix. Cards obtained from mean runoff solution (see
Appendix 5)
14 JUP(I), JJUP(I), XUP(I,K) I=1,NUPS,K=1,NDTDT
(13x,I3,2x,I3,2x,Dl0.3)
JUP(I) id's of element fed upstream by JJUP .
XUP(I,K) element of transfer matrix given by mean
solution (see Appendix 5)
15 DIS(K),K=1,NDTDT
derivative of basin outlet discharge, mAm
calculated from mean solution (8D10.3)
(See Appendix 5)
16 TDUR - storm duration (hrs) F6.0
U , storm velocity (mi/hr) F6,o
Direc- storm direction (not used) F6.o
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Variable Description
XLEN - length in x direction of area,
optional if coordinates are co be
generated uniformly (mi) F6.0
YLEN , length in y direction (mi) F6.o
C - coefficient of spatial correlation F6.0
NX - grid dimension in x direction 13
(optional)
NY - grid dimension in y direction 13
NPTS - number of points (overland
segments) (optional) 13
NDT - No. of time steps in which storm
is divided 13
OPTI - 1,2 or 3 for single exponential
quadratic or Bessel covariance 12
OPT2 -- 0 or 1 for reading or generating
coordinates 12
17 If OPT2=1
COORDX(I), I=1, NPTS - x coordinates 16F5.0
18 If O'PT2=l
COORDY(I), I=1, NPTS , y coordinates 16F5.0








AINT(J), J=1,NDT - time distribution of
mean storm
VMIN - minimum synoptic standard deviation
of precipitation. This is the noise before
storm arrives. Must be very small but non-
zero for rainfall parameter estimation
purposes
INIT(J), J=1,NS
initial solution or network configuration








C THIS PROGRAM ANALYSES A DATA COLLECTION NETWORK IN REFERENCE TO
C A FININTE DIFFERENCE SOLUTICN OF THE KINEMATIC WAVE EQUATIONS,
C PROGRAM PREPARED BY RAFAEL L. BRAS
C LAST VERSION AS CF 12/3/14
C SUBROUTINE GAMMA WAS PREPARED BY DARIO VALENCIA
C SEE VALENCIA AND SCHAAKE 1972
DIMENSION NOX(15),NSN(15), IUPS(15,3),ILAT(15,2)
REAL*8 XUP(15,15)








I COMMON /A5/ PHI,WEICHT,DIS,ILAT,IUPS,NDXNSNNDIMNELEM,NDTDT
COMMON/A6/ SIG, SIG2,CHIl ,CHI2,BETA,DUMMY
COMMON /A7/ XLAT,XUPJLAT(15),JJLAT(15),JUP(15)hJJUP(15),NOD(15),N
10VERNRIVER,NUPSNLAT NODESIFROB
C READ NETWORK DESIGN DATA
CALL INPTL
C READ RAINFALL EATA AND COMPUTE MARKOV RAINFALL MODEL
CALL RAINFA
C ITERATION ON NUMBER CF PROBLEMS
DO 11 1=1,IPROB
NS=NSN(!)
C INITIALIZE FIRST SCLUTICN
CALL INITI
C
C FIND ERROR COVARIANCE OF RAINFALL AND PROPAGATE THROUGH RUNOFF MODEL
C CALL RCUTINES CESIGN, FILTER , RUNOFF
























































C SUBROUTINE INPUT1 READS IN ALL DATA RELEVANT TO NETWORK DESIGN FOR
C A RAINFALL RUNOFF SYSTEM
C




C READ NUMBER CF CBJECTIVE FUNCTION WEIGHTS; PRECITION; ITERATION LIMITS
C TOTAL NUMBER OF POINTS; NUNBER OF POSSIBLE STATIONS LOCATIONS; NUMB








C READ ID'S OF POSSIHLE STATION LOCATIONS
C ***** IMPORTANT **** READ INDICATORS IN ASCENDING ORDER
C NUMBERING IS CONTINUOUS FRCP LEFT TO RIGHT BOTTOM UP
REAC(5,3) (ID(J),J=1,NPS)
3 FORMAT(2613,2X)









































C READ POSSIBLE ELEMENTS OF MATRIX H
READ(5,4) (HI(I),=lNPS)




C READ INFORMATION tN HYPOTHETICAL CATCHMENT MODEL
REA (5,30) NOVFRNRIVERNELEPNUPS,NLATNODES
C NUPS IS THE NUMBER OF STREAMS FLOWING INTO ANOTHER





























































































































C READ INPUT CATA
REAC(5,1) TDUR,U,DIRECXLEN,YLENCNX,NY,NPTSNOTOPT1,OPT2
1 FORMAT(6F6.0,413,212)
C DIREC .CORRESPCNDS TO ANGLE FRCM FIXED X AXIS IN DEGREES.
C OPTI CAN TAKE VALUES 1,2 OR 3 FOR SINGLE EXP, QUADRATIC EXP OR BESSEL
C CORRELATION










C READ SYNOPTIC MINIMUM VARIANCE
RFAE(5,2) VMIN






































C CALCULATE PARAMETERS A(T),eBT(T)
CALL PARAM (CaVCORAA,8B)
WRITE(6,100)
100 FORMAT(WH1,25X,'MARKOV MODEL RAINFALL APPROXIMATION - PARAMETER ES
1TI MATION' I
WRITE(6,il0) TCURU
101 FORMAT(IHO,12X,'STCRM PARAMETERS: ','DURATION(HRS) ',F5.2,9VELOCIT
IY(MPH) IF5.2)
WRITE(6,102) XLENYLEN
102 FORMAT(lHO,12X,'AREA INFORMATION: *,'LENGTH X DIRECTION(MI1 *,F5.2
1,3X*'Y DIRECTION(MI) *,F5.2)
WRITE(6,103) NPTSOT
103 FORMAT(lH0,12X,'NUMBER OF SPATIAL POINTS #,I4,3X,'TIME INTERVAL(HR
1S) ',F5.3)
WRITE(6,501) C




















































































































































































40 CON T INUE
CALL TRANS(SXv,NPTS,NPTS,SYX)
CALL GAMMA(SY ,SYX,SXY,SXXNPTS,NPTS, 10,10,A,BBT,TrT2,T3)
DO 60 M=1,NPTS
DO 60 L=1,NPTS













































C SUBROUTINE TO FORM NCRMALIZED COVARIANCE MATRIX AND NORMALIZED
C LAG ONE CORRELATION AT EACH POINT
INTEGER OPTI
































































































C SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE CGORDINATES IN UNIFORM GRID










































C SUBROUTINE FOR COMPUTING THE MATRICES A AND BBT
C
C DESCRIPTICN OF PARAMETERS
C Sli, S12, S21, S22: COVARIANCE MATRICES TO BE USED BY THE
C SUBROUTINE
C M.* ACTUAL NUMBER OF ROWS, AND ACTUAL NUMBER OF COLUMNS OF THE
C MATRIX S11; ACTUAL NUMBER CF ROWS OF THE MATRIX S12; ACTUAL
C NUMBER CF COLUMNS OF THE MATRIX S21
C MM: ACTUAL NUMBER OF COLUMNS OF THE MATRIX S12; ACTUAL NUMBER
C OF ROWS OF THE MATRIX S21; ACTUAL NUMBER OF ROWS, AND ACTUAL
C NUMBER OF COLUMNS OF THE MATRIX S22
C IM: SAME AS M BUT DIMENSIONED (IN THE CALLING PROGRAM) INSTEAD
C OF ACTUAL
C IMM: SAME AS MM BUT DIMENSIONED (IN THE CALLING PROGRAM) INSTEAD
C OF ACTUAL
C A: THE RESULTANT MATRIX EQUAL TO S12*INVERSE OF 522 (ACTUAL SIZE:
C M*MM; DIMENSIONED SIZE IN THE CALLING PROGRAM:IM*IMM
C. BBT: THE RESULTANT MATRIX EQUAL TO S1l-S12*INVERSE OF S22*S21
C (ACTUAL SIZE: M*M; DIMENSIONED SIZE IN THE CALLING PROGRAM:
C IM*IM)
C TI: AUXILIARY VECTOR FOR THE COMPUTATICN (DIMENSIONED SIZE IN
C THE CALLING PROGRAM: IMM TIMES IMM)
C T2, T3: AUXILIARY VECTORS FOR THE COMPUTATION (DIMENSIONED SIZE.
C OF EACH ONE IN THE CALLING PROGRAM: IMM)
C
C REMARK
C THIS SUBROUTINE REQUIRES THE SUBROUTINE MINV (FOR MATRIX























































00 30 J=1,MM GAM00410
00 30 I=1,MM GAM00420
L=L+1 GAM00430
30 S22(IJ)=Tl(L) GAM00440
DO 40 I=l,M GAM00450
DO 40 J=1,MM GAM00460
SUM=0 GAM00470
DO 35 K=1,MM GAM00480
35 SUM=SUM+S12(IK)*S22(K,J) GAM00490
40 A(I,J)=SUM GAM00500
DO 50 I=1,M GAM00510
DO 50 J=1,M GAM00520
SUM=0 GAM00530







































C THIS SUBROUTINE SETS INITIAL MATRIX H AND CORRRESPONDING
C MEASUREMENT ERROR CCVARIANCE MATRIX. INITIAL DESIGN COST IS
C ALSO CALCULATED
C READ ID'S OF INITIAL DESIGN
REAC(5,12) (INIT(J) ,J=1,NS)
12 FORMAT(26I3,2X)






























































































COMMON /A2/ ERPORH,COSTHl,EP,CO(10),INIT(10), 10(10)
COMMON /A4/ X(10),Y(10),CCCRDX(10),COORDY(10),VINT(10),AINT(bO),XL
1ENYLEN,VMIN,CU,OT,NX,NY,NPTS,NDT,N,NS,NPS

















CALL F ILTER(AAA ,BBBSlG2,SIG1)
RTIME=K*PT
WRITE(6,75)































































C THIS SUBROUTINE FINDS THE MEAN SQUARE ERROR INVOLVED IN ESTIMATING













































































































































































































105 FORMAT(lH0,'***0ISCFARGE VARIANCE IS ',D10.3)
STDEV=DSQRT (DISVAR)
WRITE(6,106) STOEV




















Following is a listing of the data used with the rainfall-
runoff network design program.
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13
1 1 1 1 ? 2 3 3 3 4
1 C 8 8 15









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































C . 44 6 C
0.0 CC






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































0 . 336 C
0.0 CO






















































































































2 2 C.0 C C
2 3 0.24500
3 2 C.0 DO
3 3 C.264QC
4 2 0.0 C0
4 3 0.264CC
5 2 C.C C0
5 3 0.272CC
6 2 0.0 00
6 3 C.272D C
7 2 0.0 DC
7 3 0.28900
8 2 0.0 DC
8 3 0.289CC
9 2 0.0 CO
9 3 C.72CDC
10 2 0.0 c C
10 3 0.70400




1 2 C. cC C
1 3 0.22100
2 2 0.0 E C
2 3 C.2210C
3 2 0.0 C
3 3 0.23600
4 2 0.0 00
4 3 C.236DC
5 2 0.0 00
3 0.24100
6 2 C.C C c
6 3 0.241 CC



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































I.CEUC 9.461CC 12.05400 CATA0537
12.86200 12.0300 11.1765C0 10.439600 9.8075CC 9.2618CC
6.C 2C.0 c.( C.15 3 3 8 6 1 0




4.0 3.0 6.5 8.0 7.0 8.5 12.0 1l.C
C.16 0.24 C.2C C.56 C.36 0.20
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